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Summary

International

projects under the Clean Development Mechanism

(CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol have two objectives. Firstly, they seek

to foster the sustainable development of the host countries. Sec¬

ondly, they aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in a cost efficient

manner. How can one assess the contribution of a specific CDM project

to the sustainability objective? The methodology Multi-Attributive Assess¬

ment of CDM (MATA-CDM), developed in the course of this research

project, assesses CDM projects by means of a multi-criteria approach.
The preferences of the evaluators are integrated by selecting and weight¬

ing criteria. These normative elements are combined with objectively de¬

terminable project indicators in a transparent manner. MATA-CDM pro¬

duces a sustainability profile and an overall utility calculation of the

assessed project. The methodology has been applied and evaluated in

case studies in South Africa, India and Uruguay.
The results in South Africa point to the advantage of weighting assess¬

ment criteria by the method of direct weighting when the project is

evaluated by individuals or a small group of decision-makers. If larger

groups (>20 persons) are involved in the criteria weighting, average

weightings tend to get equaHsed and have only a marginal influence on

the overall assessment results.

The in-depth analysis of a 6 MW biomass power plant in the Indian state

of Andhra Pradesh showed strongly divergent results. While projects in

this category generally have very positive economic and social effects

(e.g. employment opportunities for disadvantaged people), the biomass

supply to run the power plant can have severe impacts on the local envi¬

ronment. The power plant was found to be a major contributor to de¬

forestation in the surroundings. This example shows that thresholds for

critical criteria have to be defined in order to ensure a sensible project

assessment by MATA-CDM.



In total, six potential CDM projects were assessed. Some of these pro¬

jects cannot be significantly differentiated by means of their calculated

utility. The differences of their utilities are too small and He within the

error of the methodology, which is around ± 4% of the used scale.

Currently, the administration of Uruguay is adapting MATA-CDM to the

conditions in Uruguay. Future CDM projects that seek approval from

the host country, Uruguay, will be assessed with the help of MATA-

CDM. So far an evaluation of the first implementation phase has indi¬

cated that the administration as weU as key stakeholders consider the

methodology appHcable for concrete project assessments. EspeciaUy the

participatory approach was conceived as positive.
To approve CDM projects, a streamHned methodology based on the re¬

sults and experiences of the research project is recommended. It is based

on the principles of MATA-CDM, yet the method is streamHned by fo¬

cusing on the critical criteria of each project category. According to the

proposed methodology, approval decisions are based on the sustainabil¬

ity profile of the project and on the threshold requirements for critical

criteria.
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Zusammenfassung

Internationale Klimaschutzprojekte im Rahmen des "Clean

Development Mechanism" (CDM) haben gemäss Kyoto Protokol

zwei Ziele.

Einerseits soHen sie die nachhaltige Entwicklung des Gastlandes

fördern, andererseits kosteneffizient Treibhausgasemissionen redu¬

zieren. Wie kann der Beitrag eines konkreten CDM Projektes zur

nachhaltigen Entwicklung beurteilt werden? Die Methodik des Multi-

Attributive Assessment of CDM (MATA-CDM), welche im Rahmen

dieses Forschungsprojektes entwickelt wurde, beurteilt CDM Pro¬

jekte mit einem multikriterieUen Ansatz. Dabei können die Prä¬

ferenzen des Beurteilers durch die Auswahl der Kriterien und deren

anschüessenden Gewichtung erfasst werden. Diese normativen

Elemente werden transparent mit objektiv messbaren Projekt¬
indikatoren verknüpft. MATA-CDM Hefert als Bewertungsresultat
ein Nachhaltigkeitsprofil des Projektes sowie ein berechneter Ge¬

samtnutzen. Die Methodik wurde an FaUstudien in Südafrika, Indien

und Uruguay angewandt und evaluiert.

Die Resultate aus Südafrika zeigten, dass es sinnvoU ist, bei einzelnen

Entscheidungsträgern oder kleineren Gruppen die Beurteilungs¬
kriterien mit Hufe eines direkten Gewichtungsverfahrens zu gewi¬
chten. Bei grösseren Gruppen von Entscheidungsträgern (>20 Per¬

sonen) tendieren die Mittelwerte der Gewichte zu konvergieren; eine

Kriteriengewichtung hat jedoch auf die Bewertungsresultate nur

einen marginalen Einfhiss.

Die detaillierte Analyse eines 6 MW Biomassenkraftwerkes im

indischen Bundesstaat Andhra Pradesh ergab stark polarisierende
Resultate. Während diese Projektkategorie genereU sehr positive öko¬

nomische wie soziale Auswirkungen hat (z.B. Schaffung von Arbeits-



platzen für sozial benachteüigte Bevölkerungsgruppen), kann der Be¬

darf an Biomasse zum Betrieb des Kraftwerkes ökologisch verhe¬

erende Auswirkungen haben. Das untersuchte Kraftwerk trägt in

starkem Masse zur Abholzung in der Umgebung bei. Dieses Beispiel

zeigt, dass zur sinnvoüen Projektbewertung mit MATA-CDM

SchweUenwerte für kritische Kriterien definiert werden müssen.

Insgesamt wurden sechs potentieUe CDM Projekte mit MATA-CDM

bewertet. Einige der Projekte können mit Hufe der

Gesamtbewertung nicht signifikant voneinander unterschieden

werden. Dies ist dann der Fall, wenn die berechneten Unterschiede

innerhalb der Methodenungenauigkeit Hegen (ungefähr ± 4% des

Beurteilungsmassstabes).
MATA-CDM wird momentan von den CDM Behörden in Uruguay
an die lokalen Gegebenheiten angepasst. In Zukunft soUen Projekte,
welche eine BewilHgung ersuchen, damit analysiert werden. Die

Evaluation der ersten Phase hat gezeigt, dass die Methodik sowohl

von Behörden wie von den wichtigsten Interessensvertretern als

praxistaugHch eingestuft und begrüsst wird. Insbesondere der

participative Einbezug der Interessensvertreter wurde positiv be¬

wertet.

Für die BewilHgungspraxis wird eine vereinfachte Methodik basierend

auf den Forschungsresultaten und den gemachten Erfahrungen

vorgeschlagen. Diese beruht auf den Prinzipien von MATA-CDM;

wird jedoch vereinfacht durch eine Fokussierung auf kritische

Kriterien der verschiedenen Projekttypen. Gemäss der vorgeschla¬

genen Methodik basiert ein BewilHgungsentscheid auf dem Nachhalt-

igkeitsprofil des Projektes und den SchweUenwerten für kritische

Kriterien.



1 Introduction and Overview

1.1 Background

The
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) has provoked many

debates in the cHmate change community over the last decade.

For some, the idea of reducing carbon emissions at the location

where it is most cost efficient was a convincing one; for others this was

merely a cheap way out of the real responsibiHties. The general idea of

joint projects that reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions has been

written down in the United Nations Framework Convention on CHmate

Change (United Nations 1992). After five years of negotiating and con¬

sidering different paths of implementation, the CDM was born and de¬

fined in the Kyoto Protocol 1997. GeneraUy speaking, it was a compro¬

mise between the interests of developing and developed parties and was

stiU quite a vaguely defined mechanism at that point in time. For another

five years the CDM remained a concept, but has since been developed

step by step to become an instrument ready for implementation. This

flexible instrument can be seen as a key novelty within the history of in¬

ternational environmental treaties.

On the journey from the original concept to the concrete instrument,

CDM and its environment were reshaped and modified in many ways.

Most prominently, the ratio between forecasted demand and supply

completely changed when the U.S. announced that they would not sup¬

port the Kyoto protocol any longer. The strongest advocate of CDM left

over night. As a consequence, the emissions to be reduced under the

Kyoto Protocol by Annex I countries during the first commitment pe¬

riod shrunk by about 70% from 620 to 424 Mt Carbon (Bhandari 2003).

Consequently, the expected demand for Certified Emission Reductions
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(CERs) from CDM projects decreased considerably. FoUowing neoclas¬

sical economics, this resulted in a lower equiHbrium price for CERs.

Furthermore, a dilution of the CDM rules that would aUow business-as-

usual projects to get registered as CDM would have a similar effect and

would also lead to lower prices for CERs.1 The anticipated low price for

CERs narrows down the portfoHo of potential CDM projects. At the

moment, most of the projects that are picked up under the CDM are fi¬

nancially viable even without carbon returns (own interviews). The

Kyoto protocol states that the purpose of CDM is to assist non-Annex I

countries "in achieving sustainable development" AND to assist Annex I

parties" in achieving compHance with their quantified emission Hmitation

and reduction commitments" (United Nations 1997). WiU it still be pos¬

sible to fulfil this twin objective of CDM under the current circum¬

stances? While emission reduction prices (3-5 /t CO2) seem to grant

cost-efficient emission reductions for Annex I parties, the contribution

of the respective projects to sustainable development is not yet assured.2

In fact, low carbon prices place the stress on financiaUy sound business-

as-usual projects and reduce the room for manoeuvre for projects that

contribute additionaHy to the environmental and social dimensions of

SustainabiHty but that need financial returns from the carbon market to

get implemented.
The Marrakech Accords clearly state that "it is the host party's preroga¬

tive to confirm whether a clean development mechanism project activity
assists it in achieving sustainable development" (United Nations 2001).

Hence, possible SustainabiHty criteria and respective assessment proce¬

dures are to be defined by host countries. This task tends to be difficult

as SustainabiHty is much more of a vague concept than a weU-defined

term. As there is no generaUy accepted definition of sustainable devel¬

opment on the concrete project level (BeU and Morse 2000), assessing a

CDM project with regard to SustainabiHty represents an iU-defined prob-

1
How the CDM Executive Board (EB) will interprète the CDM rules is not yet decided. This

will be seen when the EB decides on the first CDM projects that apply for registration. These

cases will set precedents for future projects. First projects are expected to be accepted during
the last quarter of 2003.

2
For emission reduction prices paid at the moment see, for example, Senter International

(2001).
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lern. According to Hübscher (1997), the chaUenge in the case of an iU-

defined problem is that "it is not clear from the beginning on what the

problem is and thus, what a solution is. Thus, finding a solution requires
in addition to find out what the real problem is".

The vague concept of SustainabiHty must therefore be transferred into

measurable SustainabiHty criteria. The main premise of this thesis says

that this normative step strongly influences the final assessment results.

It therefore has to be addressed in an appropriate way in order to guar¬

antee vaHd project assessment results.

1.2 Objectives and Research Questions

This thesis analyses the problem of assessing the SustainabiHty of CDM

projects. Taking key problems into account that are identified during the

analysis, a method to assess CDM projects in regards to their contribu¬

tion to sustainable development is developed, tested and discussed.

There are three expHcit objectives of the thesis:

- Firstly, the thesis aims to create an understanding of the

CDM and its assessment in regards to SustainabiHty during
the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol.

- Secondly, it wiH develop and test a SustainabiHty assessment

method for CDM projects. This method wiH be able to com¬

bine subjective preferences and objective measurements in a

transparent way. The method wiH be tested with real-Hfe case

studies.

- FinaUy, the developed methodology wiH be discussed. The re¬

search process wiH result in proposed procedures on how

concrete CDM project proposals can be evaluated at the host

country level with regard to their contribution to sustainable

development.

This threefold objective translates into a set of eight specific research

questions that guide the research process. The questions, along with the

objectives they are attributed to, are Hsted in Table 1.
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Table 1: Research questions and respective objectives of the research project.

Objective Related research questions

1.1 How did the CDM develop during its evolution

from a general idea to an executable instrument?

1.2 What key problems are the CDM likely to face dur¬

ing the first commitment period?

1.3 What are the requirements for an effective sustain¬

ability assessment on the project level?

2.1 In what kind of methodological frame can CDM

projects be assessed, thereby fulfilling the require¬
ments of research question No. 1.3?

2.2 Is the developed methodology applicable in the field

and is it accepted by stakeholders?

3.1 How sensitive are the overall assessment results of

CDM projects with regard to sustainability prefer¬
ences of individuals?

3.2 Is the developed method suitable for project as¬

sessments at the host country approval level?

3.3 How can host countries effectively assess the con¬

tribution of CDM project proposals to the sustain¬

able development of their countries?

1.3 Approach of the Study and Methodology

This thesis is the result of a research process structured as a "joint doc¬

torate". The research was conducted on one hand in the academic sur¬

roundings of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich and on

the other hand within the working environment of the consultancy and

project management company Factor AG, Zurich. The author tried to

combine the fruits of a reflective and in-depth working attitude of the

academic world with the insights into the real-Hfe aspects of problems
and the experience gained while solving them within a private consul¬

tancy. As a result, the thesis synthesizes experience and knowledge

gained in a variety of different environments. The author studied the is¬

sue of SustainabiHty and CDM in the international UN negotiating arena

1. Create an understanding of the

CDM and its assessment in regards to

sustainability during the first commit¬

ment period of the Kyoto Protocol.

2. Develop and test a sustainability
assessment method for CDM projects.
This method shall be able to combine

subjective preferences and objective
measurements in a transparent way.
The method shall be tested with real-

life case studies.

3. Discuss the developed methodol¬

ogy and propose procedures on how

concrete CDM project proposals can

be evaluated at the host country level

with regard to their contribution to

sustainable development.
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and during expert workshops around the world, on the project level in

remote Indian tribal villages, as weH as in theory. The field-work in¬

cluded research by Renat Heuberger, diploma student and researcher at

our institute, in South Africa and Uruguay for several weeks, and five

months of research by the author in India. The methodology of the re¬

search project comprises participant observation, quaHtative interviews

and Multi-Attributive Utility Theory (MAUT). MAUT forms the core

methodology, as it constitutes the framework for the CDM assessment

method developed. It is described in detail in chapter 4.

Participant observation

The working field of a consultant in the cHmate change community set

the environment for active participant observation, a method developed by

anthropologists. According to Laurier (2003), the credo of participant
observation is to keep as close to the spatial phenomenon as possible. It

is therefore quite distinct from methodologies that emphasize distance

and objectivity, since it involves observing and participating. Laurier

(2003) reiterates that "the best participant observation is generaUy done

by those who have been involved in and tried to do and /or be part of

the things they are observing." Driven by this motivation, the author ac¬

tively participated in about two dozens expert workshops and also at¬

tended the main international negotiations in the field of cHmate change
since 1999 (CoP-5 to Cop-8). As an observer of the international nego¬

tiations the author gained firsthand insights about the development of

the CDM and could study the negotiating behaviour of different stake¬

holders behind the scenes. The direct involvement in several JI/CDM

project preparations revealed the crucial points of such activities and

sharpened the understanding of the real-Hfe environment of cHmate

change abatement projects.3 Weeks of Hving and working with marginal

3
The author assisted half of the first six approved Indian CDM projects in designing their

CDM component and managing the validation process. He contributed to the baseline defini¬

tion of the Swiss AIJ project (STEP in Romania) and was in charge of the baseline definition

for EBRD's JI project in Bucharest (rehabilitation of the capital's district heating system). In

addition, he was involved in structuring and documenting a number of other potential CDM

projects in several countries.
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sugar farmers in rural Gujarat provided insights into the organization of

the Indian agricultural sector at the grass root level. Hence, the author

acquired an understanding on how potential CDM benefits from sugar

cane co-generation projects wiH be redistributed.4

Qualitative interviews

Within the field of participant observation the author conducted 38 key
informant interviews. "Key informant interviews are quaHtative inter¬

views of 15 to 35 people selected for their first-hand knowledge about a

topic of interest. The interviews are loosely structured, relying on a Hst of

issues to be discussed. Key informant interviews resemble a conversation

among acquaintances, aUowing a free flow of ideas and information. In¬

terviewers frame questions spontaneously, probe for information and

take notes, which are elaborated on later" (USAID 1996). The key in¬

formant interviews were frequently held in informal settings, such as

during coffee breaks or over a beer after a day of negotiations etc. In

fact, there was often no distinct Hne between the observing part of "par¬

ticipant observations" and "key informant interviews". These "informal

interviews" were complemented by 26 formal in-depth expert interviews.

The in-depth expert interviews were conducted in a quaHtative, semi-

directive manner.5 Whenever permitted they were recorded, and essen¬

tials were transcribed afterwards.6 As some parts of this theses deal with

poHticaHy highly sensitive issues, we cannot openly quote the informants.

Appendix E Hsts aU the interview partners, and each citation is labeUed

with a code that refers to the respective informant (example: "Interview

XYab"). However, the key reveaHng the interview partners cannot be

disclosed to the broader audience.

Co-generation of sugar cane trash (so-called bagasse) to produce process steam for the sugar

factory and exportable power represents a financially very attractive CDM opportunity in In¬

dia. A first project of this kind (19.55 MW bagasse-based co-generation plant Balrampur) has

already been prepared and was presented on the internet for public comments throughout

January 2003.

The experts interviews were conducted according to Mieg and Brunner (2001).
Several interview partners refused to be recorded, especially those who were ready to share

sensitive information.
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Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

Based on the analysis of potential CDM projects and their context, we

developed an adaptation of the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)
to assess the contribution of such projects to the sustainable develop¬
ment of the host country. MAUT framed our field-work in South Africa,

India and Uruguay. In each country we conducted an empirical stake¬

holder survey on SustainabiHty preferences on the one hand and assessed

SustainabiHty parameters of the case study project on the other hand.

Both types of data are used as inputs to MAUT to evaluate CDM pro¬

jects. The details of the assessment methodology are given in chapter 4.

The methods appHed in the course of the research project are shown in

Figure 1.

Potential project participants

(Indian farmers)

Key informant

Interviews

\ fquaiÄaBvgL—-

Assessment of project
case studies

[quantitative and semi¬

quantitative]

Project developers, administration,

national experts (SA and India)

In-depth expert
interviews

[qualitative, semi-

directive]

Interviews

Stakeholder survey on

sustainability preferences

[quantitative]

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)

Figure 1 Methods applied within the research project. The mix of methods comprises

qualitative as well as quantitative methods. The concerned stakeholders are in¬

dicated in the ellipses.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

FoUowing this introductory section, the thesis is structured into three

main parts that foUow the three objectives defined above. In the second

part, we present the background, the theoretical concepts and key prob-
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lems of CDM and its SustainabiHty assessment (chapters 2 and 3). In

chapter 4 a methodology to assess potential CDM projects is developed.
The third part of the thesis appHes the developed methodology to case

studies in three different countries (chapters 5, 6 and 7). FinaUy we dis¬

cuss the method in the fourth part (chapters 8 and 9).

Chapter 2 describes how the CDM developed from a vague idea to a

flexible mechanism that is Hkely to be implemented at the concrete pro¬

ject level during the years to come. In addition, the second chapter pin¬

points and analyses some of the key problems the CDM faces at the

moment. The third chapter is an introduction into the theoretical con¬

cepts of sustainable development and defines requirements for measur¬

ing SustainabiHty at the project level. Furthermore, it discusses several

approaches suggested so far by different authors. The foUowing chapter
on Multi-Attributive UtiHty Theory (MAUT) starts off with a summary

of the development and the theoretical discussion of Multi-Criteria Deci¬

sion Methods in general, and the MAUT method in particular. In the

second part of the fourth chapter we adapt this methodology to CDM

projects and propose a method to assess such projects with regard to

sustainable development. Chapters 5 and 6 apply the proposed method

to case studies in South Africa and India. The focus of the South African

case Hes on the empirical survey of individual SustainabiHty preferences.
The Indian case concentrates on the assessment of projects in the bio¬

mass power generation sector in Andhra Pradesh.7 The seventh chapter
looks into possible appHcations by evaluating the first real-Hfe appHca-
tion of the method in Uruguay. Chapter 8 synthesises the results of the

cases studies and extracts lessons learnt. In Chapter 9 we draw conclu¬

sions and present recommendations on how CDM projects could be

evaluated by host countries.

7
Andhra Pradesh is one of the Indian states in the South-East of India.



2 Sustainability Assessment

at the Project Level

"Sustainable development has become the watchwordfor international aid

agencies, thejargon of development planners, the theme of conferences and

learned papers, and the slogan of developmental and environmental activ¬

ists.
"

Lele (1991)

The
CDM claims to contribute to the sustainable development of

host countries.8 As a consequence, Annex I parties are asked to

decide whether a proposed project would contribute to their sus¬

tainable development.9 If the SustainabiHty objective is taken seriously,
host countries must assess the contribution of proposed CDM projects
to sustainable development. Based on such an assessment, the host

countries can then give an informed and sound approval to project de¬

velopers. But how can a proposed CDM project's contribution to sus¬

tainable development be measured?

Firstly, this chapter elaborates on two key chaUenges connected with the

SustainabiHty assessment in general (the inbuilt normative element of Sus¬

tainabiHty) and with the assessment on the project level in particular (a

concept of the macro level to be appHed on the micro level). Secondly,

key requirements for respective assessments in the context of CDM pro¬

jects are derived. FinaUy, the various assessment methods for CDM pro¬

jects that are proposed by different authors are discussed, and conclu¬

sions with regard to this thesis are drawn.

8
See chapter 3 of this thesis for a discussion on the concept and the objectives of the CDM.

9
See Decision 17/CP.7 of the Marrakech Accords: "... it is the host party's prerogative to

confirm whether a clean development mechanism project activity assists it in achieving sus¬

tainable development" (UNFCCC 2002d).
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2.1 Key Challenges

The need for values

'The term sustainable is meaningless unless it is associated with a specific

reference quantity; it becomes meaningful only when it is related to a scale of
values.

"

Wiesmann (1998)

The general concept of SustainabiHty was introduced for the first time to

a larger poHtical audience by the so-caUed Brundtiand report, issued by the

World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987. The

Brundtiand report coined the definition of sustainable development that

is stiU the most widely accepted one today: "Sustainable Development is de¬

velopment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability offu¬
ture generations to meet their needs" (United Nations 1987). This definition is

wide enough to be broadly accepted. BeU and Morse (2000) observe that

in the broadest sense the sustainable component of the sustainable devel¬

opment paradigm impHes that whatever is done now wiH not harm fu¬

ture generations. They consider most people to be in agreement on this

principle.10 Wiesmann (1998) sees a general consensus prevalent in the

Hterature that sustainable development can be estabHshed with reference

to three different areas, namely socio-economic systems, socio-cultural

systems and ecological systems. Consequently the magic triangle composed
of economic, social and ecological SustainabiHty is widely used to con-

ceptuaHse sustainable development.
At such a general level people seem to find common ground. The con¬

cept of SustainabiHty can comprise many different views and preferences,

regardless of the fact that these views are often actuaUy diametricaUy op-

The inclusion of the needs of future generations that most people seem to agree on is an

ethical decision (Conseil du development durable 1997).
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posed.11 As a result, the concept of SustainabiHty can hide dissension

within a group of different stakeholders. The variety of different view¬

points and their discussion become apparent when the concept is trans¬

ferred to a more specific and concrete level.

On this specific and concrete level, there is no generaUy accepted defini¬

tion for SustainabiHty (FarreU and Hart 1998:6). This is due to the fact

that the concept formulated by the Brundtiand report cannot be trans¬

ferred to a concrete level by pure scientific deduction. Such a transfor¬

mation is a normative process and incorporates human values. Accord¬

ing to BeU and Morse (2000), SustainabiHty is a human vision that by
definition is laced with human values (poHtical or ethical). Wiesman

(1995) differentiates two foci within his model to conceptuaHse sustain¬

able development. The "Wirkungsfokus" (focus of impact) is related to

physical processes and impacts of activities, whereas the "Wertungsfo-
cus" (focus of valuation) deals with the respective valuing and weighting

by the society. A SustainabiHty assessment on the project level is there¬

fore never a purely science-driven process. AU SustainabiHty assessment

methods are based — impHcitly or expHcitly — on a set of subjective values

and targets. A sensible method not only communicates the normative

assumptions in a transparent way, but also expHcitly incorporates human

preferences — especiaUy those of concerned stakeholders — into the as¬

sessment procedure.

A concept for the macro level

The hoHstic concept of sustainable development is usuaUy appHed to the

macro level. Is it appropriate to use it on the micro level?

Since the term Sustainable Development was coined, several approaches
have been taken to put this concept into more concrete terms. Much

work has been done worldwide to derive SustainabiHty indicators on a

global, national or regional level. To classify environmental indicators,

the OECD (1993) proposed the Pressure / State / Response (PSR) ap-

11

According to Wiesman (1998), the great popularity enjoyed by the concept of sustainable

development is rooted pardy in the implication that economic, social and ecological sustain¬

ability can be easily synchronised, thereby helping to conceal existing conflicts.
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proach. The PSR framework is based on causaHty: human activities exert

pressures on the environment (pressure) and change the quaHty and

quantity of natural resources (state). Society responds to these changes

through poHcies (response), which form a feedback loop to pressures

through human activities.

Most sets of indicators to measure SustainabiHty on a global or national

level focus on environmental pressure or state of the environment indicators

(Azaretal. 1996).
The OECD classification was adapted to the social and economic di¬

mension of sustainable development by the United Nations Commission

on Sustainable Development (CSD). On occasion of its third session, the

commission approved a work program on indicators of sustainable de¬

velopment in April 1995. As a result they produced a set of 134 indica¬

tors structured in a Driving Force - State - Response framework (Commission
on Sustainable Development 1998). Within this framework, Driving
Force indicators represent human activities, processes and patterns that

impact the social, economic and écologie spheres. State indicators indi¬

cate the state of these spheres, and Response indicators indicate poHcy

options and other responses to changes in the state. In addition, the in¬

dicators are differentiated according to the various dimensions of Sus¬

tainabiHty. This differentiation foUows the different chapters of Agenda
21 (United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

1992). A wide range of international UN and NGO organisations, as weU

as research institutes, were involved in defining this set of indicators. The

indicators are intended to be used at the national level by countries in

their decision-making processes. It is understood that countries wül

choose those indicators that are relevant to national priorities, goals and

targets.
In addition, several multilateral agencies have developed their own sets

of SustainabiHty indicators.12 These sets of indicators are designed to be

used at a national level. Most indicators of those sets are therefore not

appHcable to the level of single projects.

Rogers et al. (1997) give a comprehensive overview of various sets of indicators developed
and used by multilateral institutions.
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Sustainable development is a concept, which invites a hoHstic perspective
and tries to look at systems in a wide spatial and temporal context. If the

concept of sustainable development generaUy tends to address broad sys¬

tems Hke regions, countries or even the whole globe, then how can it be

appHed at the project level? How is it possible to evaluate an isolated

project and to decide whether such a project is sustainable or not? To

assess the SustainabiHty of a single project, the project must be consid¬

ered within the context of a larger, more encompassing system that is

suitably identified for the situation at hand. The assessment has to be

based on this larger system, taking into account aU the sub-systems and

elements that contribute to the larger system's complex structure.

In consequence, it is not sensible to evaluate a single isolated project by

employing such a hoHstic concept in an absolute way. The project level

can only be assessed in a relative manner. The impacts of a particular pro¬

ject on the surrounding system have to be compared with the impacts of

an adequate reference case. One can make a relative statement about

whether the project at stake is contributing more or less to the sustain¬

able development of the system than the chosen reference case. All as¬

sessments conducted and discussed in this thesis are therefore measuring
a relative contribution to the sustainable development of a system.

In the course of this thesis the term sustainability assessment and similar

expressions always refer to the assessment of a project's contribution

to the sustainable development of the host country. This contribution

is measured in a relative manner and is always compared to a reference

case.

2.2 Requirements of Assessment Methods

In the foUowing we define and describe four key requirements for the

measuring of SustainabiHty at the project level. An optimal method shaU

be adjustable in regards to preferences and shaU aUow for relative measurements as

elaborated above. Furthermore, it shaU produce valid results, and the

method has to ensure a comprehensive approach. The selection of these key
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requirements was inspired by several guideHnes and principles suggested
for SustainabiHty assessments.13 Below, the existing approaches are dis¬

cussed according to these requirements. The method to be developed
later shaU fulfil the same requirements.

Requirement 1: Adjustable in regards to preferences

As elaborated above, the definition of SustainabiHty at a concrete project
level involves normative elements. The selection and the weighting of

selected criteria depend on preferences of the evaluators and have a ma¬

jor effect on the final result (Van Pelt et al. 1990). Consequently, the as¬

sessment methodology should be sensitive to normative judgments of

the decision makers and should present normative elements in as trans¬

parent a way as possible. The methodology should aUow for different

sets of preferences, with the help of which projects can be assessed. This

enables a multi-stakeholder participation. An assessment method that

uses a strongly predefined normative frame faces the danger of produc¬

ing results that are perceived as objective scientific results, but that are

largely driven by the normative frame.

Requirement 2: Relative measurements

As discussed above, SustainabiHty is a hoHstic concept that is appHcable
to larger systems. It is therefore not possible to decide whether an iso¬

lated project activity is per se "sustainable" or not. Consequently, the re¬

quirement of relative measurements is defined. A SustainabiHty assessment ap¬

proach for CDM projects must measure a relative contribution of the

project to the sustainable development of the host country. Accordingly,
the project's contribution towards sustainable development should be

measured against a reference case that is to be defined suitably.

The Bellagio principles serve as guidelines for sustainability assessment. They were set up by an

international group of experts in a process organised by the International Institute for Sus¬

tainable Development (Hardi and Zdan 1997). The Systematic Sustainability Analysis (Bell and

Morse 2000) and the Impact Monitoring <& Assessment (Herweg and Steiner 2002) are two exam¬

ples of guidelines on how to develop sustainability indicators for a particular project.
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Requirement 3: Valid results

The assessment method should generate vaHd results. It should be able

to significantly differentiate among projects in a repHcable way. Hence,

different evaluators should produce — within a tolerable error margin —

the same empiric results. A prerequisite for vaHdity is a transparent pro¬

cedure of the assessment process. A transparent and vaHd process en¬

sures that no arbitrary decisions are taken. Such a process creates an in¬

vestor-friendly environment by providing certainty to the investors. If

investors know the SustainabiHty requirements for a particular project as

weU as the procedure for assessment and decision making in the respec¬

tive host country, they can consider the HkeHhood of getting the host

country's approval for their projects and can thus act accordingly. On the

other hand, if the project's requirements in regards to SustainabiHty are

not clearly defined, potential investors wiH face a high uncertainty as to

whether the project wiH be approved or not. They may therefore choose

to avoid the risks involved by not tackling a particular project. Hence, an

effective CDM approval scheme should comprise clearly defined and

transparent requirements with regard to the possible contributions to

sustainable development.

Requirement 4: Comprehensive approach

SustainabiHty is a hoHstic concept (cf. above). It should be viewed in a

hoHstic sense, including economic, social and ecological components

(Hardi and Zdan 1997). In addition to evaluating such a wide range of

topics, the temporal as weU as spatial system boundaries of the assess¬

ment are of concern. The temporal system boundaries have to take into

account that SustainabiHty is an intergenerational concept, which should

also take any long-term impacts into consideration. This often impHes a

time horizon that is substantiaUy wider than those of usual business ac¬

tivities or poHcy decisions. Spatial system boundaries should be chosen

in such a way that the major impacts of a project activity He within the

system boundary of the assessment.

A real-Hfe assessment of SustainabiHty at the project level can never be

perfectly hoHstic and comprehensive. At some point the method of as¬

sessment has to become reductive. Nevertheless, a SustainabiHty assess-
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ment should aim at measuring a project's impact in as comprehensive a

way as possible.

2.3 Analysis of Different Approaches to Ensure Sustainabil¬

ity of CDM Projects

At the moment, several approaches and methods to conduct sustainabil¬

ity assessments of CDM projects are evolving. They can be divided into

four different approaches: guidelines, checklists, negotiated targets and multi-

criteria methods (see Table 2). In the foUowing, the different approaches
are briefly introduced and examples are given. The methods within the

multi-criteria approach suggested so far for CDM assessment are discussed

in greater detail in chapter 2.4.

Table 2: Overview of different approaches to ensure the sustainability of CDM projects

Approach Brief description Examples

Guidelines Guidelines define descriptively the aspects of sustain- Indian CDM guide-
able development that should be considered in a pro- lines (issued by Gov-

ject. ernment of India)

Checklists Checklists consist of clearly defined questions to be CERUPT

answered for a CDM project with a closed set of pre¬

defined answers.

Negotiated Concrete targets are negotiated among stakeholders Jepirachi Wind power

targets and the project owner. Indicators are defined to moni- project, PCF

tor the sustainability component of the projects.

Multi-Criteria Multi-Criteria Methodologies define various criteria for SouthSouthNorth,

Methodologies several aspects of sustainability and assess the project Factor AG, PCF plus,
with regard to each criterion. Some methodologies WWF

suggest aggregating the indicators by weighting the

respective criteria according to their importance.
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Approach 1: Guidelines

GuideUnes describe how projects should contribute to sustainable devel¬

opment and which features they should comprise to be eHgible under the

CDM. They are defined in a normative manner by an authority, e.g. the

Designated National Authority for CDM (DNA).14 GuideUnes are mostly
formulated in a rather general and vague manner in order to meet the

assessment requirements for a wide range of different projects. Guide¬

Unes do not define a clear procedure or method according to which pro¬

jects are assessed. They therefore often comprise a large scope of discre¬

tion, which decreases the vaHdity of assessments based on guideHnes. On

the other hand, since guideHnes can be formulated in a general manner,

they enable the using of a hoHstic approach when assessing projects.

Example

To be able to approve the first CDM projects, the Indian administration

released a set of guideHnes, which steer the assessment of CDM projects
with regard to the sustainable development.15 They are formulated in a

very general manner and therefore provide much room for interpretation

(see Box 1).

Approach 2: Checklists

CheckUsts consist of clearly defined questions towards a CDM project
with a closed set of predefined answers. They are a tool to address se¬

lected key issues and to make a clear straightforward statement with re¬

spect to each issue. Attached to a checklist is a key to how the answers

are evaluated and judged. The Hsts are often formulated in a filter-Hke

manner whereby aU the requirements must be fulfilled in order to let the

project pass the test. Technology Hsts are a particular case of checkHsts.

They raise questions in regards to the technology used in a particular

14
DNAs are selected in accordance with the modalities and procedures for the CDM

(UNFCCC 2002d, Decisionl7/CP.7). The official Hst of DNAs can be found at

http://cdm.unfccc.int/DNA (26-05-03).
15

Initially, the guidelines have been issued in order to be able to approve the first CDM pro¬

jects for the Dutch CERUPT tender early 2002. Up until the time of writing (May 2003) they
have been in force on an interim base (Interview SD01).
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The following aspects should be considered when designing CDM project activities:

Social well-being: The CDM project activity should lead to alleviation of poverty by generating addi¬

tional employment, removal of social disparities and contributing to provision of basic amenities to

people leading to improvement in their quality of life.

Economic well-being: The CDM project activity should bring in additional investment consistent with

the needs of the people.

Environmental well-being: This should include a discussion of the impact of the project activity on

resource sustainability and resource degradation, if any, due to the proposed activity; biodiversity-

friendliness; impact on human health; reduction of levels of pollution in general; Technological well-

being: The CDM project activity should lead to transfer of environmentally safe and sound technolo¬

gies with a priority to the renewables sector or energy efficiency projects that are comparable to best

practices in order to assist in upgradation of the technological base.

Source: Ministry of Environment and Forest (2002)

Box 1: Indian guidelines with regard to the sustainability of CMD projects

project and define which technologies are considered eUgible. Compared
to other methods, checkHsts are a reductive approach as they address a

clearly defined set of issues with predefined answers. Consequently, the

vaHdity (requirement 3) of this approach is usuaUy high.

Example16

Through its implementing agency Senter Internationaal, the Dutch gov¬

ernment presented a particular case of a checkUst within its CDM tender

CERUPT (see Table 3). It is a catalogue that Hsts technologies that are

considered to be eUgible from the Dutch perspective. The Dutch gov¬

ernment then went one step further. It defined a maximal price that it is

wiUing to pay per Certified Emission Reduction (CER) for each technol¬

ogy. This differentiation was motivated by the wish to distinguish be¬

tween projects respective to their contributions to sustainable develop-

16
For other examples and proposals of checklists see Chattejee and Fechner (1997) Kelly and

Helme (2000) or Seroa da Motta, Ferraz et al. (2000)
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ment. The more sustainable a technology was considered, the higher the

maximum price per CER was set.17

Table 3: Maximum prices for CERs generated by different CDM project types within

CERUPT: an example for a technology list.

Technology Maximum Price

Renewable energy (excluding biomass) 5.50 / t C02eq

Energy production by using clean, sustainably grown biomass 4.40 / t C02eq
(excluding waste)

Energy efficiency improvement 4.40 / t C02eq

Others, among which fossil fuel switch and methane recovery 3.30 / t C02eq

Source: Senter Internationaal (2001)

Approach 3: Negotiated Targets

"Negotiated targets" is an approach to assure a measurable contribution to

sustainable development after the implementation of a CDM project.
The project proponent discusses with the local stakeholders (e.g. the vil¬

lagers of the location where the project wiU be implemented) what addi¬

tional contribution to their local development the proposed project shaU

deHver. The result of such a negotiating process is reflected in a weU-

defined plan of action. The project owner agrees to deHver additional

benefits to the local community or environment. Such benefits do not

have to be directly Unked to the main project activity. This approach
does therefore not make any assessment of the SustainabiHty of the pro¬

ject itself. TheoreticaUy, it is possible that a totaUy unsustainable project
fulfils the negotiated targets requirements by agreeing on compensation
measures that have been negotiated with the local community (e.g. fi¬

nancing a school for the nearby viUage).
This approach does therefore not represent a pre-implementation as¬

sessment methodology, but is a way to ensure the deHvery of measurable

additional benefits of a CDM project.18

17
Personal communication Lex de Jonger, Head of CDM Division, VROM, The Netherlands;
29 November, 2002.

18
The sustainability assessment, as foreseen under the CDM regime, requires a pre-

implementation sustainability approval. So far, post-implementation monitoring procedures
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Example

The Prototype Carbon Fund of the Worldbank (PCF) designed this ap¬

proach and attempts to implement it for its Jepirachi Wind Power Pro¬

ject in Alta Guajira, Columbia. Together with the local community, an

Institutional and Communitary Strengthening Plan was developed. In a consul¬

tation process the local community expressed their most important
needs. PCF decided to spend a fixed amount of money per CER gener¬

ated on additional measures within the communitary strengthening plan.
In a negotiation process these resources were aUocated to concrete

measures. The respective plan of action includes indicators to be moni¬

tored throughout the project Hfetime. The verification and certification

wiU be executed by the Designated Operational Entity, which is in

charge of the CER verification. As a consequence, the PCF wiU not only

pay for the CERs generated, but also for the respective certified addi¬

tional benefits.

Furthermore, if the action plan is not implemented, the project entity en¬

ters into default. In this case the project entity has a cure period; if the

default is not cured, PCF can stop payments.19 The Jeipirachi project is

the first PCF project that is setting such a mechanism in place. It is pos¬

sible that future projects wiU implement similar schemes. This wiU, how¬

ever, not be a prerequisite for PCF projects. But such a scheme wiU be a

compulsory feature of aU upcoming projects under the Worldbank's

Community Development Carbon Fund (CDCF).20

Approach 4: Multi-Criteria Methodologies

Methodologies within this approach define various criteria for several

aspects of SustainabiHty. These criteria get translated into concrete indi¬

cators, which are appHed to the CDM project. Some methodologies sug¬

gest aggregating the indicators by weighting the respective criteria ac¬

cording to their importance. Consequently, the output of a multi-criteria

for SD are voluntary. Nonetheless, discussions are going on as to whether host countries can

and should bind their approval of projects to a project's future fulfilment of its sustainability
claims.

19
C. Streck, PCF, personal communication, October 22, 2002

20
K. Newcomb, Fund Manager PCF, personal communication, October 24, 2002
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methodology can again be a single (aggregated) indicator. Other methods

suggest thresholds for different indicators. Thresholds require a minimal

performance in each of the pre-defined criteria. A project is only eUgible
for the CDM if it deHvers results that are equal or better than the given
thresholds for aU aspects considered.

Several different methodologies for multi-criteria assessment of CDM

projects have been suggested. The methodology developed and appHed

during this research project foUows a multi-criteria approach. Multi-

criteria methodologies proposed by other authors are discussed in

greater detail in subchapter 2.4.

Comparison of approaches

In the foUowing, the four approaches presented above are compared and

discussed with the help of the four assessment criteria: adjustable in regards
to preferences, relative measurements, valid results and comprehensive approach (see
also Table 4). It is possible to use relative measurements within aU four

approaches, and most methodologies suggested so far are doing so. They
either measure against the status quo or against a baseHne case.

The multi-criteria approach is the most suitable with regard to the ad¬

justment to individual preferences. On one hand, the selection of criteria

can be varied. On the other hand, evaluators can weight the various cri¬

teria according to their preferences. Negotiated targets also reflect indi¬

vidual preferences, but in a less systematic and transparent way. The ne¬

gotiating processes between different stakeholders reflect their

preferences. Checklists and guideHnes mirror the preferences of author¬

ing institutions. However, as soon as a specific checkUst or guideHne is

set, it does not have the flexibiUty to get adjusted in regards to different

preferences any longer.

Negotiated Targets and guideHnes cannot be seen as vaHd approaches.
Due to their large scope of discretion, different negotiators or different

evaluators wiH come to different results. Methodologies of the checkUst

approach or the multi-criteria approach have the potential to produce
vaHd results, but these are not guaranteed. To ensure vaHd results, the

respective questions and indicators have to be specific enough.
As guideUnes can be written in a rather general manner, they have the

potential to cover many issues, and can therefore capture the project in a
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hoHstic way if appHed in a sensible manner. The same appUes to a weU-

structured multi-criteria method. In contrast, checkHsts do not usuaUy
have the required flexibiUty to get a hoHstic assessment of a project's im¬

pacts. The approach of negotiated targets focuses only on issues directly
raised by the local community. A comprehensive look is therefore not

guaranteed.

Table 4: Comparisons of different assessment approaches with regard to the four key criteria

adjustable in regards to preferences, relative measurements, valid results and com¬

prehensive approach.

Checklists Negotiated

argets

Guidelines Multi-criteria

approaches

Adjustable in

regards to pref¬
erences

no yes, preferences
reflected in negotia¬
tion process

no possible

Relative meas¬

urements

possible yes, reference =

status quo

possible possible

Valid results possible, if

questions are

specific
enough

negotiation process,

result depends on

actors

no, usually

guidelines leave a

large scope of

discretion for

the evaluator

possible, if indica¬

tors are specific

enough

Comprehensive
approach

very limited,
reductive ap¬

proach

no, only issues di¬

rectly raised by the

local community are

addressed

yes, holistic ap¬

proach possible
yes, holistic ap¬

proach is possible

2.4 Existing Multi-Criteria Methodologies to Assess CDM

Projects

Most methodologies to evaluate the SustainabiHty of CDM projects sug¬

gested by other authors are based on a set of different criteria, and hence

can be attributed to the multi-criteria approach as introduced above. In

the foUowing section, five existing methodologies that were proposed by
other authors are presented. The discussion of these methodologies re¬

veals their strengths and weaknesses. The lessons learnt shaU guide the

development of the method in the foUowing chapter.
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South South North (SSN) sustainable development tool

An early example of a multi-criteria approach for CDM project assess¬

ment was presented by HeUos International at CoP-5 (Thorne and La

Rovere 1999). This method has been refined and field tested over the

last years within the South-South-North project (SSN).21 SSN proposed a

CDM tool, the SSN sustainable development tool, which consists of eHgibiUty

screens, sustainable development indicators and feasibiHty indicators

(Thorne and Raubenheimer 2002). The appraisal compares the CDM

project with its baseHne and provides ratings for the indicators of a pre¬

defined set. The rating Hes between +3 and -3, with +3 being a very

positive contribution, 0 being no change in the index, and —3 very nega¬

tive. SSN demands that sustainable development indicators must aU be

positive to make a project eUgible. The various criteria are not expHcitly

weighted. They are aggregated to a total figure by a simple addition.

The SSN Sustainable Development Tool is a comprehensive methodol¬

ogy and it has been appHed to CDM project proposals in several coun¬

tries. The evaluation by means of the four criteria chosen shows a gener-

aUy high scoring (see Table 5). The weak point Hes in the missing expHcit

weighting of the criteria. The method is therefore not adjustable in re¬

gards to different preferences. Despite the missing expHcit weighting,
SSN aggregates the various indicators by summing them up. By aggregat¬

ing non-weighted values, one incorporates the fundamental assumption
that aU criteria deserve the same weights. Hence, SSN introduces an im-

pUcit (equal) weighting which does not have to reflect the decision mak¬

ers' preferences. This integrated normative element is Hkely to distort the

overaU results.

SouthSouthNorth (SSN) is a non-profit NGO that is active in South Africa, Brazil, Bangla¬
desh and Indonesia. Its mission is the design and development of CDM projects, including
the approval, validation, registration and transaction of these projects. SSN is a worldwide

leader in developing standards for environmentally, socially and economically sound CDM

projects. For further information see www.soufhsouthnorth.org.
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Table 5: Evaluation of the sustainability assessment methodology suggested by SSN

Criteria Rating Rationale

Adjustable in regards to no No explicit weighting of criteria. Nonetheless, the

preferences indicators are aggregated by summing them up. This

results in an implicit equal weighting of the different

criteria

Relative measurements yes CDM project is compared to a project specific base¬

line

Valid results o/+ Well-defined criteria. Case by case baseline allows for

a large scope of discretion that diminishes validity

Comprehensive approach + The eight indicators suggested permit a broad as¬

sessment.

Factor AG: Sustainability Indicators for Small-Scale CDM Projects

On behalf of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Fac¬

tor Consulting + Management AG conducted a study on opportunities
and obstacles of smaU-scale CDM projects. The authors studied 16 pro¬

jects with regard to their contribution to sustainable development and

their attractiveness for investors (Sutter et al. 2001b). They analysed
CDM-aHke projects that had already been implemented in the Indian re¬

newable energy sector. The authors propose six quantitative criteria that

cover social, environmental and economic aspects. The indicators are aU

quantitative, and the performance of different projects can be compared
in regards to a single criterion. As the indicators are not normaUsed, they
cannot be aggregated to a final score. Furthermore, the approach does

not comprise a weighting procedure.
The methodology shows a high vaHdity thanks to the fact that aU indica¬

tors are of quantitative nature (see Table 6). On the other hand, this

leads to a lack of quaHtative information and makes the methodology
less comprehensive. The methodology does not fulfil the criteria adjust¬
able in regards to preferences, as it neither foresees normaUsation nor the

weighting of different criteria.
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Table 6: Evaluation of the sustainability assessment methodology suggested by Factor Con¬

sulting + Management AG

Criteria Rating Rational

Adjustable in regards to pref- no No explicit weighting of criteria,

erences

Relative measurements yes CDM project is compared to standardised base¬

line.

Valid results + 4- Well-defined quantitative criteria. A standardised

reference case ensures robust results.

Comprehensive approach 0/+ Lack of qualitative information due to requirement
of having only quantitative indicators.

4. Prototype Carbon Fund

The project development cycle of the Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF)
asks for a description of the project's impacts on sustainable develop¬
ment.22 Huq (2002) analysed the PCF portfoHo with regard to its contri¬

bution to sustainable development. He concludes: "sustainable development

objectives and criteria have been incorporated in aproject-by-project basis and not in a

systematic manner" (Huq 2002). He sees the need to assess future PCF pro¬

jects by criteria that can be easily appHed across projects and countries.

To put different parameters on a common scale he proposes to count

the number of sustainability categories (social, environmental, economic) in

which the project has a significant benefit.

This approach provides a quick and easily understandable SustainabiHty
check. The method of counting the number of SustainabiHty categories
with a positive effect is highly invaHd if these SustainabiHty categories are

not standardized.23 In such a case the selection (number and nature) of

indicators wiU strongly influence the scoring of a particular project. On

the other hand, a project-by-project definition of indicators gives room

for a comprehensive assessment. The indicators can be selected accord-

22
PCF is a trust fund of the World Bank, launched in January 2000 to provide financing of pro¬

jects reducing GHG emissions. In November 2000 the PCF created the PCFplus programme

to support outreach, training and research activities related to CDM, JI and PCF projects.
One of its research areas looks at sustainable development issues related to the CDM (Huq

2002). For further information on the PCF see (Prototype Carbon Fund 2002b) and

www.prototypecarbonfund.org.
At the moment sustainability indicators of the PCF are defined on a project-by-project basis.
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ing to the requirements of the project, as weU as of its social and ecologi¬
cal environment. The concrete selection of criteria wiU also reflect the

preferences of the authors of the project documentation. The PCF's

practice can therefore be seen as adjustable in regards to preferences, even if it

is not done in a systematic and transparent way.

Table 7: Evaluation of the sustainability assessment methodology suggested by PCF Plus.

Criteria Rating Rational

Adjustable in regards yes Indicators are chosen on a project-by-project basis. This

to preferences gives room for the preferences of the evaluators

Relative measure- yes Most indicators are measured against a baseline case

ments

Valid results
_

Indicators are chosen on a project-by-project basis. Huq's
recommendation (Huq 2002) to aggregate by counting

sustainability categories with positive effects is highly inva¬

lid, as neither number nor nature of indicators are

standardised.

Comprehensive ap- ++ The indicators can be selected according to the require-

proach ments of the project as well as of its social and ecological
environment.

Sector-specific ranking by WRI and Teri India

The World Resources Institute in co-operation with several partners

conducted a broad study on the potential for sustainable development

resulting from the CDM. Different sectors in Brazil, China and India

have been analysed (Austin et al. 1999). In India the authors24 evaluated

project categories against nine different criteria that seek to capture In¬

dia's development priorities (Pathak et al. 2000). The weights for various

SustainabiHty development benefits were determined through polling of

researchers and government officials. FinaUy, a ranking of projects was

produced within four different sectors.25 ParaUel to this, a ranking of the

projects with regard to carbon abatement costs was done.

The Indian part was elaborated by a team from the Tata Energy Research Institute (teri), New

Delhi. Note that teri has changed its name to "The Energy and Resources Institute" in 2003.

The sectors looked at are: conventional power generation, renewables for power generation,
renewables for agriculture and cement/iron/steel manufacture.
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The authors acknowledged the normative element of weighting the vari¬

ous SustainabiHty criteria when conducting a respective poU. In contrast,

the assessment procedure of the criteria is unUkely to be sufficiently
vaHd. Clear definitions of the criteria are lacking, and measurable indica¬

tors are totaUy missing apart from the economic indicator of abatement

costs. The methodology produces a project ranking. Unfortunately the

ranking is only performed within each sector. Interesting comparisons
across different sectors is therefore only possible with regard to abate¬

ment costs but not with regard to the broader SustainabiHty perform¬
ance.

26

Table 8: Evaluation of the sustainability assessment methodology suggested by WRI/teri

Criteria Rating Rational

Adjustable in regards yes

to preferences

Relative measurements yes

Valid results

Comprehensive ap- ++

proach

Weights for different sustainability development bene¬

fits were determined through polling of researchers and

government officials

Indicators are measured against a base case

The criteria for assessment are formulated in a general
manner. Clearly defined indicators are missing (with the

exception of abatement costs)

Thanks to assessment criteria formulated in a general
manner a comprehensive evaluation is possible.

26

Despite the methodological limitations to sector-wise ranking only, the authors draw conclu¬

sions on an inter-sector level. This is clearly not possible based on their empirical data and

therefore produces fallacies. The authors conclude that there is a high degree of overlap be¬

tween projects that would be given priority by carbon-focused investors and projects that

"are in India's best interest"(Pathak et al. 2000). Looking at the abatement costs of CDM pro¬

jects one observes strong differences between the evaluated sectors. Investors will therefore

predominandy stick to projects from the conventional power generation or cement, iron and

steel manufacturing sector, where abatement costs are lowest. It is highly questionable
whether these projects rank higher in development benefits than projects in the renewable

energy sector. In fact other authors found that projects in the renewable sector are greatly

contributing to sustainable development, see for example (Afgan and Carvalho 2002).
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Gold Standard

WWF International promotes a label for high quaUty CDM projects. The

label is caUed Gold Standard and comprises — among other checks and re¬

quirements — a SustainabiHty assessment for CDM projects (World Wild-

Ufe Fund 2002).27 A project that wants to be rewarded with this label has

to pass the Gold Standard SustainabiHty check in addition to the host

country's approval process. In terms of sustainable development, the

Gold Standard states the foUowing requirements:

1) An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) must comply
with the national legal standards as weU as with minimal stan¬

dards set by the WWF.

2) An expHcit pubHc participation must be conducted. WWF de¬

fines the minimal elements that such a pubHc participation pro¬

cedure must comprise.

3) The project is assessed according to different criteria of envi¬

ronmental, social and economic/technological categories by
means of predefined indicators. Projects have to show net posi¬
tive benefits in each of these categories in order to meet the

Gold Standard.

In general, the methodology and indicators for project assessment under

point 3 are adopted from SouthSouthNorth's sustainable development
tool, which we have already discussed above. Therefore, the same

evaluation table appHes (Table 5).

The Gold Standard aims at setting a quality benchmark for CDM projects. Please note that

the label requirements were still in a draft version and final review status at the time of writ¬

ing (May 2003).
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2.5 Conclusions

We see the term "sustainable development" as a guiding principle. It ex¬

presses the need to look at development i) with a view on future genera¬

tions and U) in a hoHstic manner. To become meaningful at the project

level, the term sustainable development needs a concrete context. Such a

concrete definition depends largely on the subjective preferences of the

decision makers, which ideaUy reflect those of the concerned stake¬

holders (see requirement 1). As SustainabiHty is a concept defined with

respect to the macro level, the SustainabiHty of isolated project activities

cannot be assessed in absolute terms. At the project level, only contribu¬

tions towards a sustainable development of the overaU system can be as¬

sessed. These contributions can be measured relative to the impacts of a

comparable reference case (see requirement 2). To ensure vaHd results an

assessment method must apply clearly defined procedures (see require¬
ment 3). In addition, the method should ensure a comprehensive ap¬

proach in order to be able to cover the issues required for sketching the

hoHstic concept of SustainabiHty (see requirement 4).
Out of the four introduced assessment approaches, the multi-criteria ap¬

proach is the only one that fulfils aU the requirements (see Table 4).

However, the evaluation of proposed methodologies within this multi-

criteria approach revealed that none of the methods used so far fulfils

these requirements (see Table 9).

Although each requirement is satisfied by at least one of the methodolo¬

gies discussed, none of them fulfils aU four requirements at the same

time. In particular, none of the methodologies provides a mechanism for

adjusting subjective preferences, while also ensuring vaHd results.28 To

our knowledge, a method that combines subjective SustainabiHty prefer¬
ences in a transparent way and with objectively measurable parameters

has never been appHed to the SustainabiHty assessment of CDM projects.
It is an expHcit goal of this thesis to contribute to the development of a

methodology that fills this gap.

Note that the respective requirement asks for valid results within a particular FIXED set of

preferences.
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Table 9: Evaluation of different multi-criteria methodologies proposed to assess the sustain¬

ability of CDM projects

SSN and WWF Factor PCF plus WRI/teri

en

C

Adjustable in regards to

preferences
no no yes yes

Relative measurements yes yes yes yes

Valid results o/+ ++

Comprehensive
approach

+ o/+ ++ ++

The Multi-Attribute UtiHty Theory (MAUT) we will introduce below

presents a useful framework to develop such a methodology. With the

help of MAUT it could be possible to fulfil aU four criteria by the same

methodology. In the subsequent chapters, a CDM assessment method¬

ology based on MAUT is developed, appUed and discussed. It wiU not

result in a perfect method. But it wiU be a systematic optimisation of ex¬

isting approaches, combined with the identification and profound analy¬
sis of various weaknesses of the method proposed.29

On sustainability indicators and their weaknesses of theoretical and practical nature, see also

(Moffatt and et al. 1999).



3 The Clean Development Mechanism:

Evolution of a Concept and its

Key Problems

1991

1992

1995

The
concept of the Clean De¬

velopment Mechanism has

been developed over more

than a decade (see Box 2). It has

been one of the strongly debated

key issues within the international

negotiations on cHmate change.

During the last decade, the percep¬

tion and role of the CDM changed
considerably, paraUel with the over-

aU negotiation dynamics of the cH¬

mate change negotiations. Up to the

present day, many pilot projects
have been designed. Nonetheless,

no project has been registered as a

CDM activity so far. The first real

CDM project is stiU to be regis¬
tered.30

First, an overview and analysis of

the evolution of the CDM concept Box 2:

1997

1997

2001

2002

2003

Introduction of the concept "Joint Implemen¬
tation" by Norway

The basic concept of joint projects is outlined

in the Framework Convention on Climate

Change

At the first FCCC conference of the parties

(CoP-1) in Berlin, a pilot phase for joint GHG

reduction projects was initiated (respective

projects are called Activities Implemented

Jointly, short AU)

Brazilian proposal to establish a Clean De¬

velopment Fund

CoP-3 decides to establish Jl and CDM

CoP-7 adopts the Marrakech Accords, in¬

cluding more detailed rules for CDM; election

of CDM Executive Board (EB)

The EB starts its operation and drafts addi¬

tional rules and procedures

28th July, first two baseline and monitoring
methodologies for CDM projects accepted by
the EB (after having rejected 14 proposals a

month earlier)

Important steps during the evolution

process of the CDM.

Source: own compilation, references in the text.

The CDM Executive Board, which started its work 2002, will probably be ready to register
the first CDM projects in the second half of 2003. However, the CDM can only become op¬

erational after the Kyoto Protocol has entered into force. At the time of writing (February

2003), the total emissions of Annex I parties that already ratified accounted for 43.9% of the

total carbon dioxide emissions in 1990 of the parties included in Annex I (www. unfccc.int,

February 2003). The Protocol will only enter into force after 55% of the emissions are cov¬

ered.
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during the last decade is given. Subsequently, two of the key problems
that the CDM is currently facing are discussed: the additionality dispute and

the sustainability ma%e.

3.1 Evolution of the Clean Development Mechanism: From

a Promising Concept to a Hidden Loophole?

".. Article 12 [ofthe Kyoto Protocol that defines the CDM] comprises ten

paragraphs that are unique in the history ofinternational agreements.
"

Grubbetal. (1999)

The evolution of the CDM can be divided into three main phases. First,

the idea was shaped and the CDM defined in the Kyoto Protocol in

1997. Second, the parties negotiated the required details, which con¬

cluded with defined rules in the Marrakech Accords in 2001. Since then,

the CDM has been in its early implementation phase.

Pre-Kyoto (1997): shaping the idea

The Clean Development Mechanism is one of four instruments to en¬

able international flexibiUty for Annex I countries to fulfil their quantita¬
tive emission reduction targets as defined in the Kyoto Protocol. The

main rationale for including international flexibiUty is based on the as¬

sumption that flexibiUty achieves the same environmental benefits at

lower costs than a scheme without flexibiUty. On the cost side, it is ar¬

gued that marginal abatement costs for greenhouse gas emissions vary

considerably from country to country.32 Hence, it is cost-efficient to re¬

duce emissions where marginal abatement costs are lower. On the envi-

31
Besides Art. 6 (Joint Implementation), Art. 12 (Clean Development Mechanism), and Art. 17

(International Emission Trading), the provision of Art. 4 of the Kyoto Protocol is sometimes

seen as the fourth flexibility mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol. Art. 4 allows countries to

achieve their commitments joindy, as applied by the EU to form the "EU bubble".
32

For a comparison of national marginal abatement costs compiled by different studies see, for

example, IPCC (2001a:56).
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ronmental side, the argument is that C02 and other GHGs do mix rap¬

idly in the atmosphere; GHG concentrations are therefore approximately

equal aU over the globe.33 Consequently, it does not make a substantial

difference for the cUmatic system at which location emissions are re¬

leased and emission reductions occur.

The international negotiations on cHmate change were initiated when the

UN General Assembly passed its Resolution 89/212 in response to ap¬

peals from several member countries (United Nations 1989). As a con¬

sequence, the Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee (INC) started

its work to negotiate an agreement that could be acceptable to aU coun¬

tries (Dixon and Mintzer 1999). In 1991 Norway introduced the concept

of "Joint Implementation" (JI) to the INC (Hanisch 1991). Although
termed the same as one of the three flexibiUty mechanisms adopted later

under the Kyoto Protocol, Norway's proposal was much broader in

definition and constituted a rather generic term for global emissions

trading. As a consequence, the JI concept was included in the United

Nations Framework Convention on CHmate Change (UNFCCC) in

1992. According to Article 4.2(a), "...(Annex I) Parties may implement such

policies and measuresjointly with other Parties and may assist other Parties in con¬

tributing to the achievement of the objective of the Convention" (United Nations

1992). Criteria for selecting, monitoring and crediting appropriate JI pro¬

jects were omitted from the original UNFCCC text.

During the negotiations leading up to the first Conference of the Parties

(COP-1), several representatives of developing countries began to raise

questions about the concept of JI (INC 1993). Among the raised con¬

cerns, Grubb et al. (1999:97) identify the foUowing two as the most im¬

portant ones.34 Firstly, JI could aUow developed countries - those with

the highest emissions and an acknowledged responsibiHty to lead - to

achieve their emission targets without taking adequate action at home. JI
was seen as enabHng developed countries to escape their prime responsi¬

biHty to reduce their own emissions. Secondly, several non-Annex I

countries feared that JI projects would focus on "low hanging fruits" and

33
The longitudinal variations in C02 concentration are on annual average typically < 1 ppm

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2001b:211)
34

Just before the important CoP-3 in Kyoto, Rüssel et al. (1997) published a study in which

they analysed the concerns of various Non-Annex I countries.
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exploit the cheapest reduction options in developing countries. Conse¬

quently, developing countries would only have more expensive options

left, if and when they came to adopt emission commitments. On the

other side, the U.S., backed by other members of JUSSCANNZ35,
strongly pushed for a maximum of flexibiUty.

During the First Conference of the Parties (CoP-1) in BerHn a compro¬

mise was reached, and the AIJ (Activities Implemented Jointly) pilot

phase was estabHshed (UNFCCC 1995). The purpose of the pilot phase
was to promote operational learning and to address methodological is¬

sues raised by this new class of joint ventures. It was decided that the re¬

spective pilot projects would not generate internationaUy vaHd credits.

Between 1995 and 2000 many OECD countries, in particular the Scan¬

dinavian countries, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the United States

actively supported the goals and principles of the AIJ. They estabHshed

national AIJ offices and invested financial, technological and material re¬

sources in human and institutional capacity-building activities (Dixon
and Mintzer 1999:10). The 152 projects registered by June 2001 are geo-

graphicaUy concentrated in Latin America and Central and Eastern

Europe. Most of them are projects in the renewable energy and energy

efficiency sectors (UNFCCC 2001).3<s
Most of the initial objections remained during the first years of the AIJ

pilot phase. As a bloc the G7737 stayed firm and resolute in opposing JI
between countries from the South and the North. To the surprise of

many, Brazil came up with a new proposal for a "Clean Development
Fund" as an alternative to AIJ, and this gave way to the new concept of

35
A group of countries working together in the international negotiations on climate change.
This group tends to counterbalance the EU on the one hand and the developing countries

(G77) on the other. The group consists of Japan, U.S., Switzerland, Canada, Australia, Nor¬

way and New Zealand. Switzerland has frequendy stood somewhat apart from JUSSCANNZ
positions and consequently joined the newly formed "Environmental Integrity Group" in

2000 (Michaelowa and Koch 2001: 32).
36

Although 76% of all projects are renewable energy or energy efficiency projects, the share of

GHG emission reductions of these two sectors amounts to only 21% of the total AIJ reduc¬

tions. This is due to a few larger projects in the forestry sector and projects on fugitive gas

capture (UNFCCC 2001).
37

Group of 77 and China (G 77): The G 77 was founded in 1967 under the auspices of the

United Nations Conference for Trade and Development (UNCTAD). It seeks to harmonise

the negotiating positions of its 132 developing country members (Michaelowa and Koch

2001).
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CDM. Brazil suggested introducing a penalty system that would subject
industriaUzed countries to a fine if they faüed to reach the proposed
emission targets. IndustriaUzed countries would have to pay fines in pro¬

portion to the degree of non-compUance. The fines would then be chan-

neUed into a "Clean Development Fund" and would be used to support

GHG mitigation projects and adaptation measures in countries most ad¬

versely affected by cHmate change (Dixon and Mintzer 1999:410). In

general, industriaUzed countries, and among these the United States in

particular, were opposed to such a system and strongly advocated the JI
with credits in developing countries. Costa Rica, acting as mediator, en¬

couraged Brazil to change their proposal to a "Clean Development
Mechanism" (CDM) that would stiU finance adaptation, but otherwise

function as a market-based measure whose purpose is to help meet the

reduction commitments (Figueres 2002:14). The idea of a penalty on

governments was thus transformed into a mechanism for investment by

companies. The multilateral character of the framework was retained, but

it became a "mechanism" rather than a "fund" (Grubb et al. 1999). Ac¬

cording to Oberthür and Ott (1999:166), intensive bilateral discussion

between Brazil and the US prepared the ground for elaborating the

CDM at Kyoto. By the time they reached Kyoto, both countries had

come close to a common understanding that leaned towards the US in¬

terpretation of the proposed mechanism. FinaUy, the CDM proposal was

adopted as part of the package known as the Kyoto Protocol during the

last hours of CoP-3 in Kyoto. Hence the CDM can be seen as an amal¬

gam of different elements from concepts such as JI, AIJ and the CDF

that were stitched together at Kyoto.
In fact, the CDM, as defined in Kyoto, is very close to the initial JI con¬

cept.38 The U.S. and its aUies of the JUSSCANNZ were able to push their

position through to quite a large degree. GeneraUy speaking, the initial

idea ofJI was divided into two simüar flexible instruments: JI and CDM.

WhUe JI remains the name for joint projects between two Annex I coun¬

tries, similar project activities between an Annex I and a Non-Annex I

party are referred to as CDM. Apart from the renaming, which seemed

38
Teri (1998: 5) concludes "the CDM introduced by the Kyoto Protocol is nowhere similar to

the Brazilian proposal".
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to be necessary to gain the poHtical acceptance of G77, some special fea¬

tures were attached to the old concept of JI. The Conference of the

Party supplemented the objective of generating cost-effective emission

reductions for Annex I countries with the requirement that the CDM

"shaU assist Parties not included in Annex I in achieving sustainable de¬

velopment"; this leads directly to the main subject of this thesis. Fur¬

thermore, two additional features distinguish the CDM from earHer pro¬

posals of JI (Grubb et al. 1999:133). One is the strength of multilateral

control over the process, which will be supervised by an executive board

and wiU be subject to the authority and guidance of the parties coUec-

tively. The second notable feature is that a share of proceeds from certi¬

fied project activities wiU be levied. This income wiU be used to cover

administrative costs as weU as to assist the most vulnerable Non-Annex I

countries in adapting to cHmate change.
The general concept of the Clean Development Mechanism is sketched

in Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC 1997). Under the CDM,

Annex I countries are able to use certified emissions reductions (CERs)
from project activities in developing countries in order to contribute to¬

wards their compUance of national greenhouse gas emission reduction

targets during the first budget period (2008-2012). A prompt start of

CDM with early crediting was approved to begin in 2000.

Kyoto (1997) to Marrakech (2001): negotiating the details

The detaüed rules of the CDM stiU had to be defined during the years to

come. CoP-4, held in Buenos Aires in 1998, worked out a two-year "Plan

of Action" with the goal of finaHzing the details of the Kyoto Protocol

by the year 2000. But during CoP-6 in The Hague in November 2000,

the parties failed to reach consensus. A second session of CoP-6 was

planned for June 2001 in Bonn. Before the CoP-6 was resumed, the US

administration declared its opposition to the Protocol, stating that it be-

Ueved it to be "fataUy flawed," as it would damage its economy and be¬

cause developing countries would be exempted from fuUy participating.39

39
President Bush rejected the Kyoto Protocol for the first time in a letter to Republican Sena¬

tors March 13, 2001 (seewww.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/03/20010314.html;
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Contrary to the predictions of a number of observers, the withdrawal of

the largest emitter did not kiU the Kyoto Protocol (Babiker et al. 2002). It

did, however, drasticaUy influence the negotiations. In the case of the

CDM, both demand and price expectations for CERs were reduced due

to two factors.40 On the one hand, there was a direct effect as the U.S.

was formerly beHeved to be the major buyer of CER credits. On the

other hand, it influenced the CER demand in an indirect way since Rus¬

sia, Japan, and Canada became pivotal players and requested further ex¬

ceptions. Without them, the Protocol could not enter into force. Addi¬

tional sink aUowances were granted to those countries in Bonn (at COP-

6 bis) and in Marrakesh (COP-7). Not only did the demand of emission

reductions (such as CERs from CDM projects) therefore shrink, but the

supply of tradable permits increased by aUowing countries Hke Russia to

seU emission units that they had created by means of their new bargain¬

ing power.41

Nevertheless, the Marrakech Accords that were adopted in the last hours

of CoP-7 November 2001 defined the rules and procedures for the

CDM. The Marrakech Accords are the detaüed and technical outflow of

an earUer poHtical decision referred to as the "Bonn Agreement" that

was approved by the ministers at CoP-6bis in Bonn. The election of a

CDM Executive Board (EB) and its first meeting, which was held in

Marrakech, marked the fact that CDM was about to move towards the

implementation phase.

Post-Marrakech (2001): the early implementation phase

After the constituting meeting of the CDM Executive Board (EB) during
CoP-7 in Marrakech, the board started its work in early 2002. Since then

the ten members and ten alternate members have been meeting regularly

22.04.03). In a subsequent speech he elaborated on his rejection and called the Protocol "fa¬

tally flawed" (see www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/06/20010611-2.html; 22.04.03)
40

For a detailed meta-analysis of expected prices and trading volumes resulting from 24 differ¬

ent economic models see (2002).
41

The Bonn Agreement was adopted at CoP-6 bis. Appendix Z clearly defines the caps for Ar¬

ticle 3.4 activities of parities. Russia managed, however, to reopen the chapter to increase its

cap in Marrakech, November 2001 by using its negotiating power.
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to structure the required procedural details of the CDM.42 Inter aUa, they
elaborated the format to describe CDM project activities (the Project

Design Document, PDD) as weU as simpHfied modaUties and procedures
for smaU-scale CDM project activities. The official documents regulating
the CDM as of March 2003 are Hsted in Table 10. The UNFCCC secre¬

tariat in Bonn assists the EB, and several expert panels consult it on spe¬

cific technical issues. The EB is expected to approve the first set of pro¬

jects during the second half of the year 2003.43

Table 10: International regulations governing the CDM as of April 2003.44

Year Document Content

1992 UN Framework Convention on Art 4.2.a) outlines the generic concept of joint
Climate Change projects between parties

1997 Kyoto Protocol to the UN Art.12 defines the Clean Development Mecha-

Framework Convention on nism

Climate Change

2001 The Marrakech Accords Decision 17/CP.7 and related draft decision-

T7/~/~/~ /m /inn-i /-i 11 a j j o /CMP.l specify the modalities and procedures
FCCC/CP/2001/13/Add.2 „,£../ . . r

/.
..,,

for the CDM incl. the formation of the CDM

Executive Board

2002 Regulations and Formats re- Various documents including the Project De-

ongoing leased by the CDM Executive sign Document (PDD), simplified modalities

Board and procedures for small-scale CDM project
activities, etc..

see www.unfccc/cdm

Source: own compilation

CDM activities initiated by pubHc institutions characterise the early im¬

plementation phase of the CDM. Private sector driven activities are still

an exception.45 The two largest CDM programmes are the Prototype
Carbon Fund (PCF), initiated by the World Bank and the Dutch

42
The detailed tasks and responsibilities of the EB are defined in the Marrakech Accords

(UNFCCC 2002d: Annex C).
See statements by the chair of the EB during the open meetings between the EB and NGO

March 21, 2003. www.unfccc.int/cdm

Michaelowa gives a good overview of the ground rules for the global climate policy regime,
incl. the Flexible Mechanisms (Michaelowa 2001).
This contrasts with the initial aim of the CDM to mobilise private sector resources (Oberthür
and Ott 1999).
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CERUPT programme.46 At the time of writing (April 2003), the PCF has

approved six CDM projects within its portfoHo of emission reductions

projects.47 The CERUPT programme is a tendering procedure during
which private entities submit their project proposals.48 In March 2003,

the Dutch government selected 18 proposals to get contracted.49 Neither

programme intends to invest directly into the projects. Rather, they sign
carbon purchase agreements with the projects owners who foresee pay¬

ment against deUvery of CERs once they are produced.50 Several of these

first projects seeking CDM registration are strongly criticised by Non

Governmental Organisations. These argue that most projects are busi¬

ness-as-usual projects and do therefore not meet the additionaUty re¬

quirement of the CDM (CAN Europe 2003). Furthermore, many of the

projects would rely on unsustainable technologies (Pearson 2003). Both

criticisms - project non-additionaUty and the missing contribution to

sustainable development — are key chaUenges that the CDM is facing

during its early implementation phase. So far no clear rules or assessment

procedures that address these issues have been estabHshed. It is the re-

sponsibiUty of the CDM EB to give clear guidance with regard to the in¬

terpretation of additionaUty. Until now, its decisions are not foUowing a

consistent Une and have therefore contributed to the general uncertainty.

Nonetheless, the CDM EB wiU have to set respective precedents when

approving or rejecting the first CDM projects. At the time of writing

(August 2003), the first two baseUne and monitoring methodologies have

just been approved by the EB (UNFCCC 2003a). Nonetheless, no pro¬

ject has yet been registered with the secretariat. The issues of additional-

46
Other countries like Sweden and Finland recently started similar activities and launched their

own CDM tenders. See http://global.fmland.fi/english/projects/cdm/
47

This only refers to direct PCF projects. In 2002 the PCF started to contract financial institu¬

tions that will select and manage CDM projects on behalf of the PCF. In October 2002, for

example, the World Bank signed a 10 Mio USD contract with the Indian Infrastructure De¬

velopment Finance Corporation (IDFC) (Asia Pulse Pte Ltd 2002).
48

Apart from its CERUPT tender, the Dutch government contracted multinational and private

financing institutions to sell CERs generated through CDM projects to the Netherlands.
49

It is likely that several of the 18 project developers will not accept the terms and conditions

dictated by the Dutch government. Especially the penalty fees in case of non-delivery are

considered too tough by several project owners. Personal communication, Sarvesh Kumar,

Vestas RRB India, 14.02.2003. See also Nicholls (2003).
50

Both programmes have a clause which allows a partly up-front payment of CER cash flows

for exceptional projects, see Senter Internationaal (2001) and www.prototypecarbonfund.org.
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ity and SustainabiHty assessment of CDM projects are discussed in

greater detail in the foUowing two sections.

3.2 The AdditionaUty Dispute: Real Emission Reductions

vs. Subsidies for Low Emission Technologies

"Additionality is the single most important issue ofCDM.
"

Ben Pearson, CDM Watch

"Let'sforget about additionality. There are no CDMprojects. It is

all about conventional investmentsgenerating CERs according to

some rules. "

Annex I country delegate (Interview CD02)

In the last two years the discussion about additionaUty of CDM projects
has gained importance. The debates became more intensive after the ex¬

pected carbon prices had dropped due to the U.S. withdrawal. WhUe

some experts state that additionaUty is a dead concept that does not

reaUy matter any longer, others see it as the "single most important"51
issue within the CDM. Up to now, the official regulations leave room for

different interpretations. In the foUowing we trace the development of

additionaUty in the context of CDM and then analyse the actual stand of

the discussion and different interpretations.

Development of the term "Additionality"

In 1997 the Kyoto protocol coined the term additionaUty with regard to

the CDM. Article 12.5 (UNFCCC 1997) stated that emission reductions

B. Pearson, CDM Watch, personal communication, 31 January 2002.
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shaU be "additional to any that would occur in the absence of the certi¬

fied project activity". It also says that they shaU be based on "real, meas¬

urable, and long-term benefits related to the mitigation of cHmate

change".
At first glance this seems to be a clear statement. But when appHed to

the project level the concept of additionaUty becomes complex. The

main reason Hes in its counterfactual nature. In the case of a CDM pro¬

ject being implemented, it wiU never be possible to find a definite answer

to the question what would have happened without this project. The an¬

swer remains — even ex-post — a highly hypothetical one. Hence this un¬

certainty cannot be avoided, but the risks can be minimized by respective

methodologies and regulations.52
The concept of additionaUty is stiU far from being clearly defined. The

term "additionaUty" is interpreted and used in different ways.

The Marrakech Accords include two direct statements on additionaUty:

"... Emphasising that public funding for clean development mechanism

projectsfrom Parties in Annex I is not to result in the diversion of official

development assistance... and is to be separate from and not counted to¬

wards thefinandal obligations ofParties included in Annex I"

(UNFCCC 2002d: Decision 17/CP.7)
and

"A CDMproject activity is additional ifanthropogenic emissions ofgreen¬
house gases by sources are reduced below those that would have occurred in

the absence ofthe registered CDMproject activity
"

(UNFCCC 2002d: CMP.l Art.43)

Other additionaUty terms have been included in early drafts of the text

but have been dropped during the process of negotiations.
A direct financial additionaUty, as referred to in the first paragraph, is

relatively easy to estabUsh. If the CDM project is not financed by means

of the official development aid (ODA) budget, the project can be con¬

sidered financiaUy additional. Indirect effects of a CDM scheme on flows

For risks related to baseline counterfactuality see also Sutter, Brodmann et al. (2001a:525)
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related to the official development aid wiU be very difficult to trace.

TheoreticaUy, we can envisage that substantial pubHc investments into

the CDM could somehow influence poUtical decisions on the height of

new ODA budgets.
The interpretation of the second paragraph is more controversial. The

crucial point is that different people understand different things when

interpreting the term "below those (emissions) that would have occurred in the ab¬

sence ofthe registered CDMproject activity". This often leads to confusion and

misunderstanding among stakeholders in the CDM field. We can distin¬

guish two schools of thought on the meaning of "additionaUty".

Two schools of thought on the term "additionality"

Additionality — environmental additionality only

One group of experts interprets "below those (emissions) that would have oc¬

curred in the absence ofthe registered CDMproject activity" as environmental ad¬

ditionaUty only. They argue that if emissions of a project are lower than

the ones of the baseHne, the project is considered additional and is there¬

fore eUgible for the CDM. The baseHne of a project represents the refer¬

ence case against which the project is compared to. To calculate the Cer¬

tified Emission Reductions (CERs) the emissions of the project are

subtracted from the baseHne. In other words, the project is considered

additional whenever one can calculate emission reductions by using a

vaHd baseHne. Business-as-usual projects that would happen with or

without the CDM are therefore not excluded from the CDM. If the pro¬

ject promoter can estabHsh a baseHne with higher emissions than the

project, the business-as-usual project is considered "environmentaUy
additional" and wiU quaHfy for the CDM.53

Additionality — environmental additionality + project additonality

The second group of expert interprets "below those (emissions) that would

have occurred in the absence of the registered CDM project activity" in a stricter

See for example Jepma (2002) who is a strong promoter of "baseline additionality".
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way. They argue that environmental additionaUty as described above is

essential but not sufficient (Pearson, Michaelowa).54 According to this

school of thought, the additionaUty of the project itself has to also be

proven in order to quaHfy for the CDM. One must therefore check

whether the project would have happened in the absence of CDM or

not. Only projects that would not get implemented without additional

revenues resulting from CERs are considered environmentaUy additional.

Business-as-usual projects that would happen anyway are therefore not

eUgible for the CDM. In other words, they may have lower carbon emis¬

sions than a defined reference case, but they are not considered addi¬

tional as they would happen anyway.

Two schools ofadditionality - an illustrative example

To give an iUustrative example for the different interpretations of "addi¬

tionaUty" we look at a wind power project. Thanks to non-CDM incen¬

tives55 provided by the regulating body, the considered wind power pro¬

ject in a non-Annex I country is financiaUy viable without any benefits

from selling CERs. Nevertheless, the generation and seUing of CERs

would boost the project's financial returns. The carbon content of elec¬

tricity generated in the wind park is much lower than the carbon content

of the grid electricity that is mainly generated by coal-fired thermal

power stations.

Is such a project considered additional? The two schools of thought
draw diametricaUy opposed conclusions.

The first group of experts (interpreting additionaUty as environmental

additionaUty only) considers the project additional and therefore eUgible
for the CDM. If one assumes the carbon content of the electricity mix of

the grid as the baseHne, the specific GHG emissions from the wind farm

wiU be much lower. Hence the emission reductions are considered addi¬

tional despite being generated by a business-as-usual project.

See for example (Pearson and Shao Loong 2003). Greiner and Michaelowa (2003) give a good
overview of possible tests to ensure "additional reductions" through CDM projects
Non-CDM related incentives can comprise fixed rates for electricity sold, tax incentives for

the owner of the wind power project, etc.
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The experts of the second group (interpreting additionaUty as environ¬

mental additionaUty + project additonaUty) also concede the environ¬

mental additionaUty of the project. However, they focus on the fact that

the project gets implemented in any case, with or without the CDM.

Exactly the same GHG emissions would occur with or without the

CDM. They therefore consider such a project clearly non-additional and

because of this not eUgible for the CDM.

Current trend on the project level

'To be honest, there are virtually no really additional CDM projects
around at the moment. There are only afew exceptions.

"

Bernhard Grimm, TÜV Süddeutschland57

How do project developers, carbon finance institutions and independent
vaHdators interpret the additionaUty of CDM projects at the moment?

The analysis of the first CDM project proposals shows that the majority
of projects are business-as-usual projects and therefore only pass an ad¬

ditionaUty test when additionaUty is interpreted as "environmental addi¬

tionaUty". For now, clear and binding baseHne methodologies are stiU

lacking. This results in a considerable amount of freedom for project en¬

tities to set their own baseHnes. Consequently, it is relatively easy in most

cases to define a hypothetical reference scenario that results in higher
emissions than the proposed project activity.
The Dutch CERUPT program interprets additionaUty as "environmental

additionaUty only" (Senter Internationaal 2001:8). As a consequence, the

18 CERUPT projects selected are mainly business-as-usual projects

(Pearson 2003). The respective vaHdators grant the fulfilment of the ad¬

ditionaUty requirement in their vaHdation reports.

In other cases, the project developer even tries to expHcitly prove that

the project wiU happen anyway — with or without the CDM benefits —

56
The CDM label "Golden Standard" promoted by the WWF provides an example of a clearly
defined additionality test to ensure additional emission reductions (World Wildlife Fund

2002).
57

During a public speech in New Delhi, 28 Jan 2003.
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thereby aiming to show that the implementation risks of the respective

project are attractively low (Ernst & Young 2002).58 An analysis of the

Indian financial institutions active in the CDM field shows similar results

(see Table 11). In general, CDM projects are only chosen from amongst

projects that are financiaUy viable even without the CDM. Hence, addi¬

tionaUty is interpreted as "environmental additionaUty only" and selected

projects are Hkely to be business-as-usual projects.

Table 11: Indian financial institutions and their approach towards additionality. The statements

by senior staff members show that additionality is mainly interpreted as "environ¬

mental additionality only".

Financial Institu¬

tion

ICICI Bank India

Main CDM Activity View on additionality

Rabobank India

Infrastructure De¬

velopment Finance

Corporation (IDFC),
India

ICICI is systematically scanning
its projects to find out whether

carbon finance can be a part of

the whole finance package.

Rabobank International signed a

contract with the Dutch gov¬

ernment to deliver 10 Mio CERs

to the Netherlands. Main focus

countries are India and Brazil.

IDFC has signed a carbon fi¬

nance agreement with the PCF

to produce CERs of a total value

ofUS$ 10 million.

"CER sale has marginal impact on

viability ... Only financially viable

projects will be looked at... We sell

what is sellable."

"We will only consider projects that

are financially viable without CDM."

IDFC will realize the carbon benefit

"for enhancing the project-related
returns of commercially projects."

Source: own interviews

Controversial and contradictory decisions by the Executive Board

The question as to which interpretation of environmental additionaUty
rules the implementation of the CDM wiH be answered by the Executive

Board (EB). The decisions made so far can be considered rather contra¬

dictory:
The first draft of the Project Design Document (PDD), issued by CDM

Executive Board in July 2002, spoke a clear language with regard to addi¬

tionaUty.

For a public comment on the Indian 19.55 MW bagasse-based cogeneration plant Balrampur
see Sutter (2003).
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Developers were asked to:

'Provide affirmation that theproject activity does not occur in the absence of
the CDM"

(UNFCCC 2002b).

An explanatory paragraph elaborated:

"...the project itself would not occur in the absence of the CDM or the

ability to register theproposedproject activity as a CDMproject activity"

(UNFCCC 2002b).

The Board's formulation was strongly rejected by business groups and

Annex I countries (Pearson and Shao Loong 2003). As a consequence,

the respective final version of the PDD contains a formulation that lacks

the expHcit requirement to show that the project would not have hap¬

pened without the CDM and returns to the more ambiguous language of

the Marrakech Accords. A project must now provide a:

"Brief explanation of how the anthropogenic emissions of anthropogenic

greenhouse gas (GHGs) by source are to be reduced by theproposed CDM

project activity, including why the emission reductions would not occur in the

absence oftheproposedproject activity...
"

(UNFCCC 2002a)

After this considerable change towards an additionaUty interpretation in

Une with the interpretation of "environmental additionaUlty only," the

EB surprised the international CDM community by releasing a docu¬

ment with a clear "environmental additionaUty + project additonaUty"

interpretation of additionaUty.59At its seventh meeting the EB decided on

the simpHfied modaUties and procedures for smaU-scale CDM project
activities.

See for example C. Jepma's reaction expressed in the editor's note ofJI Quarterly, December

2002 (Jepma 2002).
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It states that:

'Projectpartidpants shallprovide an explanation to show that the project

activity would not have occurred anyway due to at least one of thefollowing
barriers"

(UNFCCC 2003b).

The paragraph is foUowed by an expHcit Hst of adequate barriers. In con¬

trast to the PDD that was accepted a few meetings earHer, the EB asks

for a higher standard of additonaHty which includes a test on whether the

projects would have happened without the CDM or not. In June 2003

the EB confirmed this step — again surprising the international commu¬

nity as virtuaUy nobody expected such a radical decision: the EB rejected
aU baseHne methodologies submitted by the 12 first CDM projects that

sought for an approval.60 The main reason for rejections was that an ad¬

ditionaUty test was either missing or was too lax.61

A clear and consistent definition of additionaUty from EB's side is stiU

missing. Further indications can be expected from the registration or the

refusal of first concrete CDM projects that wiH set precedents.

3.3 The SustainabiHty Maze of CDM

"Why doyou make the whole thing even more complicated with a sustain¬

able development objective?"
Indian Government official (Interview CD03)

The problem of the twin objective

The CDM was designed with a twin objective. Firstly, that it contribute

to the local sustainable development of the host country. Secondly, that

60

According to Hans Jürgen Stehr, chairman of the executive board of the CDM, during an

official briefing, Bonn, June 9, 2003.
61

According Jean-Jacques Becker, chairman of the method panel of the executive board of the

CDM, during an official briefing, Bonn, June 9, 2003.
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it assist Annex-I countries in achieving their emission reduction targets

in a cost-efficient manner.62 The CDM inherited its twin objective from

the two main instruments that were merged into the CDM. The sustain¬

able development objective originates from the former Clean Develop¬
ment Fund (CDF), whereas the objective of cost-efficient emission re¬

ductions was the main drive behind the concept ofJoint Implementation

(JI). As a consequence of the amalgam, the CDM was given a twin objec¬
tive. Is it possible to fulfill both these objectives through one single
mechanism?

Several experts question whether the CDM is able to fulfill both objec¬
tives.63 A high-level negotiator of an Annex I country stated, for exam¬

ple:

'Effective instruments can only have ONE objective. The CDM is an in¬

strument to produce cost-efficient GHG emission reductions. Forget about

sustainable development within the CDM.
"

(Interview CD04)

Others conclude from their analysis of potential case studies that there is

often a considerable contribution to both objectives within the same

project. The World Resource Institute in coUaboration with the Energy
and Resources Institute (teri), for example, presumes: "... there seems to be

a high degree ofoverlap between projects available at lowest cost andprojects most con¬

sistent with nationalpriorities and offering the most to India in terms of development
and environmental co-benefits" (Pathak et al. 2000:61).64
Looking at the broader picture, we find that a wide portfoHo of various

potential CDM projects exists. These projects are very diverse with re-

62
The exact wording of the Kyoto Protocol (Art. 12.2) says "The purpose of the clean devel¬

opment mechanism shall be to assist Parties not included in Annex I in achieving sustainable

development and in contributing to the ultimate objective of the Convention, and to assist

Parties included in Annex I in achieving compliance with their quantified emission limitation

and reduction commitments under Article 3." (UNFCCC 1997)
63

For a detailed discussion whether both objectives of the CDM can be fulfilled, including Bra¬

zilian and Chinese case studies, see Kolshus, Vevatne et al. (2001).
64

The selection of case studies and the chosen assessment methodology in general considerably
influence the results of such studies. A criticism of the methodology used by WRI and teri is

given in the following chapter of this thesis.
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gard to abatement costs and their contribution to sustainable develop¬
ment.65 To iUustrate what happens quaHtatively within such a portfoHo,

Figure 2 plots the projects and their assumed individual contribution to

both of the two objectives of the CDM. Note that the projects shown

are hypothetical and do not represent particular CDM projects. Their as¬

sumed contribution to local sustainable development is shown on the

horizontal axis. The threshold Une represents the minimal SustainabiHty

requirements set by the approving body. A project whose SustainabiHty
score Hes below this threshold wiU not quaUfy for the CDM. The GHG

abatement costs of each project are given on the vertical axis. The world

market price for carbon emission reductions represents a threshold for

CER abatement costs if we assume a considerably transparent market for

emission reductions. A project does not get implemented if its abatement

costs are above the price that emitters are ready to pay for the produced
CERs. Only a few projects out of the initial portfoHo fulfill both the Sus¬

tainabiHty and the abatement cost criteria (see projects in grey section of

Figure 2). If there were no SustainabiHty requirements, aU projects with

abatement costs below the GHG emission reduction price could quaUfy
as CDM projects. In such a case more projects with lower abatement

costs would be available for the CDM. As a consequence, the emission

reduction commitments of Annex-I countries could be fulfiUed at lower

costs.

65
See, for example, Beuermann et al. (2000), who evaluated selected AIJ projects or Kammerer

et al. (2002), who conducted a desk review in regards to the sustainability contribution of all

AIJ project proposals. Sutter et al.(2001b) assessed 16 already implemented "CDM alike" pro¬

jects with regard to sustainability and attractiveness for investors.
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Figure 2: Hypothetical, qualitative distribution of CDM projects (indicated by squares)
and their assumed individual contribution to the two objectives of the CDM

(cost-efficient emission reductions and contribution to local sustainability as¬

sessment). The grey area indicates projects that contribute to both objectives
and therefore qualify as CDM. The rest of the projects will not be imple¬
mented under a viable CDM scheme.

This simple thought experiment shows that there exists a clear trade-off

between the two objectives of the CDM. The magnitude of the trade-off

is defined by the pattern of how the projects of a portfoHo are distrib¬

uted with regard to their individual contribution to the two objectives.
The only case where the theory results in no trade-off between the two

objectives is when each project has a unique and equal rank with regard
to both criteria "lower abatement costs" and "higher contribution to sus¬

tainable development". Such a highly hypothetical case is shown in Fig¬
ure 3.
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Figure 3: Hypothetical distribution of CDM projects (indicated by squares) and their as¬

sumed individual contribution to the two objectives of the CDM. The only way
that there would be no trade-off between abatement costs and contribution to

sustainable development would be if all projects could be located on a strictly de¬

creasing function in the "cost-sustainability" space. Such a distribution is not the

case among CDM projects. Hence, a clear trade-off between the objectives exists.

As we do not assume a direct causal relation between the two objectives,
it is foreseeable that such a correlation does not exist within the world¬

wide pool of potential CDM projects.66 Consequently, we have to deal

with a trade-off between the two objectives of the CDM.

Who will assure the sustainability of CDM projects?

In the course of negotiating the concrete structure of the CDM, different

options for ensuring project compatibiUty with sustainable development

Empiric data that supports this intuition can be found, for example, in Sutter, Sharan et al.

(2001b). In fact, the authors show that some of the projects analysed show a very high degree
of sustainability but at the same time enormous abatement costs.
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goals have been discussed.
7
The main question was whether non-Annex

I parties should estabHsh their own standards and criteria, or whether in¬

ternational standards or rules should be formulated. Most parties seemed

to be in agreement that non-Annex I parties hosting CDM projects are

in the best position to evaluate the sustainable development attributes of

projects (UNFCCC 2000). As a consequence, the Marrakech Accords

affirm "that it is the host Party'sprerogative to confirm whether a clean development
mechanismproject activity assists it in achieving sustainable development"(XJ'NFCCC

2002d).

Consequently, non-Annex I countries can define the SustainabiHty re¬

quirements for CDM projects in their country according to their own

wishes. At the same time, most individual countries wiU not have the

market power to considerably influence the global market price for emis¬

sion reductions. Competition among non-Annex I parties in attracting
CDM investments may therefore create an incentive to set low Sustain¬

abiHty standards in order to yield more projects with low abatement

costs. This could lead to a "race to the bottom" in terms of sustainable

development standards as non-Annex I parties try to undercut each

other to attract CDM investments (KeUy and Helme 2000). If such a

"race to the bottom" takes place, the abatement costs and consequently
the CER prices wiU decrease globaUy. The consequences of the chosen

assessment regime are therefore Hkely to support the objective of cost-

efficient emission reductions unequaUy (see Figure 4).

Kelly and Helme (2000) give a good overview on the different options discussed and who

supported them.
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Figure 4: Consequences of national CDM sustainability standards. Due to international

competition, nationally set standards can lead to a "race to the bottom," thereby
weakening the sustainability objective.

If strong international SustainabiHty standards or requirements had been

estabHshed, less supply of low cost CERs would have been generated
and the CER price would probably have risen (see Figure 5).

Although CoP-7 in Marrakech decided to give the prerogative of CDM

project SustainabiHty assessment to host countries, it set — after heated

debates - one specific international requirement. Projects in the nuclear

power sector were de facto excluded from the CDM. Decision 17/CP.7

recognizes "that Parties included in Annex I are to refrain from using certified
emission reductions generatedfrom nuclearfacilities to meet their commitments under

Article 3,paragraph 1 " (UNFCCC 2002d).
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Figure 5: Consequences of international CDM sustainability standards. If strict interna¬

tionally harmonized sustainability standards are implemented, CER prices are

likely to be higher than without such requirements.
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3.4 Conclusions

We can observe a shift of issues taking place in the main discussion dur¬

ing the evolution of the CDM from the initial idea to the flexible mecha¬

nism that is ready for implementation. InitiaUy, the principal concept was

the focus of the debate. Discussions were structured around the question
whether it is sensible to aUow Annex-I countries to fulfil their emission

reduction targets with the help of abatement projects in non-Annex I

countries. More recently, the question arose whether strictly additional

emission reductions from CDM projects could be expected at aU. This

depends greatly on the interpretation and appHcation of the additionaUty

requirement by the CDM EB. If projects only have to fulfil the criterion

of "environmental additionaUty" in order to quaUfy as CDM, the CDM

wiU mainly comprise business-as-usual projects. As a consequence, the

CERs produced wiH not correspond to the strictly additional emission

reductions. Because CERs reduce the need for domestic actions in An¬

nex I countries, such a CDM regime would lead to more emissions to

the global cHmate system than a Kyoto regime without the CDM. In this

case the CDM instrument would become a completely different instru¬

ment than was initiaUy intended in Kyoto. It would convert from a cost-

efficient flexible mechanism for emission reductions to a marginal sub¬

sidy scheme for low carbon emission technologies.
If the EB decides to implement a CDM scheme producing emission re¬

ductions that would not occur in the absence of the CDM, prices for

CERs are Hkely to rise. Currently paid prices of 3-5 USD per ton of C02

are considered "marginal".68 That is to say that credits at such prices do

not usuaUy make a difference to decision makers who decide whether to

implement a project or not. In the words of an Indian banker: "CER. sale

has only a marginal impact on the viability ofprojects" (Interview CD01).69 Con¬

sequently, projects that only happen due to the carbon finance incentive

68
See for example Senter Internationaal (2001) or www.prototypecarbonfund.org.

69

Usually the project's rate of return (IRR) increases by 0.4-4 percentage points due to CER

revenues of 3 USD/t C02. Projects where methane emissions are involved can show a higher
increase of IRR of up to 5 percentage points (Prototype Carbon Fund 2002a).
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— and therefore fulfil a strong additionaUty requirement — wiH show

higher abatement costs.

There is a clear trade-off between the two objectives of the CDM — cost-

efficient emission reductions and contribution to sustainable develop¬
ment. Annex I countries profit from lax additionaUty requirements as

this strengthens the objective of cost-efficient emission reductions. On

the other hand, globaUy appHed strict SustainabiHty criteria serve non-

Annex I countries in a twofold manner. In this case, host countries get

positive development impulses and profit from carbon prices that are

Hkely to rise considerably.
The current absence of international SustainabiHty standards in combina¬

tion with a foreseeable highly competitive supply side of the CDM is

Hkely to cause a trade-off in favour of the cost-efficiency objective. Nei¬

ther Annex I countries nor single non-Annex I parties have direct incen¬

tives to implement strict SustainabiHty criteria. It is therefore essential

that Designated Operational Entities, as weU as independent observers

such as NGOs or academia, criticaUy observe the ongoing activities un¬

der the label of CDM.



4 Multi-Attributive Utility Theory for

CDM Project Assessment

What is now needed is a synthesis of the many (Multi-Criteria Decision

Making) approaches into easy-to-use methods that are used.

Stanley Zionts
70

This

chapter describes the methodology Multi-Attributive Assessment

ofCDM (MATA-CDM) that was developed in the course of this

research project. MATA-CDM, which wiU be appUed to several

case studies in the foUowing chapters, is based on the theoretical frame

of Multi-Attributive UtiHty Theory (MAUT). After a brief overview of

Multi-Criteria Decision Making in general and MAUT in particular, the

methodology of MATA-CDM is introduced in five steps.

The methodology developed is free of many of the shortcomings that

have been observed in other approaches proposed by different authors.

The decision to develop a new methodology was made because particu¬
lar shortcomings were identified in the existing methods.72

As elaborated in the third chapter, methods at hand for CDM assess¬

ment fail to combine in a transparent way subjective SustainabiHty pref¬
erences with objectively measurable parameters. The basic principle of

MATA-CDM is therefore to incorporate normative judgments, but to

separate them from empiric facts in as transparent a way as possible.

70
Foreword of the book Multi-criteria decision making. Advances in MCDM Models, Algorithms, The¬

ory, andApplications (Gal et al. 1999). Stanley Zionts is Professor of Decision Support Systems,

University of Buffalo
71

See chapter 3 on Sustainability Assessment on the Project Level.
72

In the course of the research process the author has been applying several methods and

therefore acquired first-hand experiences with their advantages and disadvantages. See, for

example, Sutter et al. (2001b) in which several projects similar to the CDM are assessed using
a multi-criteria methodology without normalisation or weighting of criteria.
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4.1 Multi-Criteria Decision Making

Overview of Multi-Criteria Decision Making

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a scientific field that com¬

prises a wide range of different approaches to structure and to analyse

decision-making problems that arise in the face of more than one deci¬

sion criterion. It was introduced in the early 1970s. Since then a large
number of different methodologies have been proposed, developed, and

appHed. Bana e Costa and Vincke (1990) argue that with MCDM the first

contributions to a truly scientific approach to decision making were

made. All MCDM methods have in common that they enable the multi-

dimensionaUty of decision-making problems to be taken into account in

that they use multiple criteria instead of only one common denominator,

such as a monetary numbering Cost Benefit Analysis. There is no gener-

aUy accepted systématisation or taxonomy of the different MCDM

methods.73 Multi-criteria analysis has been used for two types of prob¬

lems, namely (a) for selecting from multi-attribute discrete options

("Multi-Attribute Decision Making", short MADM) and (b) for solving

problems which require selection from a continuous sets of options

("Multi-Objective Decision Making", short MODM) (De Montis et al.

2000a). The assessment of concrete CDM project proposals deals by
definition with discrete options. The methods which are concerned with

a set of discrete alternatives can be differentiated by the way they weight
the various criteria. There are three categories: i) single synthesizing crite¬

rion methods, U) outranking methods, and Ui) methods based on "inter¬

active local judgements with trial-and-error iteration" (Guitouni and

Martel 1998).74 The Multi-Attributive UtiHty Theory (MAUT), a single

synthesizing criterion approach, provides the theoretical frame for the

assessment tool introduced below (Figure 6).

Personal communication by Theo Stewart, Professor of Statistical Sciences University of

Cape Town, March 28, 2003.

Roy (1985; 1996) presents a detailed classification of the various MCDM methods.
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Multi-Criteria Decision

Making (MCDM)

Multi-Attribute

Decision Making
(MADM)

single synthesizing
criterion approach

outranking
approach

interactive

approach

Multi-Objective
Decision Making

(MODM)

Multi-Attributive

Utility Theory

(MAUT)

Figure 6: Systématisation of the field of Multi-Criteria Decision Making; for references see

text. Note that there are many different systématisations ofMCDM in use.

Over the past years several research projects have been undertaken to

apply and adapt MCDM to fields related to the CDM assessment prob¬
lem. Ferrarini et al. (2001) give an example of how the environmental

quaUty of communities and provinces can be measured by using a wide

set of indicators. MCDM methods are also used to aggregate (sub-) re¬

sults generated by methodologies traditionaUy used in environmental sci¬

ences.75 Other authors use environmental as weU as social and economic

indicators for their assessment. For example, Afgan et al. (2000; 2002)
studied the SustainabiHty of various energy systems with the help of

MCDM. Recently, Multi-criteria Decision Making has also been appHed
to poHcy-making in the field of CHmate Change. BeU, Hobbs et al. (2002)

compared a set of different methods with regard to their usefulness in

the integrated assessment of cHmate poHcy, whUe Borges and ViUavicen-

cio (2003) assessed concrete cHmate poHcy options in Peru. In general,
the Uterature mentioned above shows that MCDM provides an effective

MCDA was applied, for example, to aggregate data within Environmental Impact Assessment

(Ramanathan 2001) and Life Cycle Analysis (Hertwich and Hammitt 2000).
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frame to assess real-Hfe systems that are characterised by a complex web

of different dimensions.

Introduction to Multi-Attributive Utility Theory (MAUT)

The development of the Multi-Attributive UtiHty Theory (MAUT) was a

milestone in the MCDM history. The theory provides a formal and

transparent method to deal simultaneously with multiple objectives as

weU as with multiple decision makers. In addition, it can combine quanti¬
tative and quaHtative data (De Montis et al. 2000b). As the name indi¬

cates, MAUT is based on the utility theory. The objective of MAUT is to

attain a conjoint measure of the attractiveness (utility) of each outcome

of a set of alternatives (Schote and Tietje 2002:143). To do so, MAUT

decomposes the overaU attractiveness of each alternative into a number

of attributes (von Winterfelt and Edwards 1986). Attributes are criteria

with the help of which each decision alternative is assessed. Trade-offs

among attributes are then quantified as importance weights or other scal¬

ing factors. FinaUy, formal models are appHed to aggregate the single-
attribute evaluations. MAUT composes the ratings in a one-dimensional

utiUty measure.

We can separate MAUT into five different steps. Table 12 gives an over¬

view of these steps. They are discussed in greater detaü in the sections to

foUow.

In several MCDM methods suitable to assess the SustainabiHty of CDM

projects, the procedure of how different criteria are weighted relative to

each other is made transparent as asked for in the previous chapter. Why

was MAUT chosen as the theoretical frame for the CDM assessment

tool described below? The crucial reason for the selection of MAUT is

its abiHty to assess individual projects even when the total set of alterna¬

tive projects is unknown. This situation is different from most decision¬

making problems MCDM is deaHng with, but typical for decisions about

CDM projects. While decision makers usuaUy have to choose the best

option among several weU-defined alternatives, a Designated National

Authority (DNA) has to decide whether a particular project under con¬

sideration contributes to sustainable development and therefore quaHfies
for the CDM or not.
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Table 12: Steps involved in MAUT. Details of each step are discussed in greater detail in the

following sections.

Step No. Name of Step Overview

Step 1 : Structuring a

hierarchy of at¬

tributes

Step 2: Defining utility
functions

Step 3: Translating
preferences into

weights

Step 4: Characterising
alternatives

The evaluator formulates a set of attributes for the decision¬

making problem. In step 4, the attributes serve to evaluate

the alternatives. If there are many attributes, the construction

of a hierarchical tree of attributes is recommended (see text).

Utility functions. For each attribute a utility function is de¬

fined which translates the evaluator's measurement or as¬

sessment of the attribute into a utility. Usually, utility func¬

tions are normalised to the interval between zero and one.

Importance weights are used to characterise the importance
of the attributes. The evaluator's values and preferences are

translated into numerical weights. This can be done by sev¬

eral methods.

For each alternative, all attributes must be determined. At¬

tributes can be rated in a quantitative or qualitative way.

Step 5: Aggregation of

the results (on
the level of alter¬

natives)

For each alternative the attributes are transformed into a util¬

ity (step 2), are weighted (step 3), and are combined in a sin¬

gle value by applying a particular composition rule.

Many MCDM methods assess projects by comparing the elements from

one particular project with the corresponding elements from other pro¬

jects within a set of alternatives. Consequently, these methods are not

able to assess a single project proposal detached from a set of alterna¬

tives. In contrast, MAUT does not directly compare projects (respec¬

tively their performance in regards to various criteria), but generates an

overaU utiUty assessment for each project based on absolutely defined

value functions. If necessary, the utilities of different projects can still be

ranked against each other, or they can be judged against a predefined
standard that has to be reached by projects in order to quaUfy for the

CDM.
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4.2 Multi-Attributive Assessment of CDM (MATA-CDM)
Based on MAUT

Overview of MATA-CDM

The Multi-Attributive Assessment of CDM (MATA-CDM) described in

this section is based on the Multi-Attribute UtiHty Theory (MAUT) in¬

troduced above. MATA-CDM has been developed and tested at the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in coUaboration with several part¬

ners since February 2002. The SustainabiHty criteria have been developed

during an e-conference organised in coUaboration with the World Busi¬

ness Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and the Interna¬

tional Emission Trading Association (IETA). The initial testing of the

methodology was conducted in close co-operation with the University of

Pretoria, South Africa. In Uruguay a refined version was appUed for the

first time in real Hfe. To implement the methodology, the Uruguayan

Designated National CDM Authority76 co-operated with the Swiss Fed¬

eral Institute of Technology Zurich.

When applying MAUT to CDM projects, two main chaUenges arise: (a)
How can quantitative and quaHtative information be integrated to assess

a project proposal without comparing the proposal to other concrete

projects? (b) How can the results of the various criteria be aggregated to

an overaU utiUty of the CDM project?
MATA-CDM approaches these key chaUenges as foUows:

a) AU assessment results within the various criteria are converted to a

single utiUty value (u) between -1 and 1. This is done by using ab¬

solute utiUty functions. Whenever sensible, these utiUty functions

are caHbrated with the help of baseHne cases and best practice pro¬

jects (see Step 2). Compared to classic MAUT, this procedure is a

newly introduced element.

Every party to the UNFCCC participating in the CDM is asked to set up a Designated National

Authority (DNA) that is in charge of CDM-related activities. The list ofDNA can be found at

www.unfccc.int/cdm.
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b) MATA-CDM aggregates the results of the various criteria by an

additive model that computes an overaU utility (U) of the CDM

project between -1 and 1. A positive value indicates that the project
has a net positive effect on the sustainable development of the

country. A negative value stands for an overaU negative develop¬
ment compared to the baseHne case. In addition, the evaluator can

define a number of restrictive criteria within which a particular
threshold has to be reached (e.g. only a utiUty > 0). Projects that do

not fulfil thresholds of restrictive criteria fail the SustainabiHty as¬

sessment regardless of their overaU utiUty.

Figure 7 shows the central equation of MATA-CDM to compute the

overaU utiUty of CDM projects. MATA-CDM is structured into five

steps that are discussed in the foUowing section.

Steps of MATA-CDM

Stepl: Identification of

sustainability criteria

Step 2: Defining indicators

2a: Specifications of

indicators

2b: Utility functions of

indicators

Step 3: Weighting the criteria

Step 4: Assessment of CDM

project

Step 5: Aggregation and

interpretation of results

n

£/(P) = £>,«,. [c,.(/>)]
/=1

Legend: P = CDM Project

Wj = Weighting of criterion i U = Overall Utility

C, = Sustainability criterion i I/, = Single utility of criterion i

Figure 7: Steps involved in MATA-CDM and its central equation to compute the

overall utility of CDM projects.
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Step 1: Identification of sustainability criteria

Within MATA-CDM there exists no fixed set of assessment criteria; they
are to be identified in a first step. Selecting a set of SustainabiHty criteria

asks for normative decisions. They should reflect the requirements of the

particular country as weU as the preferences of the involved decision

makers. TheoreticaUy, a large number of criteria can be used to assess

projects with respect to their contribution to sustainable development. In

practice, the set of criteria has to be restricted to a manageable number.

Ultimately, it is a compromise between completeness and appUcabiHty.
Several criteria are subsumed under one (sub-) goal. In this way a hierar¬

chical tree arises with the overaU goal of sustainable development at the

top. Experiences over the past years have shown that three to seven

branches under a particular (sub-) goal are most suitable (SchoLz and Ti-

etje 2002). In addition, Von Winterfelt and Edwards (1986) propose to

structure a value tree with less than 20 bottom-level twigs.77

Criteria used in this study

The criteria used for the South African and Indian case studies and pre¬

sented in Figure 8 have been elaborated and discussed with 123 experts

from 24 countries during an e-conference between July 15th and August
2nd, 2002.78 The same set of indicators was used in both countries to al¬

low for comparisons. As the set was developed with the help of a large
number of experts from aU parts of the globe, it can generaUy be used as

a starting point to develop national sets of criteria.79

77
For detailed guidelines on how to structure criteria trees see Brugha (1998).
The conference was joindy organised by the author, the World Business Council of Sustain¬

able Development (WBCSD) and the International Emission Trading Association (TETA). It

was hosted by the internet platform www.cdm-connect.org
In the case of Uruguay (see Chapter 7) the generic set presented in this chapter was taken and

refined and supplemented within a local stakeholder consultation process.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical tree of sustainability criteria. The 12 criteria are grouped in social, envi¬

ronment, and economic sub-goals.

Step 2: Defining indicators

Step 2a: Specifications ofindicators

SustainabiHty criteria as shown in Figure 8 are not specific enough to as¬

sess concrete CDM projects. Each criterion must therefore be supple¬
mented with a clearly defined and assessable indicator. Indicators meas¬

ure to what extent a concrete CDM project meets the SD criteria.

Consequently, the hierarchical chain of MATA-CDM is structured as fol¬

lows: the overaU SustainabiHty goal of a CDM project is divided into so¬

cial, economic and environmental sub-goals. Each of them is translated

into a set of SustainabiHty criteria with a corresponding indicator to be

appHed at the project level.

The generic set of criteria used for the South African and Indian appHca-
tion is shown in Table 13.80 The initial set was refined during the field-

testing in South Africa after having been discussed by a broad stake¬

holder group.

A detailed description of the indicators used during this study is given in Appendix A.
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Table 13: Overview of sustainability criteria and respective indicators as applied in Indian and

South African case studies.

Criterion Classification Indicator

u

o
o
CD

Stakeholder Partici¬

pation

Improved Service

Availability

Capacity Develop¬
ment

Equal Distribution

of Project Return

qualitative qualitative indicator with descriptive five-step scale

semi- change in availability of services compared to base-

quantitative line (quantitative compilation and qualitative

judgments, see below)

qualitative qualitative indicator with descriptive five-step scale

quantitative share of turnover benefiting people below poverty

line, compared to baseline

•a
u

"fi
U

c

1

Fossil Energy Re¬

sources

Air Quality

Water Quality

Land Resources

quantitative

semi¬

quantitative

semi¬

quantitative

semi¬

quantitative

MWh coal saved / GHG reduction, relative to

baseline

change relative to baseline (quantitative compila¬
tion and qualitative judgments)

change relative to baseline (quantitative compila¬
tion and qualitative judgments)

change relative to baseline (quantitative compila¬
tion and qualitative judgments)

•c
o

c
u

o
c
o
u

W

Microeconomic

Efficiency
quantitative

Technology Trans- qualitative
fer

Regional Economy semi¬

quantitative

Employment Gen- quantitative
eration

internal rate of return (IRR)

qualitative indicator with descriptive five-step scale

economic performance of project location (selec¬
tion of the core aspect by expert judgement fol¬

lowed by quantitative assessment)

additional man-month per GHG reduction, com¬

pared to baseline

The set consists of twelve indicators that can be characterised as quantita¬
tive, semi-quantitative or qualitative.

Quantitative indicators comprise a clearly defined scale to measure the crite¬

rion as weU as a procedure on how the result is to be normaUsed. The

normaHsation step generates a result that does not depend on the pro-
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ject's size and therefore aUows for a comparison between projects of dif¬

ferent sizes. For example, the indicator for employment generation

(man-years created due to the CDM project) is difficult to interpret
without having the project size in mind. A normaUsed indicator "man

months createdper GHG reduction" can be directly compared with indicators

of other projects regardless of their size.

Under semi-quantitative indicators we understand indicators that comprise a

quantitative assessment as weU as a quaHtative expert judgement. Firstly,
various quantitative parameters of relevance are Hsted (e.g. emission lev¬

els of various air poUutants). Based on this compilation of quantitative
data, a quaHtative expert judgement is given for the scoring of the indica¬

tor (e.g. the experts sees a "moderate decrease of air poUutants" com¬

pared to the baseHne case). This judgement includes the relevance of the

considered aspects, the project size, as weU as the sensitivity of the pro¬

ject perimeter in regards to these aspects.81

FinaUy, quaHtative indicators supplement quantitative and semi¬

quantitative indicators. They are appHed to those criteria for which a

(semi-) quantitative assessment is either not possible or when quantita¬
tive data are not reHable or precise enough. QuaHtative criteria are as¬

sessed with the help of descriptive five-step scales.

In addition to the above categorization of indicators we can distinguish
indicators that are measured either relative to the baseHne case or on an

absolute scale. In Table 14 this distinction is exempHfied for the indica¬

tors used in the South African and Indian case studies (see chapters 5

and 6).

Such an approach is frequendy found in Environmental Impact Assessments. For further

details see the section on "Environmental Criteria" in the Appendix of Heuberger (2003).
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Table 14: Sustainability criteria categorised according to the nature of their respective indica¬

tors. The respective sustainability dimensions are indicated in brackets: ec = eco¬

nomic, en = environmental, soc = social dimension.

Quantitative indicator Qualitative indicator

Scale relative to Employment Generation Service Availability Capacity Develop-
baseline (ec) (soc) ment (soc)

Equal Distribution (soc) Air Quality (en)

Fossil Energy Resources Water Quality (en)

^ ' Land Resources (en)

Absolute scale Microeconomic Effi- Regional Development Stakeholder Partici-

ciency (ec) (ec) pation (soc)

Sustainable Tech¬

nology Transfer (ec)

Step 2b: Utilityfunctions ofindicators

The different SustainabiHty criteria of a CDM project are assessed by
means of specific indicators as introduced above. The advantage of

MAUT is that these indicators can be measured in different units that

best suit the nature of each specific criterion. The concept of utiUty al¬

lows the quantities to be normaUsed with different units and aggregated
in a single value. For this purpose the value of an indicator c, (P) is trans¬

ferred to a utiUty of the respective criteria by a utiUty function u,= Uj

[Cj(P)]. UtiHty functions have to be order preserving (Fishburn 1988). If

the value of an attribute, c15 is preferred over another value, cJ3 of the

same attribute, then the utiUties u(x) and u(y) should exhibit the same

order h^c^u^,)]. UtiHty functions can have different shapes (Unear,

concave, convex, etc.).
In classical MAUT the utiUty function u(q) varies between 0 and 1. In

CDM SustainabiHty assessment it is essential to see clearly whether the

projects contribute to the positive or negative sustainable development
of the host country. Taking this fact into account, the utiUty concept of

MATA-CDM is extended by aUowing for negative utiUties. The utiUty
becomes a relative measure of how much a particular project (respec¬

tively its performance in the different criteria) contributes to the local

sustainable development. It is measured against a reference case. Conse¬

quently, a negative utiUty means the CDM project has a negative impact
on local SustainabiHty compared to the reference case without the CDM
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project. The resulting utiUty value Hes between -1 and 1 as shown in the

example of Figure 9. If the project is showing no difference compared to

the baseHne, it scores a utiUty of 0. A positive change compared to the

baseHne scores a utiUty between 0 and 1, a performance worse than the

baseHne results in a negative utiUty between 0 and -1. The example in

Figure 9 shows a Unear utiUty function defined by two fixed points,
which are based on actual projects. The utiUty value 0 was set by the

baseHne project (where the indicator is 30mg/l on the natural scale). In

addition, it was decided to fix the highest utiUty (value of 1) by a refer¬

ence CDM project that is considered as the best practice with respect to

this particular criterion. Whenever appHcable, such a procedure was used

in this study to define the utiUty functions. The used utiUty functions are

given in Appendix A. They have been predefined by the evaluating
team.82

_,
Best practice

1 it

2

^ 0 1 h-yP > C[mg/I]
= io 20/30 Indicator c (A)

-1 ' "x

Baseline

Figure 9: Procedure to define the utility function. Each indicator value (in the shown

example it has the units of a concentration, mg/1) defines a utility value. In

this example the function is linear and defined by a best practice project

(highest utility of 1) and by the baseline case (utility=0).

Utility functions can also be derived by empirical studies based on evaluators' preferences.
For different techniques for constructing utility functions, including numerical and indiffer¬

ence methods, see (von Winterfelt and Edwards 1986:274 ff)
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Step 3: Weighting the criteria

The needfor weighting

According to the specific context of the host country and the prefer¬
ences of the decision makers involved, the relative importance of each

criterion is different. To account for this, MAUT aUows the assignment
of a different weighting to each SustainabiHty criterion, respective of its

utiUty value. A set of importance weightings W = (wl5 ..., wh ..., wj that

define specific weights for each criterion has to be defined. The relative

distribution of importance weights depends on the decision maker's in¬

dividual preferences. It shows how the particular person conceptuaHses
sustainable development. Hence, a set of weighted SustainabiHty criteria

maps the SustainabiHty preferences of an individual (or of a group when

aggregated). MATA-CDM assesses the SustainabiHty preferences of in¬

volved decision makers and combines them to a joint weighting of the

group that is performing the assessment. The joint weighting is repre¬

sented by the arithmetical average of the individual preferences. In step 5

the weights are used to combine the single utiUties into an overaU project

utiUty.
The Uterature on MAUT proposes several direct and indirect methods to

construct attributive weights.83 In comparing integrated assessments of

cHmate poHcies conducted with different multi-criteria decision-making

methods, BeU, Hobbs et al. (2002) suggested to use more than one

weighting method, because different methods wiH frame a problem dif¬

ferently, thus yielding different results and providing opportunities for

reflection and learning. Within MATA-CDM two different weighing
methods were selected and appHed: Direct Weighting and weighting by

means of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The two methods are

described in the foUowing section.

Von Winterfeld and Edwards (1986: 274 ff) give a theoretical overview of techniques for

constructing attributive weights within MAUT. Thomas et al. (2001) systematically discuss

advantages and disadvantages of different ranking and weighting methods suitable for the

sustainability assessment of CDM projects.
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Direct Weighting

Direct weighting asks the evaluator to specify the weights numericaUy.
Within the chosen approach the participants are asked to distribute a to¬

tal of 100 points to the twigs under consideration. Figure 10 shows an

example of the questionnaire used in the Indian case study. The weights
are then expressed in percentages, summing up to a total of 100%. Do¬

ing so, participants are urged to focus on the relative importance of the

criteria. An increase in the value of one criterion directly leads to a de¬

crease in the value of another. Hence, the trade-off between the different

attributes becomes obvious. Such a weighting is done at every branching
of the criteria tree.

Criteria

Distribute 100 points

among the 4 criteria. The

more points, the more

Important Is the criterion.

(should amount to 100 points)

Level of uncertainty

about decision

1 = certain

2 = slighlty uncertain

3 = strongly uncertain

4 = very strongly uncertain

5 = extremely uncertain

Fossil Energy Resources 30

Air Quality 20

Water Quality 10

Land Resource 40

Total 100 2 |

Figure 10: Example of Indian questionnaire to perform Direct Weighting among key
stakeholders of the CDM to map their sustainability preferences.

To get the overaU weighting of the criteria at the lowest hierarchical

level, the weights have to be aggregated. The weights found on the way

down the hierarchical tree from the top level with the overaU goal to the

respective (sub-) criteria are multipHed with each other (see Figure 11).

0.24

0.4 I °*5 H"** 0.1

/ v

Sub Cr. 11 Sub Cr 12 Sub Cr 13

Figure 11: Example of how to aggregate direct weights of (sub-) criteria. To calculate

the preferences of the criteria, all the importance weights along the line up

to the goal need to be multiplied
Source: Heuberger (2003).
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The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

The method of Direct Weighting is supplemented by an indirect method

based on pair-wise comparisons as suggested by Thomas Saaty (1980)
for the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Developed in the early 1970s,

the AHP has gained worldwide popularity and acceptance. It is one of

the most widely used methods within MDCM. Forman (1993) observes

that AHP is often used for the weighting process in MAUT. The AHP

was selected to complement the Direct Weighting due to two reasons.

Firstly, the indirect weighting process makes it more difficult to actively
influence the results, as the participants cannot see their final weightings

during the weighting session since these are only calculated later. Conse¬

quently, results from an indirect approach tend to be less biased. In addi¬

tion, AHP provides an inconsistency check that enables the eUmination

of unserious answers.

The pair-wise comparison of criteria is done at every branching of the

criteria tree. AU the elements of a specific branching point are compared
to each other. The evaluator is asked to perform a pair-wise comparison
within the set of criteria c=(cl5 ..., Cj, ...

, cm). The pairs are then com¬

pared with the help of a predefined scale as Usted in Figure 12.

Figure 12:
0 ,.

„ . , T . ....
Corresponding

scale tor pair-wise compart- Linguistic mdgement f
,

°

c

r
. . ... . .

° °
numeric value

son or sustainability criteria

as suggested by Saaty (1980) Criterion c{ is...

for the AHP.
„

.

,
... equally important... 1

2

... slightly more important... 3

4

...strongly more important... 5

6

... very strongly more important... 7

8

...extremely more important... 9

...
than criterion Cj.

The scale suggested by Saaty (1980) combines a Unguistic judgement with

a numeric value that is used for the subsequent mathematical analysis.
The results of the pair-wise comparisons can be written in form of a
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judgement matrix. An example for such a matrix is given in Figure 13.

For instance, this matrix says that "criterion 1 is strongly more important
than criterion 2". Note that the reciprocal value of (criterion 1, criterion

2) is automaticaUy entered in the position of (criterion 2, criterion 1).

Figure 13:

Example of a judgement matrix. The

numeric values corresponding to linguis¬
tic judgements result from pair-wise

comparisons. Reading example: "crite¬

rion 1 is strongly more important than

criterion 2".

Ci c2 c3 c4

Criterion 1 (ct) 1 5 6 7

Criterion 2 (c^ 1/5 1 4 6

Criterion 3 (c3) 1/6 1/4 1 4

Criterion 4 (c4) 1/7 1/6 1/4 1

GeneraUy, we obtain a matrix A of the form

A =

f 1

1/a12

"12 -*1n

*2n

v1/a1n 1/a2n ••• 1
,

To retrieve the resulting weights of the criteria, the normaUsed principle

eigenvector is computed. It corresponds to the vector of weights. In ad¬

dition, AHP provides a measure of the evaluator's inconsistency. It is

based on the fact that the participants perform pair-wise comparisons in

a circle. They compare criterion A with B, B with C, but also C with A.

Building on this information Saaty (1980) uses the largest eigenvalue Xmax

to define a consistency index (A,max -n) / (n-1), where n is the number of cri¬

teria. The consistency index is divided by the random index of the order

of the matrix considered (see Table 15) to compute the final inconsis¬

tency measure referred to as consistency ratio.84 A consistency ratio of 0.10

or less is considered acceptable (Saaty 1980:21).

84

Saaty defined the Random index as the consistency index (\max -n) / (n-1) of a randomly gen¬

erated reciprocal matrix from the scale 1 to 9 (Saaty 1980). For the theoretical backgrounds of

consistency measures in AHP refer to Saaty (1987).
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Table 15: Random Indices for matrices of different order. The indices were generated with a

sample size of 500. Source: Saaty (1980).

Order of matrix 23456789 10

Random Indices 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.21 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49

The AHP surveys in South Africa were conducted by face-to-face inter¬

views with the help of a printed questionnaire (Figure 14 shows an ex¬

ample).
Criterion A more important Criterion B more important

7# 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 * f:

Criterion A
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Criterion B

Stakeholder Participation HB X 11 jj" ff Improved service availability

Stakeholder Participation BSP M \''4/ ^f % Equal distribution

Stakeholder Participation 3f« X
« i^f Capacity development

Improved service availability m
M ÉÉ lilÉ X Equal distribution

Improved service availability X ,fc
• i- Capacity development

Capacity development H w> Capacity development

Figure 14: Example of indirect weighting through pair-wise comparison (AHP) by means
of a questionnaire filled in during a personal interview (example from South Af¬

rican survey).

The indirect approach that leads to less biased weightings and the possi-

biHty to identify unserious participants by the inconsistency check are

clear advantages of the AHP method relative to the direct weighting. In

turn, the pair-wise comparison of AHP can become a cumbersome exer¬

cise for decision makers when the number of criteria is large/5 AHP
therefore needs highly motivated participants and the discipUne to keep
the number of criteria as smaU as possible. Given the complex decision¬

making situation we recommend the use either of moderated workshops

Each criterion has to be compared with all the other criteria of the hierarchical level consid¬

ered. If the set at hand contains n criteria (n2-n)/2, comparisons have to be performed.
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or of face-to-face interviews to retrieve weighing data by means of pair-
wise comparisons of SustainabiHty criteria.

Step 4: Assessment of CDM project

In step 1 a set of SustainabiHty criteria was defined. For each criteria a

corresponding indicator was then defined, which is transferred to co-

measurable scales with the help of a criterion-specific utiUty function. In

step 3 two methods to weight the criteria according to their relative im¬

portance were presented. Once these steps are completed, the method¬

ology is ready to be appHed to CDM project proposals. A project pro¬

posal is assessed in each of the predefined SustainabiHty criteria by means

of the respective indicator. For each project aU criteria must be rated. If a

criterion is not directly measurable for aU alternatives, it has to be esti¬

mated by the study team or measured by a stakeholder inquiry (Scholz
and Tietje 2002: 163).
The methodology is suitable for renewable energy, energy efficiency, fuel

switch, and fugitive methane capturing projects, regardless of project size

and location. TheoreticaUy, it is also appHcable to LULUCF86 projects,
but they are not treated within this research project. While the general

methodology is also of use for the LULUCF sector, the set of criteria

and respective weights would have to be formulated differently.

Step 5: Aggregation and interpretation of results

In the last step the project's ratings of aU criteria are aggregated to a sin¬

gle number that reflects the total utiUty of a project in regards to the sus¬

tainable development in the host country during the project's crediting

period.87
Dyer and Sarin (1979) suggest two different models to aggregate the in¬

dividual utiUties of MAUT: the additive and the multipUcative model.

The most widely used model is the additive model (Belton 1999). It re-

86
The abbreviation LULUCF stands for Land Use, Land Use Change andForestry.

87
The crediting period is the phase during which a CDM project can generate Certified Emis¬

sion Reductions (CERs).
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quires two assumptions, i.e. utiUty independence and preferential inde¬

pendence of any subset of criteria (Fandel and Spronk 1985).88 Various

investigations on decision making have shown that evaluations, judge¬

ments, and decisions can be weU described if measured weights and as¬

sessments are combined with the additive aggregation rule (Scholz and

Tietje 2002:171).
MATA-CDM appUes the additive model to aggregate single utiUties (see

equation in Figure 7). This aggregation model is structured as a pure

compensatory model, which means that a low utiUty of a CDM project
with respect to one criterion may be compensated by a high scoring in

another criterion. The aggregation results in an overaU utiUty measure

(U) for each project. To make an approval decision, the result has to be

interpreted in two ways:

a) Does the project meet the required minimal overaU utiUty U^?
Such a minimal overaU utiUty has to be defined within a poUtical

process. One possibiHty would be to accept aU the projects with a

positive utiUty, as they have a net positive impact compared to the

baseHne project. With an approval benchmark above zero, one can

set a higher SustainabiHty standard for CDM projects.

b) In addition to a minimal overaU utiUty U^, the definition of critical

criteria can be adequate. For each critical criterion, a threshold level

has to be defined, below which a project is disquaUfied whatever

the overaU utiUty may be. The setting of thresholds is to be based

on objective facts, but wiU always involve normative judgements.

Consequently, a project wiU only quaUfy for the CDM if (a) its overaU

utiUty meets the minimal requirement Umin and (b) aU criteria considered

critical perform above the defined threshold.

88
The preference given to one attribute must not depend on the levels given to other attributes.

This requirement is referred to as preferential independence in the case of certainty and as utility in¬

dependence, in the case of an uncertain outcome (Vincke 1989).
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Estimation of uncertainty

The steps introduced above graduaUy lead to a fuUy aggregated project
assessment. In every step normative decisions and/or errors based on

imperfect measurements appear. Hence, every step that is taken has its

price. The more aggregated the assessment is, the larger the uncertainty
of the overaU result. In the first two steps of MATA-CDM normative

decisions have to be taken when defining assessment criteria and respec¬

tive indicators. These decisions influence the results, but they are not

considered when calculating the uncertainty of a method. In the foUow¬

ing we discuss the overaU error that occurs during the aggregation in the

fifth step. It results from errors that are made during the weighting of

criteria (step 3) and the assessing of the project's indicators (step 4).
To compute the overaU utiUty of CDM projects, MATA-CDM aggre¬

gates the sub-results according to equation 1 (as introduced above in

Figure 7).
n

i=\

where U = overall utility

Wj
= weighting of criterion i

u,
= single utility of criterion i

How do the errors of weightings and single utiUties influence the overaU

result? The error AU of the aggregated utiUty can be calculated by using
the errors of single utiUties (Au;) and the errors of weightings (Aw;):
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We insert equation 1 into equation 2, derive it, and directly get:

I n n

(3)
AU= ^(u-Awy+^^-Au)2

Errors ofweightings (Aw)

MATA-CDM derives weightings from surveys among key stakeholders.

We distinguish two different conceptual frames to conduct the weighting

surveys. The error of the weighting method depends on the conceptual
frame within which the survey is conducted.

The group of participants is a representative sample of a larger group, e.g. the

total of CDM stakeholders or the population of a country. The mean

value of a variable (e.g. the weighting assigned to a criterion within the

sample) is the best estimate of the mean value of the larger group. Two

key questions have to be answered: (a) Is the sample representative of

the larger group? (b) Are the calculated mean values significantly differ¬

ent from the nuU hypothesis? The nuU hypothesis states that aU criteria

are given equal weightings. Statistical methods are used to show whether

the results are significantly different from the nuU hypothesis. In this

case the standard deviations of individual weightings are used to define

the errors of weightings (Awj).
The evaluator does not claim that the group of participants represents a

larger group in a statisticaUy justified manner. The group is not legiti¬
mated through statistical sampUng methods, but by other means. The

weighting can, for example, be done by a group of key stakeholders, who

are selected by a poUtical process. Such a group is politically legitimated and

does not necessarily represent the statistical average of a larger popula¬
tion, e.g. the Indian population. In this case, the survey participants rep¬

resent 100% of the group considered. A mean value of the group can be

accurately computed by taking the mean value of the sample. Conse¬

quently, no statistical methods have to be appHed to prove the signifi¬
cance of the results. In such a case, the resulting error of weightings

(Awj) equals zero.
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Both these methods are based on the assumption that the mean value of

the weightings assigned to a certain criterion by several individuals is a

sensible measure of the group's opinion.

Errors ofsingle utilities (Au)

The project's criteria are measured with the help of quaHtative and quan¬

titative indicators. The measurements show specific errors, which repre¬

sent the errors of single utiUties (Au). The utiUty function that defines the

relation between the value of the indicator and the utiUty depends on

normative judgements. For calculating the overaU errors, the assumed

utiUty function is considered precise, and errors are not accounted for.

Distinguishingprojects

The SustainabiHty scores of two projects are considered significantly dis¬

tinguishable if the difference of their scores, DH = UrUJ5 is larger than 0

with a probabiHty of 95%. If we assume a normal distribution of differ¬

ent assessments of the same project, then D^ is larger than 0 with a

probabiHty of 95% if it fulfils equation 4.89

>1.96->/Auf+AuJ

If D;i fulfils the equation, the two projects can be distinguished by
MATA-CDM. If not, the uncertainty of the method does not aUow a dis¬

tinction.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented the Multi-Attributive Assessment method¬

ology for CDM (MATA-CDM) that is based on the Multi-Attributive

UtiHty Theory (MAUT). In contrast to other methods proposed to

evaluate the SustainabiHty component of CDM projects, MATA-CDM

aUows an expHcit and transparent integration of the evaluator's sustain-

(4)
D.

i-j

For further details see Bohley (1992).
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abiUty preferences. SustainabiHty indicators of the CDM project, as weU

as the preferences of key stakeholders, are inputs into the assessment

tool MATA-CDM. The method is less normative than most other pro¬

posed approaches, although some normative elements remain. The selec¬

tion of criteria and indicators, as weU as the definition of respective util¬

ity functions, comprise normative elements. The concept of utiUty
functions aUows both quantitative and quaHtative data to be incorporated
into the assessment. This is of special interest as in many cases the re¬

quired data for a CDM project are not available or are of low quaUty.

According to Munasinghe and Meier (1993), this is often a drawback for

the appHcation of purely quantitative multi-criteria decision-making
methods in developing countries. They come to the same conclusion as

the author of this study in suggesting that "it would be preferable to

work with value or utiUty functions rather than purely physical scales for

measuring attributes."

To our knowledge, MATA-CDM is the most comprehensive tool that

has been developed so far for the assessment of the SustainabiHty ele¬

ment of CDM projects. However, the proposed methodology must still

stand the thorough trial and testing process in the chapters to foUow. On

the scientific side, two questions are of particular interest: (1) How sensi¬

tive is the overaU utiUty of an assessed project to the SustainabiHty pref¬
erences of different stakeholders? (2) How does this sensitivity compare
with the overaU inaccuracy of the method? The case studies in South Af¬

rica and India deHver results to answer these questions.
Furthermore, we are interested in finding out whether the suggested
method is considered to be useful and appHcable by host countries in

practical situations. The case study made in Uruguay gives indications

and shows in which direction the method could be further developed in

order to become a useful tool for practitioners.



5 Case Study South Africa:

Mapping Sustainability Preferences of

Individuals

In
this chapter the case study South Africa, in which MATA-CDM

was appHed, is presented. The chapter is largely based on the work

that Renato Heuberger conducted during his diploma thesis at the

department of Environmental Sciences, ETH Zurich (Heuberger 2003).
He carried out the related field-work in South Africa during September
and October 2002.

The focus of the chapter is on the third step of the MATA-CDM meth¬

odology (see chapter 4), the mapping of stakeholders' preferences. The

relative importance of each SustainabiHty criterion in the South African

context is inquired into through a survey among CDM stakeholders. In

addition, two different methods of sampHng individual preferences (Di¬
rect Weighting and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)) are com¬

pared.
In the second part of the chapter, three CDM project proposals are

briefly outlined and assessed according to MATA-CDM. The chapter
concludes by discussing the experience and lesson learnt from the South

African case study.
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5.1 Background

Sustainable development in South Africa

The characteristics of sustainable development are rooted in the specific

history of a country. This is particularly true for South Africa.90 It was

not before 1994 that South Africa aboHshed the apartheid system, estab¬

Hshed a new constitution and restructured its government. For decades

South Africa experienced worldwide sanctions due to its apartheid pol¬

icy. During that time, the country had to be self-sufficient in many areas.

An iUustrative example from the energy sector is the conversion of coal

into petrol. While South Africa does not have any crude oü resources,

coal is abundant. Consequently, a method to convert coal into Hquid fuel

was further developed and appHed on a large scale. StiU today, South Af¬

rica gains 23% of its petrol from the conversion of coal.

ESKOM, the state owned monopoUstic energy suppHer, generates 89%

of its energy from coal. It emits over 60% of the GHGs in South Africa.

After the poUtical change in 1994, many highly trained government offi¬

cials, industriaUsts and scientists left the country.

South Africa wiU face a range of severe problems in the coming decades.

Among them are the unequal distribution of wealth, the immense rate of

people infected with the HI virus, the high rate of crime, the increasing
number of iUegal settlements, and the critical poUtical situation in

neighbouring countries (Heuberger 2003) .91 There are, however, also op¬

timistic and encouraging developments throughout South Africa. The

country has achieved the transformation of its old structures without

major eruptions of violence. Many smaU NGOs and women groups

based on the "grass-roots level" have successfuUy sprung up across the

country. InternationaUy, the country is accepted as a mediator in several

African conflicts; and after aU, South Africa has just recently hosted the

World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD).

90
An impressive picture of South Africa's past is given in Nelson Mandela's autobiography
"Long Way to Freedom" (Mandela 1994).

91
The government of South Africa (2003) presents the action plan with the help of which it

wants to tackle the challenges mentioned in the text.
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South Africa and CDM

South Africa ratified the Kyoto Protocol on March 13th, 2002. In 1994

the total GHG emissions were 379.8 MtC02 equivalents per year (Swit¬
zerland: ca. 44Mt/year). In that particular year, the total emissions for

each sector, calculated as C02 equivalents, were 78% from the energy

sector, 10% from agriculture, 8% from industrial processes, and 4%

from waste (Goldblatt et al. 2002).92 South Africa wiU be a smaU player in

the CDM market and has to see itself as a fringe suppHer and price taker

(Goldblatt et al. 2002).

Institutions and stakeholders involved in the CDMprocess

Government

In South Africa, the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

(DEAT) is responsible for the administration of matters relating to the

UNFCCC. Under this department the Directorate of Global CHmate

Change and Ozone Layer Protection has been coordinating the estab-

Hshment of criteria to approve CDM projects. The Government Com¬

mittee on CHmate Change (GCCC) is an intra-governmental body that

coordinates issues related to cHmate change across departments. At the

time of writing (July 2003), there was no consensus between the DEAT,

the Department of Trade and Industry and the Department of Minerals

and Energy about where the Designated National Authority (DNA)
should eventuaUy be situated.93 In 1996 a National Committee on CH¬

mate Change (NCCC) was constituted to advise and support the DEAT.

The committee includes representatives from the central and provincial

government, non-governmental and community-based organisations,
business and industry, as weU as labour. The objective of the NCCC is to

advise the DEAT on national issues related to cHmate change (Goldblatt
et al. 2002).

At the time of writing (July 2003) the National Communication to UNFCCC of South Africa

was not yet publicly available.

The DNA will be responsible for CDM host country approvals.
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Industry / Labour

The National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC)
mediates differences of opinion between government, business and la¬

bour groupings. As the NEDLAC is powerful in reaching consensus, it

wiU play an essential role in approving CDM projects. Organised busi¬

ness is represented by Business South Africa, an umbreUa body for 19

different employer organisations. Organised labour is represented by the

three main labour federations of South Africa: Cosatu, Fedusa and

Nactu.94

Several large industries have stakes in the CDM process; particularly

ESKOM, South Africa's monopoHstic energy suppHer.

Academia

The University of Cape Town bears a broad knowledge of the CDM, re¬

lated concepts and methodologies. Its Energy & Development Research

Center (EDRC) has pubHshed several papers and books on the CDM in

the energy sector.95 At the University of Pretoria the chair of Life Cycle

Engineering analyses the assessment of potential CDM projects from an

LCA perspective.

NGO

Several NGOs are actively participating in the CDM process in South

Africa. Southsouthnorth (SSN) is an international organisation that aims

to develop CDM projects with high SustainabiHty standards. SSN had

developed one of the few SustainabiHty indicator sets that were appHed
to CDM projects. Earth Life Africa is an environmental NGO with

branches in several South African cities. One of their projects is the Sus¬

tainable Energy and CHmate Change Partnership (SECCP). It supports —

among other activities — the South African CHmate Action Network.

This network plays an active role in the discussion on SD standards for

CDM projects and in the NCCC. Other NGOs that are active in cHmate

change issues include: Globe Southern Africa, the Minerals and Energy

PoHcy Center and Sustainable Energy Africa.

94
In the ANC government, which has been leading the country since the end of the apartheid

system, trade unions traditionally have a very prominent voice.
95

EDRC maintains close ties to relevant NGOs, especially to SouthSouthNorth with whom

they have done joint publications.
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Host Country Approval: tentative criteria

In May 2002 the Directorate of Global CHmate Change and Ozone

Layer Protection sent the first version of approval criteria for CDM pro¬

jects to the NCCC. The proposed approval criteria were in the form of a

checklist to be foUowed by the DNA when deciding on project approv¬

als. Involved stakeholders were invited to comment on it.

In August 2002 the government issued the second version of the ap¬

proval criteria for CDM projects (Directorate of Global CHmate Change
and Ozone Layer Protection 2002) .96 Compared to the first version, this

Hst is more condensed. Several criteria were either integrated or dropped.
The first version included a passage in which the possibiHty to rate pro¬

jects was outlined in order to "specificaUy promote those projects that

particularly support South Africa's sustainable development needs". This

passage was dropped in the current version. The criteria are now seen as

"a formal checkUst which wiU guide the Secretariat in applying its mind

to the approval decision and balancing the various project impacts"

(Directorate of Global CHmate Change and Ozone Layer Protection

2002).
The procedure of approval is foreseen as foUows: Firstly, the Secretariat

wiU assess the project as regards the sustainable development criteria and

wiU make a recommendation to approve or reject the project. Secondly,
the vaUdated Project Design Document (PDD) wiU be circulated to aU

relevant departments of the central government for comments. These

comments wiU be returned to the Secretariat for evaluation. If the Secre¬

tariat feels additional discussion is warranted, it may arrange a direct dis¬

cussion with the department concerned. FinaUy, the DNA wiU approve

or reject the CDM project proposal. The project proponent wiU be noti¬

fied of the decision and the respective reasons.97

The South African list of criteria for CDM approval can be found in Appendix B.

The communication of reasons for rejection of a project is essential in order to build a trans¬

parent system that allows for an efficient learning process. Not all host country governments

communicate these reasons. The Indian government, for example, refuses to communicate its

reasons for non-approvals to date (Interview IP33).
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5.2 Sustainability Mapping in South Africa

Participants

The survey on SustainabiHty preferences was conducted among key
stakeholders who are actively involved in emerging CDM activities in

South Africa. The stakeholders were distinguished according to their

field of activity: government, business, NGOs and academia. The survey

was supplemented with questionnaires filled in by teachers at an elemen¬

tary school in a township near Pretoria. The characterisation of partici¬

pants with regard to sector and population group is given in Table 16.98

Of aU the participants, 61% support foUowing the development of the

Kyoto process. A minority of 16% has not heard about the Kyoto Pro¬

tocol, and the remaining 23% indicate that they have a basic knowledge
about it.

Table 16: Characterisation of participants by sector and population group.

Participants

by Sector

Participants

by Population Group

Government 7 White 19

Business 6 Black 12 Average age: 37

NGO 9 Coloured 1 Gender of participants

Academia 6 Indian 0 female 12

Township 4 male 20

total 32 total 32 total 32

A majority (65%) of participants is actively involved in the CDM proc¬

ess. In general, the participants have a very positive perception of the

CDM. None of them has a negative view on the CDM and 77% are

98

Although South Africa has left its apartheid regime behind, and all South Africans enjoy the

same rights, the distinction of population groups according to ethnic background is still very

widely used. It is, for example, an important parameter in the national statistics (Statistics
South Africa 1996).
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convinced that South Africa as a whole or at least some of its industries

wiU benefit from the emerging CDM.

Most of the questionnaires were filled in during face-to-face interviews,

while six of them were completed within a presentation of the method¬

ology at a paraUel event of the WSSD.99

Direct versus indirect weighting

Both weighting procedures introduced in chapter 4 (step 3 of MATA-

CDM), Direct Weighting and AHP, yield quantitative weights for the cri¬

teria. Nevertheless, the decision situation in which a participant has to

indicate his or her preferences differs strongly between the weighting
methods. Both methods have been appHed in the South African survey

in order to compare the two approaches. The results of this comparison
are presented in this section.

Similar ranking ofcriteria

According to step 3 of MATA-CDM, participants were asked to weight
the set of SustainabiHty criteria as elaborated in chapter 4. For both sur¬

vey methods the average weightings (mean) of aU participants show

nearly the same ranking. The four most important criteria are the same

irrespective of the method appUed (see Table 17).

This event was the: "South African Life Cycle Assessment activities in the global market¬

place", World Summit for Sustainable Development WSSD, Pretoria, 30 August 2002.
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Table 17: Ranking of Direct Weighting and AHP resulting from the survey conducted in South

Africa

Rank Direct Weighting AHP

1 Employment Generation Employment Generation

2 Service Availability Service Availability

3 Capacity Development Capacity Development

4 Water Quality Water Quality

5 Technology Transfer Air Quality

6 Air Quality Technology Transfer

7 Equal Distribution Land Resources

8 Regional Economy Stakeholder Participation

9 Land Resources Equal Distribution

10 Stakeholder Participation Regional Economy

11 Microeconomic Efficiency Microeconomic Efficiency

12 Fossil Energy Resources Fossil Energy Resources

Spread ofcriteria's weights

The weightings resulting from the AHP method spread more than the

ones from Direct Weighting. This means that the same participants make

more extreme judgements when applying AHP than when weighting di¬

rectly. To quantify this effect, the standard deviation within a set of crite¬

ria weighted by a single participant is computed. It serves as an indicator

of how widely the priorities spread within an individual set of prefer¬
ences. The average standard deviation of a set of weightings in the AHP

assessments is 7.9% and 4.3% for the Direct Weighting procedure.

Figure 15 compares the standard deviations of the two methods for each

participant.100 In most cases the relative weights from AHP spread more

than those from Direct Weighting.

Only participants who delivered complete weightings for both methods are considered. For

AHP weighting, sets with a consistency ratio < 0.2 were used.
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Figure 15: The majority of the 92 comparisons shows that AHP samples spread more

than Direct Weighting samples.

Spread ofparticipants 'preferences

Does the distribution of individual preferences differ according to the

method used? We would expect similar distributions from both methods

when the same sample of participants is considered. ActuaUy, as shown

for the criterion employment generation, which has the highest priority in

both methods, both distributions vary considerably (see Figure 16). On

the one hand, the individual weightings derived from direct judgements
show a distribution pattern close to a Poisson distribution. On the other

hand, the distribution resulting from AHP has a clear maximum at 15%,

while other values are spread in a rather chaotic manner. One can see

that no extreme judgements occur when using the Direct Weighting
method.
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Figure 16:

Preferences for Em¬

ployment Generation

in the AHP method

spread much more

(top) than in the Direct

Weighting method

(bottom).
Source: (Heuberger
2003)
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Participants' certainty

The participants of the survey were asked how certain they felt when as¬

sessing the criteria. The scale for the uncertainty was as foUows:

1 — certain

2 — moderately uncertain

3 — strongly uncertain

4 — very strongly uncertain

5 — extremely uncertain.

A large group of participants felt certain in their weighting while others

indicate a moderate or strong uncertainty. Very strong uncertainty was

indicated only once, extreme uncertainty never. Participants seem more

confident to weight the three SustainabiHty dimensions (environmental,

Priorities for Employment Generation -AHP
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social and economic) than weighting among the criteria within a single

SustainabiHty dimension (e.g. weighting the four environmental criteria;

see Figure 17). The participants seem to feel somewhat more certain with

the AHP than with Direct Weighting. This is not surprising as it is easier

to compare two criteria than giving a couple of criteria an absolute

weight.

extremely 5

uncertain

very strongly 4

uncertain

strongly 3

uncertain

moderately 2
uncertain

certain 1

D Direct Weighting (11 samples)

AHP (9 samples)

Sustainable

Development

Social Criteria Environmental Economic Criteria

Criteria

Figure 17: Participants' perception with regard to their uncertainty when weighting the criteria.

The figure shows average ratings (error bars: +/- standard deviation).
Note: When weighting "sustainable development", participants had to weight the so¬

cial, environmental and economic dimensions.

Inconsistency levels in theAHP method

Along with the weightings, the AHP method also provides a measure of

inconsistency for the judgements of an individual participant.101 A high

inconsistency level indicates that the participant had difficulties with the

weighting process. Saaty (1980) suggests that weightings with an incon¬

sistency ratio >0.1 should be considered inconsistent. FoUowing this

threshold, the weighting of 47% of aU participants has to be classified as

inconsistent (see Figure 18, dark columns).

For details of the inconsistency ratio, please refer to chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Figure 18: Inconsistency levels of participants. We excluded all the participants who had an

inconsistency level higher than 0.2. Unfortunately, all the questionnaires from the

township had to be discarded.

The highest values were 0.91 and 1.00; these correspond to random

weighting. For the further aggregation a consistency level of <0.2 was

accepted. Five participants were therefore excluded from further calcula¬

tions due to high inconsistency. AU four participants from the township

happened to be among those excluded. The remaining 24 participants
build the base for further aggregation.

Results

Aggregation ofPreferences

The individual weightings are used to derive a set of weighted Sustain¬

abiHty criteria, which can be used within the CDM assessment method¬

ology MATA-CDM. The aggregation is done by taking the arithmetical

I I
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average of aU the participants. Figure 19 shows the means of aU prefer¬
ences derived by Direct Weighting. The error bars (thin black Unes)
show the aggregated priority plus / minus one standard deviation. We

can see that the participants' priorities spread considerably.

i

equal weightings

Sustainable Technology Transfer

Employment Generation

Microeconomic Efficiency

Regional Economy

Land Resource

'j: Water Quality
+^

q Air Quality

Fossil Energy Resources

Capacity Development

Equal Distribution of Project Return WMÊMÈWKÊË^M^M^S J
i

Improved Service Availability wmiMmSÊmm^^^ÊmmmmâxmmmmWib-— 1

i

Stakeholder Participation liiiifHHtaPllB^HBHi—' 1

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20%

Weightings

Figure 19: Aggregated sustainability weightings of South African stakeholders (results derived

from direct weighting). Employment Generation proved to be the most important,
Fossil Energy Resources the least important criterion.

The participants in the survey give the highest priority to direct employment

generation (11.3%), foUowed by the social criteria improved service availability
and capacity development. The criterion local water quality finishes forth with a

priority of 9.7%. At the bottom end we find microeconomic efiiciençy andfos-
sil energy resources with a weight of 5.7%.

The AHP method yields a very similar ranking of criteria. The rankings
of the four top criteria and the two least important ones are identical to

the results from the Direct Weighting method, while some differences

can be found in the mid-range. As mentioned above, the weightings
from AHP spread more than the ones derived from Direct Weighting.
Nevertheless, both methods map a similar SustainabiHty pattern and

102
In the case of the AHP method, averages of individual preferences and not of the pair-wise

comparisons are used to derive the aggregated set of preferences.
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identify the same four hotspots for SustainabiHty CDM assessment in

South Africa: employment generation, service availabiUty, capacity devel¬

opment and water quaUty (see Figure 20). In chapter 8 a more detaüed

discussion of the weighting results is given, including a comparison with

the results from the Indian survey.

Sustainable Technology Transfer,

Employment Generation

Stakeholder Participation

15%.

Microeconomic Efficiency

Regional Economy

Improved Service Availability

Equal Distribution of Project Return

Capacity Development

Fossil Energy Resources

Land Resource Air Quality

Water Quality

Direct weighting

AHP

Figure 20: Comparison of sustainability weights derived from Direct Weighting and AHP

methods. While AHP spreads more, both methods generate a similar sustainability

pattern.

Global climate change versus local sustainable development

A majority of participants (65%) considers the objective of local sustain¬

able development to be more important than the objective of mitigating
cHmate change (see Figure 21).103 Participants were also asked to indicate

their level of preference. 'Strongly more important" is the answer most often

given. Some of the participants (20%) deem both objectives equaUy im-

According to the Kyoto Protocol, the CDM shall contribute to both these objectives
(UNFCCC 1997, Art.12.2). For details regarding the twin objectives of the CDM see chapter
2 of this thesis.
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portant, while the remaining 15% judge the objective of abating cHmate

change as more important.
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Figure 21: Participants' views on the CDM twin objectives (global climate change versus local

sustainable development). Participants indicated a clear preference for the sustain¬

ability objective.

5.3 Assessment of South African Projects

To exempUfy the methodology, three projects that are being promoted

by different developers as potential CDM projects are discussed briefly:

Project 1: Energy efficient tunnel kiln for the Mooinooi chrome

plant

Project 2: Methane capturing and electricity generation in the Sebo-

keng waste water plant

Project 3: Methane capturing and electricity generation at the

Weltevreden land fill site

The projects are briefly described below together with a summary of the

detailed SustainabiHty assessment based on the MATA-CDM methodol¬

ogy. The project assessment procedure is described in more detail in the
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Indian case study (foUowing chapter). For further details about the pro¬

jects, please refer to Heuberger (2003).

Project 1:

Energy efficient tunnel kiln for the Mooinooi chrome plant

Project summary

In this CDM project a newly developed process for the production of

Uquid ferrochrome is appUed. The so-caUed "tunnel kiln" process re¬

duces raw ore through a tunnel kiln, with conventional equipment for

the melting step. Ferrochrome production is highly energy intensive.

Compared to the standard process used as the baseHne, the tunnel kün

saves about 30% of electricity (Morrison and Singh 2001).104 The process

is being developed at the CSIR in Pretoria, South Africa. Several concep¬

tual studies exist, and pre-tests have been successfuUy conducted. None¬

theless, the CSIR needs to construct a fuUy operating demonstration

plant before the technology can be jointly implemented with an indus¬

trial partner. The new technology wiU most Hkely be implemented in a

newly built Ferrochrome plant in the Mooinooi area, North West Prov¬

ince. This plant wiU have an annual production capacity of ÎOO'OOO t Uq¬
uid ferrochrome. The additional CDM investment is 5.6 Mio Euro,

which corresponds to an additional 16% investment compared to the

baseHne project. The annual CER generation amounts to 138'000 t

(Morrison and Singh 2001).105

Sustainability assessment — main results

The project shows no negative impact in any of the SustainabiHty criteria

when compared to its baseHne. Indicators within the social and envi¬

ronmental dimensions are either similar to the reference case or show a

The standard process, which is defined as the baseline, is an internationally applied process

that makes use of a pelletrising-sintering treatment for chromite ore before smelting in a con¬

ventional smelting operation.
105

The incremental CDM investment is calculated as the total investment into the CDM project
minus the total investment into the baseline project.
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moderately positive impact. In addition, three out of four economic cri¬

teria show the highest utiUty of 1 (regional economy, microeconomic efficiency and

technology tranfer). The criterion employmentgeneration shows a smaU increase

of job opportunities (1.3 additional man-months / 1000 CER), which is

virtuaUy equal to the baseHne (utiUty 0).
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Figure 22: Sustainability profile of the energy efficient ferrochrome plant in the Mooinooi area.
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Project 2: Methane capturing and electricity generation in the Se-

bokeng waste water plant

Project summary

This project creates a 200kW off-grid electricity-generating capacity at

the Lekoa Water Company, Sebokeng, South Africa.106 The electricity is

generated by gas engines utilising methane rich digester gas from the

waste water treatment plant. The generators were already instaUed in the

late eighties. Due to lack of funds and know-how, the maintenance was

not done properly. Consequently, the generators were switched off in

1995. The project includes a plan to overhaul the equipment and to de¬

velop the necessary maintenance capacity. As an indirect benefit, the

treatment capacity of the plant wiH increase since the waste heat is used

to increase the temperature in the digester and wiU thus increase the spe¬

cific rates of biological decomposition.
The baseHne consists of two elements. On the one hand, methane (CH4)
from the digesting process wiU escape into the air whüe it is captured in

the CDM case. The captured methane is used for electricity generation.
The generated electricity wiH substitute for coal based grid electricity.
The initial CDM investments of 0.2 Mio Euro wiU result in a CER gen¬

eration of 5'800 tons per year. Around 90% of these reductions wiU re¬

sult from CH4 capturing.

Sustainability assessment — main results

In general, the project gets a good SustainabiHty assessment with moder¬

ate to good ratings in most criteria. The project would produce negative

impacts in two of the criteria. Firstly, it would not be financiaUy viable if

it were implemented from scratch.107 Even with the expected CER reve¬

nues of 4 Euro/ t C02 the project's Internal Rate of Return (IRR) wiU

106
Note that this project is too small to make a viable CDM case on its own given the current

international regulations. A micro project of this size may be able to bear international CDM

transaction costs when clubbed together with other small projects to form a CDM project
bundle.

107
A future carbon project will profit from the already installed hardware (needs complete over¬

hauling).
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not rise above 3%. One of the main reasons is the low price for electric¬

ity in South Africa. Second, the emissions of air poUutants wiU increase

compared to the baseHne. Calculations have shown that the implementa¬
tion of the project wiU result in additional emissions of 2.9 kg N02 re¬

spectively 11kg CO per ton of C02 reduction.

Social Environmental Economic

Figure 23: Sustainability profile of the methane capturing and electricity generation project at

the waste water treatment plant in Sebokeng.
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Project 3: Methane capturing and electricity generation
at the Weltevreden landfill site

Project summary

This project wiU capture the landfill gas (LFG), which consists of about

50% methane, at the Weltevreden landfiU site. It is assumed that the cap¬

tured LFG wiU be used for electricity generation.108 For this purpose, 4 *

0.4 MW gas engine generation units are being instaUed.

Similar to project No.2 the baseHne has two components: a) CH4 escap¬

ing freely to the atmosphere, and b) electricity generation according to

the South African grid mix, which is mainly based on coal.

The total investment for the project is 1.3 Mio Euro, resulting in 6V000 t

C02eq/year. Around 90% of these CERs result from CH4 capturing.

Sustainability assessment — main results

The economic aspects seem to be the strongest advantage of the project

(see Figure 24). An IRR of 30% makes the project financiaUy viable if the

CERs can be sold for 4 Euro/t. Note that this is only the case if the pro¬

ject can take advantage of the international carbon market. Without addi¬

tional revenue streams from carbon offsets, the project's IRR results in a

meagre 5.8%. The project contributes to decreasing the pressure on land

resources, as it substitutes coal-based electricity. The mining of coal puts

a considerable pressure on land resources; this impact wiH be reduced

due to the electricity production by means of landfiU gas. While the pro¬

ject reduces greenhouse gases, the local air poUutants NOx and CO wiH

increase as compared to the baseHne. This results in a negative score of

the criterion air quality.

The project developer is currently also considering two other possibilities: a) extraction of

CH4 from LFG to fuel-converted diesel engines of trucks, and b) flaring of captured LFG.
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Social Environmental Economic

Figure 24: Sustainability profile of the methane capturing and electricity generation project at

the Weltevreden landfill site.

Aggregation of criteria

The profiles of the three projects (Figure 22 to Figure 24) show non-

weighted scores. To aggregate the results, the single utiUties are multi-

pHed by the weightings of the respective criteria. The average sustainabil¬

ity weightings are taken from the direct weighting method shown in

Figure 19. The weighted utiUties are then summed up to yield the overaU

utiUty of the project (Table 18).
AU projects score similarly, having utiUty totals between 0.28 and 0.36.

Note that the utiUty appHed in MATA-CDM is measured on a scale from

-1 to 1, where positive figures indicate a constructive impact on the sus¬

tainable development of the country. The errors were calculated accord¬

ing to equation 3 in chapter 4. Errors of single utiUties (Au) are assumed

to be indicator specific. Hence, values for Au were taken from the in-

depth case study of the IBEL project as described in chapter 6.3. The

resulting overaU assessment error reaches 0.08. In comparing this error

with the narrow range of overaU assessment results, it becomes apparent

that the methodology does not enable the projects to be ranked. The

SustainabiHty ratings of the projects and their sensitivities wiH be dis-
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cussed in greater detail together with results from the Indian case study
in chapter 8.

Weightings (Direct Chrome plant Waste water plant Landfill site

Weighting, mean value all

participants)
Utility

Weighted

Utility
Utility

Weighted

Utility
Utility

Weighted

Utility

Stakeholder Participation 7 4% 0 000 0 000 0 50 0 037 0 50 0 037

Improved Service 10 8% 0 000 0 000 0 50 0 054 0 50 0 054

Equal Distribution 7 1% 0 000 0 000 0 00 0 000 0 00 0 000

Capacity Development 10 0% 0 500 0 050 0 75 0 075 0 50 0 050

Energy Resources 5 7% 0 600 0 034 0 20 0 011 0 20 0011

Air Quality 7 7% 0 250 0 019 -0 25 -0 019 -0 25 -0 019

Water Quality 9 6% 0 000 0 000 0 00 0 000 0 00 0 000

Land Resource 7 6% 0 000 0 000 0 75 0 057 0 75 0 057

Regional Economy 7 6% 1 000 0 076 0 75 0 057 0 50 0 038

Microeconomic Efficiency 6 7% 1 000 0 067 -0 80 -0 053 1 00 0 067

Employment Generation 11 3% 0 000 0 000 0 00 0 000 0 00 0 000

Technology Transfer 8 5% 1 000 0 085 0 75 0 064 0 75 0 064

Aggregation (overall utility; min = -1, max = 1) 0.331 0.283 0.359

Error of overall utility ±0.082 ±0.082 ±0.082

Table 18: Comparison of three projects evaluated in South Africa. Utilities are multiplied by
the respective weightings of the criteria. Finally, the weighted utilities are summed up

to yield the final score of the project. For error calculations see chapter 4.

5.4 Conclusions

The two different methods of sampHng individual preferences produce
similar results with regard to the ranking of SustainabiHty criteria. How¬

ever, the weightings generated by AHP seem to scatter more than the

ones derived through Direct Weighting. Which method shaU be appHed
in MATA-CDM? The participants of this study indicated more certainty
about their decisions when performing AHP than when applying Direct

Weighting. This is not surprising, as AHP only asks for a direct compari¬
son of two criteria, while participants had to weight three or four criteria

at the same time when performing Direct Weighting. However, it seems

difficult for stakeholders to perform the AHP in such a complex deci¬

sion-making situation — for many of them it actuaUy seems to be too dif¬

ficult. The high inconsistency numbers observed during the survey (14
out of 30, see Figure 18) is an indication for this. If the recommendation

of Saaty (1980) — to exclude ratings with an inconsistency level higher
than 0.1 - were appHed, nearly half of the results would get rejected. An¬

other hint can be seen in Figure 16, where the distribution of individual

weightings for a single criterion is shown. The Direct Weighting process

shows a distribution that is close to a Poisson distribution, which is a
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reasonable result. In contrast, the AHP results (from the same partici¬

pants) produce a distribution which is Hkely to be a consequence of a

method that overtaxes the participants. In addition, the AHP proved to

be rather difficult to implement among a broad set of stakeholders. Con¬

sistent results through AHP can only be generated when participants are

highly motivated and get direct assistance. The Direct Weighting method

is easier to understand, and its correct appHcation is less demanding.
For these reasons, the weighting surveys in the foUowing case studies (in
India and Uruguay) are done by a direct survey only.
The SustainabiHty preferences of individuals vary considerably.109 None¬

theless, the most important criteria in the South African context can be

identified: first, employment generation, second, improved service quality and

third, capacity development.
The three evaluated projects show similar overaU assessment results.

Whüe the projects can be differentiated with the help of individual crite¬

ria of the SustainabiHty profile, it is not possible to distinguish them with

the help of the aggregated SustainabiHty scores ofMATA-CDM.

For a detailed discussion of the results, see chapter 8 where they are compared to the results

of the Indian survey.
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6 Case study India:

Assessment of Biomass

Power Projects

The
Indian case study focuses on the analysis of a particular type

of CDM project: the biomass power generation in the state of

Andhra Pradesh.

In principle, the chapter is structured Hke the previous one. Firstly, the

national background of sustainable development and CDM in India is

discussed. Since India is seen as one of the future leading CER suppUers,
the Indian CDM background and its development over the last years is

described in detail.110 FoUowing this, the results of the investigation of

Indian-specific weightings of SustainabiHty criteria are presented.
In the second part of the chapter we assess concrete projects in the bio¬

mass power generation sector and draw corresponding conclusions.

6.1 Background

Sustainable development in the Indian context

General development targets

Indian top-level poHticians have pubHcly announced dedicated visions

for the development of their country. The President of India, A.PJ. Abul

This is of particular interest, as India has been one of the most vigorous critics of CDM until

recendy. India's view seems to have changed over night. The fact that India is the country
with the largest number of approved CERUPT projects (five projects) illustrates the change
within the last two years.
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Kalam, expressed the aim to transform India into a developed nation by
2020 (Khare 2003). A few months earHer, India's Prime Minister made a

clear statement on sustainable development in the presence of the inter¬

national cHmate change community during CoP-8 in New Delhi: "India

is deeply committed to the goals of sustainable development." (Vajpayee

2002).

Monitorable targets for the Tenth Plan and beyond

(in addition to an average economic growth rate of 8%

per year)
- Reduction of poverty ratio by 5 percentage points by
2007 and by 15 percentage points by 2012;

- Providing gainful and high-quality employment at

least to addition to the labour force over the Tenth

Plan period

- All children in school by 2003; all children to com¬

plete 5 years of schooling by 2007

- Reduction in gender gaps in literacy and wage rates

by at least 50 per cent by 2007

- Reduction in the decadal rate of population growth
between 2001 and 2011 to 16.2 per cent

- Increase in Literacy rates to 75 per cent within the

Plan period

- Reduction of Infant mortality rate (IMR) to 45 per
1000 live births by 2007 and to 28 by 2012

- Reduction of Maternal mortality ratio (MMR) to 2 per
1000 live births by 2007 and to 1 by 2012

- Increase in forest and tree cover to 25 per cent by
2007 and 33 per cent by 2012

- All villages to have sustained access to potable

drinking water within the Plan period

- Cleaning of all major polluted rivers by 2007 and

other notified stretches by 2012.

Box 3: India's current development targets.
Source: Government ofIndia Planning Com¬
mission (2002b)

The formal Indian devel¬

opment plan is structured in

planning phases of five

years. For this purpose the

Indian Planning Commis¬

sion111 issues so-caUed Five

Year Plans that define the

development priorities, ob¬

jectives and strategies. At

present, India is in the

Tenth Five-Year Plan cover¬

ing the period 2002-2007.112

The growth target of the

Tenth Five Year Plan was

set at 8 % per year of aver¬

age GDP growth for the pe¬

riod 2002-07. In this period
India wants to reduce un¬

employment from the cur¬

rent 9% of the population to

5%; this requires the crea¬

tion of 50 miUion jobs. For

the first time, additional de¬

velopment targets were de¬

fined besides the target of

111
The Planning Commission is chaired by the Prime Minister and includes representatives of all

relevant Ministries of the Central government (Interview IP22).
112

For a detailed analysis of the Tenth Five Year Plan in regards to policies that are relevant to

climate change see Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (2003).
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economic growth (see Box 3).113'114 CDM projects in the energy sector

are very unUkely to contribute directly to most of the targets indicated in

Box 3. Nonetheless, some project categories may provide a considerable

number of additional employment opportunities and foster economic

activities. An efficient and reHable power supply for the industrial sector

wiU be crucial in order to meet the economic growth target of 8% during
the years to come. CDM projects that add renewable energy capacity or

address energy efficiency wiU therefore contribute to the central goal of

the Plan, i.e. economic growth. The foUowing subchapter gives a brief

overview of the key problems and the development targets in the Indian

power sector.

Targetsfor thepower sector115

A GDP growth of 8% per year wiU require an industrial sector growth of

over 10% per year (Government of India Planning Commission 2002b).
This wiU place heavy demands on the generation and distribution of elec¬

tricity. The power sector is currently not able to meet the demand; the

deficit in 2000/2001 of total power amounted to 8%, and the deficit for

peak power was 13% (TERI 2002b).116 In the last decade the power sec¬

tor has been suffering from serious problems, and most State Electricity
Boards (SEB) are financiaUy in bad shape. None of them is recovering
the fuU cost of power suppHed, with the result that they have continuous

113

Many of these issues have been part of earlier plans, but in no case were specific targets set.

As a result, these were viewed in terms of being desirable but not essential. In the Tenth Plan

these targets are considered to be as central to the planning framework as the growth objec¬
tive (Government of India Planning Commission 2002b).

114
The Tenth plan also regarded the environment as a cross-sectoral issue. For an analysis of

environmental issues in the Indian planning process see Government of India Planning
Commission (2002a).

115
The term power sector, as used in the following, comprises entities, which generate, transmit

and distribute electrical power. Currendy, the Indian power sector manly consists of public
entities.

116
While an improved power sector will be essential to reach the economic growth target, a reli¬

able power supply in the domestic sector is also necessary for political reasons. Power crises

represent a serious threat for governments as, for example, the public reactions to the power

crises during winter 2003 in New Delhi show: "the unprecedentedpower crisis threatens to erode the

feelgoodfactor associated with the Congress government and could well turn the tide against it" (Mehdudia

2003).
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losses on their operations.117 Power tariffs do not cover costs because

important segments, especiaUy agriculture, but also household consum¬

ers, are charged very low tariffs or even receive free electricity, while in¬

dustry and commercial users are overcharged (Government of India

Planning Commission 2002b).118
The government has recognised that the pubHc sector is not able to

make the investments needed to expand the capacity at the required rate.

The plan to attract significant volumes of private investment into the

power sector has not materiaHsed either. The main reason is that the in¬

vestment environment in which the independent power producer is ex¬

pected to seU power to a pubHc sector distributor who is unable to pay

for the power purchased. Initiation of rigorous reforms in the power sec¬

tor on the state level is therefore a clear objective of the Tenth Five Year

Plan. Apart from urgent institutional reforms, the Tenth Plan intends to

add a power generation capacity of 41.1 GW during the current planning

phase (Government of India Planning Commission 2002c).119 This cor¬

responds to the addition of 40% of the instaUed capacity that exists on

December 31 2002. Furthermore, the Tenth Five Year plan intends to

instaU an additional 3.1 GW power capacity based on renewable re¬

sources (excluding large hydroelectric power). This amounts to an addi¬

tion of 7.5 % of the conventional capacity. In view of the last period's

target for renewables of 1.5 GW (of which 82% was reached), it is an

ambitious but not unreaHstic target (see Table 19).120

According to the Electricity (Supply) Act (1949), the SEBs are required to earn a minimum of

3% RoR (rate of return) on their net fixed assets. In 2000/01, non of the SEBs had a positive

RoR, either with or without subsidies from the central government. The average RoR (with¬
out subsidies) dropped from -12.7% (1992/93) to -35% (2000/01) (TERI 2002b).
The agricultural sector receives the highest subsidies in the form of cheap electricity. On av¬

erage consumers pay just 9.4% of the actual costs. In the year 2000/2001 this resulted in a

subsidy for the agricultural sector of over 270'000 Mio Rs (5.4 billion Euro) (Gol Planning
Commission 2001).

119
The technological mix of the 41.1 GW is planned as 14.4 GW hydroelectric, 25.4 thermal and

1.3 GW nuclear power (Government of India Planning Commission 2002c).
Ghosh et al. (2002) analyse the Indian GHG mitigation potential of renewable energy tech¬

nologies and sketch various implementation strategies.
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Table 19: Renewable energy potential, previous and current implementation targets. By dou¬

bling the growth in the previous planning period, India sets an ambitious target for

the implementation of renewable energies till 2007.

Total potential Achieved till 2003 Target 97-02 Reached 97-02 Target 02-07

(in MW) (in MW) % of potential (in MW) % of target (in MW)

Wind 45'000 1702 4% rooo 65% 1'500

SHP 15'000 1'463 10% 130 195% 600

Biomass power 19'500 468 2% 314 94% 700

Biomass gasification 53 40 65% 50

Waste to Energy 2'500 25 1% 42 52% 80

SPV Power very large 1.50 99% 5

Solar Thermal Power very large - 140

Total 82'000 3711 5% 1'528 82% 3'075

Source: own compilation, datafrom Government ofIndia Planning Commission(2002c) andMNES(2003).

India and climate change

GHG emission scenarios and reduction potential

'The problem ofglobal warming is caused NOT by emissions ofgreen¬
house gases as such, but excessive levels ofper capita emissions of these

gases. Ifper capita emissions ofall countries had been on the same levels as

that ofdeveloping countries, the world today would not havefaced the threat

ofglobal warming.
"

Chandasekhar Dasgupta72'

The energy sector was the largest emitter of GHGs in India in 1990.122

According to the inventory which was elaborated within the Asia Least

cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy (ALGAS), the carbon dioxide

equivalent emissions from this sector were 565 Mt C02 eq./year,
amounting to 56% of the total national emissions (ADB-GEF-UNDP

Chandasekhar Dasgupta, chief Indian negotiator at the International Negotiation
Committee's second meeting (TNC2), quoted in Jakobsen 1999: 190

The use of commercial energy per GDP has increased in India since the early 1970s. This is

in strong contrast to the developments in China and in OECD countries. However, recendy
the energy per GDP ratio in India has begun to decline (International Energy Agency 2002a).
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1998).123 This included emissions from road transport and fugitive emis¬

sions from the mining of fossil fuels.124 C02 emissions from biomass

burning are not included in the national totals. Another major contribu¬

tion to the GHG emissions came from the agricultural sector and

amounted to 341 Mt C02eq/year, or 34% of the total emissions. This

includes CH4 and NaO emissions from enteric fermentation in domestic

animals, manure management, rice cultivation, and burning of agricul¬
tural residues. Emissions from industrial processes resulted mainly from

cement production, the total carbon dioxide equivalent emitted from this

sector being 24 Mt C02eq/year. Compared to these figures the net car¬

bon dioxide emissions from land-use change and forestry were negHgi-
ble.

GHG emissions are Hkely to increase rapidly in the coming two decades.

The main factor wiU be the increased consumption of fossil fuels in the

energy sector. Under the business-as-usual scenario, carbon dioxide

emissions of the energy sector are estimated to increase fourfold during
1990-2020 (ADB-GEF-UNDP 1998). Methane emissions from the agri¬
cultural sector wiU increase to about 16 Mt C02 eq./year by 2020, i.e. by
30% in 30 years. This is much less than the increase in the energy sector

during the same time (see Figure 25).

123
India is about to produce its first national communication to UNFCCC. At the time of writ¬

ing (June 2003) the first official national GHG inventory was not available. The Asia Least

cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy (ALGAS) project published a comprehensive in¬

ventory of Indian GHGs in 1998 (ADB-GEF-UNDP 1998). It is still the most comprehen¬
sive Indian inventory currendy existing.
For methodological details of GHG inventories and corresponding definitions see Intergov¬
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (1996).
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Land Use Change and

Forestry (C02)

Agriculture (CH4)

1 Energy (C02)

Figure 25: GHG emissions projections for India. The main driver of the development will be

the increased consumption of fossil fuels in the energy sector. Note that the figure

only includes the two major GHGs C02 and CH4.
Source: ownfigure, data: ADB-GEF-UNDP (1998).

As expressed in Dasgupta's quotation above, Indian annual per capita

C02 emissions (0.9 t/capita) are clearly below the world's average (3.9

t/capita) and far below the OECD (11.9 t/capita) (data 2000, Interna¬

tional Energy Agency 2002b). At the same time India's per capita emis¬

sions vary strongly between different groups of the population. Murthy
and Parikh analysed six Indian income classes with respect to their per

capita C02 emissions (Murthy and Parikh 1997). They divided the popu¬

lation into six different classes: bottom 50%, middle 40% and top 10%,

always separating the rural and urban populations. We appHed Murthy
and Parikh's disparity data to the actual C02 emissions 2000 (see Figure

26).125 The data show strong differences between the emission patterns

of different Indian income classes. With 4.8 t C02/year the urban top

10%, for example, clearly emit above the world average (3.9 t C02/year)
level and are close to a per capita emission as observed in Switzerland

The resulting figures can only be seen as an indication as the disparity ratio was composed ten

years ago. Parikh expects the per capita emissions of the top urban 10% to grow much faster

than the emissions of the rural bottom 50%. Consequently a more uneven distribution of per

capita emissions within India can be assumed.

1990 2000 2010 2020

year
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(5.8 t C02/year), while the rural majority stiU emits a minuscule 400kg
C02 per year.126

World

OECD

Switzerland

Indian average

Urban Top 10%

Urban Middle 40% ^ilil»MM 1.8

Urban Bottom 50% ^H 0.7

Rural Top 10% ^—1.7

Rural Middle 40% 1^0.8

Rural Bottom 50% H 0.4

11.9

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

per capita C02 emissions (tons/a)

12.0

Figure 26. Per capita C02 emissions (2000) of different Indian income classes. World, OECD

and Switzerland per capita emissions are given for comparison.
(Source: own calculations, using disparity data ofMurthy and Parikh 1997; C02 datafrom Inter¬

national Energy Agency 2002b)

India's Role in the international negotiations on climate change

Within the international negotiations, India can be seen as a leading
voice among the biggest coaHtion of non-Annex I countries, the so-

caUed G77. India has often taken charge of the interests of developing
countries and led the G77 towards common positions. As a result India

has been credited for the insertion of statements in the FCCC docu¬

ments in which the different histories and responsibiHties of developed
and developing countries are stated.127 Moreover, the Indian government

126
The Indian disparities in regards to GHG emissions are probably much higher than the ones

in Annex-1 countries. The information on emission disparities within a country is neglected
when computing and comparing national per capita values.

The Indian government is seen as having played a major part in the insertion of the following
statement in the FCCC: "... the largest share ofhistorical and currentglobal emissions ofgreenhouse gases
has originated in developed countries, thatper capita emissions in developing countries are still relatively low

and that the share ofglobal emissions in developing countries willgrow to meet their social and development
needs"(TEA/'OECD 1996).
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has been at the forefront of G77 demands for "new additional funding"
as a prerequisite for developing countries to take part in the FCCC.

According to Jakobsen (1999), the Indian position on CC has remained

fairly stable throughout the period from Rio to Kyoto. India's position
has remained centred around the notion of a "common, but differenti¬

ated responsibiUty", indicating the basic position that a reduction of

GHG-emissions is something that the industriaUzed North must take

care of. Up to date India is foUowing this position. The most recent evi¬

dence is the Delhi declaration, which was signed during CoP-8, hosted

by India in November 2002. It carefuUy avoids any statements about a

future commitment of Non-Annex I countries, but it does reaffirm that

"economic and social development and poverty eradication are the first

and overriding priorities of developing country parties" and that "eco¬

nomical development is essential for adopting measures to address cH¬

mate change" (UNFCCC 2002c).128
There have only been a few major changes in the Indian position

throughout the negotiations on cHmate change. Probably the most sur¬

prising change happened during COP-1 in 1995 when India accepted the

AIJ pilot phase that foresees joint projects between developing and in-

dustriaHsed countries. Up to that point India was strictly opposed to

such a concept. In a sirnüar manner India opposed the concept of CDM

for a long time. Although in 1999 top members of the Indian govern¬

ment decided behind closed doors to be in favour of CDM, the official

statements on CDM remained critical (Interview IP23). The critical

statements were underscored by the fact that India was one of the few

countries that had not signed the Kyoto Protocol for a long time. It fi-

naUy acceded to the Protocol in 2002.129 The development of the Indian

position in regards to CDM, its current status and future perspectives are

discussed in the foUowing subchapter.

128
The Indian Environmental Minister and President of CoP-8 had a clear idea of what he

wanted - and what he did not want — to include in the final document of CoP-8. Before the

negotiations started, he declared during an opening speech that: "A Delhi Declaration would cover

climate change and sustainable development.
"

(Baalu 2002).
129

India signed the FCCC at UNCED in Rio in 1992 and ratified the Convention in November

1993. Despite the swift ratification of the framework convention, India didn't sign the Kyoto
Protocol until 2002, when it acceded to the Protocol on August 26, 2002.
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CDM in India

"India and China will dominate the carbon trading market.
"

Ken Newcombe, PCF130

Development of the CDM in India

The project based mechanisms of the Kyoto protocol and the corre¬

sponding pilot schemes (JI, CDM, AIJ) are international instruments,

which the Indian government has long rejected. There has been a general

scepticism, not only from the Indian government, but also from the gov¬

ernments of many other developing countries, that the flexible mecha¬

nisms are a way for the North to avoid emission mitigation and thus to

transfer the responsibiUty to the South. They were seen as a form of

"neo-coloniaHsm" (Gupta et al. 1995). In 1995, at CoP-1 in BerHn, India

and the other G77 states finaUy accepted a pilot phase caUed Activities

Implemented Jointly (AIJ), albeit without crediting.131
InitiaUy, several Indian actors had high expectations for the AIJ pilot

phase.132 However, despite some activities in the beginning of the AIJ

phase, during which several projects were promoted and finaUy got en¬

dorsed by the Indian Government, only one single project has actuaUy
been implemented until today (Interview IP24).133The Indian AIJ phase
is largely considered a negative experience — on the governmental as weU

as on the project developers' side (own interviews). As the main reason

the stakeholders mention the time-consuming approval process, the lack¬

ing commitment of the government, and the arrogant behaviour of in-

130
October 2002, cited in (Asia Pulse 2002).

131
The Indian Minister of the Environment, Kamal Nath, who had earlier described AIJ as "a

controversy that we can well do without," suddenly declared at CoP-1 that India was willing
to go along with an AIJ pilot phase (Nath 1995).

132
See for example (Chatterjee and Fecher 1997)

133
In total, five AIJ projects were officially endorsed by the Government of India (Pathak et al.

2000a). Taking into account the large potential of India, this must be seen as a rather weak re¬

sponse. The current official homepage writes about three implemented Indian AIJ projects
(http://www.envfor.nic.in/cc/projects/aij.htm). One of them, the solar steam cooking sys¬

tem in Rajasthan, was implemented completely off the carbon credit track. It was retrofitted

into the AIJ pipeline long after completion of the project.
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ternational companies in the search for low hanging fruits on the devel¬

opers' side (own interviews).134
The negative AIJ experience, the critical official CDM statements, and

the fact that India didn't sign the Kyoto Protocol, have led to an unin¬

spired start of the CDM in India. Consequently, only a few project activi¬

ties were initiated in the Indian subcontinent during 1997-2001.135 The

pioneering Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF) of the Worldbank, for exam¬

ple, had no project activities in India at aU for a long period of time. The

Dutch tender CERUPT provides another strong indication of how the

Indian CDM market was perceived during that time. The draft docu¬

ments of CERUPT excluded India in the Hst of countries accepted as

host countries. The official Indian position on the CDM was considered

too negative to make an attractive CDM host country (Interview

IP25).136 This sceptic view on India as a CDM host country has been

changing considerably due to several reasons since 2001.137 Firstly, the

Dutch tender CERUPT received a very strong response from Indian

project developers. The government set up an interim approval commit¬

tee that swiftly cleared 11 approvals within a few months. This was an

unexpected and motivating sign for many market participants; especiaHy
after the cumbersome AIJ experience. As a result, India is now the coun¬

try with the most accepted CERUPT projects.138 Secondly, India, having
acceded to the Kyoto protocol, reduced the poUtical risk that India wiH

not participate in the CDM scheme. FinaUy, activities in the run-up to

and during CoP-8 in New Delhi added extra momentum to the Indian

134
For a detailed analysis of the Indian AIJ experience see Chatterjee (1997)

135
The AIJ project activities were complemented with capacity development activities. The U.S.,
for example, sent two experts to Delhi for a year and invited a business delegation with 50

delegates to the U.S., where they were received by Vice President AI Gore at the White

House (Personal communication Axel Michaelowa, HWWA, July 30, 2003).
136

In the final Terms of Reference of the CERUPT tender, the idea of a positive list for host

countries was dropped. Projects from all host countries could participate in the tender, given
that they can provide a letter of endorsement signed by the respective country.

137

Apart from the reasons listed, some insiders point out that the change in the Indian position
is strongly related to a rotation of representatives in the Indian administration (IP29).

138
Out of 18 proposals sent to the Government of India, 11 received a letter of endorsement

(Interview IP26). Six of thesewere actually short-listed by the Dutch tendering agency. Finally,
five Indian proposals were accepted as CERUPT projects by the Dutch Government

(www.carboncredits.nl). Three of them are wind power projects, the other two are biomass

power plants.
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CDM market. It was during CoP-8 when the Indian Prime Minister de¬

clared the (new) Indian position on CDM: "In this regard, we welcome

the operationaUsation of the Clean Development Mechanism" (Vajpayee

2002).
These indications led to the new perception of many analysts that India

wiU become one of the major players in the CDM.139 Shukla estimates a

potential of 440 Megatons (Mt) C02eq carbon reductions in total during
the period 2002-2012 (see Table 20).

Table 20: Indian GHG mitigation potential during 2002-2012. Figures show total reduction

potential during the whole period (2002-2012).
Source: own compilation, datafrom Shukla (2002)

Greenhouse

Gas

Mitigation Options Mitigation Potential 2002-2012

(Million Ton)

Long-term Marginal Cost

($/ Ton of C02 eq.)

C02 Demand-side Energy

Efficiency

165 0-4

Supply-side Energy Efficiency 118 0-35

Electricity T&D 44 15-8

Renewable Electricity

Technologies

84 1 -4

Fuel switching - gas for coal 29 15-55

Total energy sector 440 0-5.5

Forestry 66 15-3

Methane (CH4) Enhanced Cattle Feed 0 66 15-8

Anaerobic Manure Digesters 0 38 1 -3

Low Methane Rice Varieties Marginal 15-55

Cultivar practices Marginal 0-55

Nitrous Oxide Improved Fertilizer Application Marginal 0-55

(N20) Nitrification Inhibitors Marginal 55-11

He considered that projects in the energy sector with abatement costs

lower than 5.5 USD. 84 Mt out of the 440 Mt would come from renew¬

able energy projects, and the rest from various measures to improve the

energy efficiency, as weU as from fuel switch projects. India's high poten¬

tial for energy efficiency projects is directly Unked to the fact that most

machines, equipment and infrastructure used in industrial sectors are

139
A survey conducted by Point Carbon among CDM experts shows how fast the perception of

the Indian CDM market changed While the expert poll in June 2002 put India on rank five in

the ranking of attractive CDM host countries (behind China, Brazil, Costa Rica and South

Africa), India was already seen as the most attractive host country in December 2002 (Point
Carbon 2002).
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outdated and inefficient. As the domestic demand for industrial products
is growing, investments for expanding production capacity are financiaUy
more attractive than investments to reduce costs by improving the en¬

ergy efficiency (Akiyama and Ishiguro 1995).

Indian actors in thefield ofclimate change

Government and pubHc owned institutions

Activities related to the UNFCCC are coordinated by the Ministry of

Environment and Forest (MoEF); a joint secretary of the ministry serves

as the official focal point for the UNFCCC. India has not yet set up a

Designated National Authority for the CDM. Currently, issues concern¬

ing CDM are dealt with by an inter-ministerial committee, where aU the

relevant ministries as weU as the Planning Commission are represented

(Interview IP27).140 Besides the MoEF, the Ministry of Non-

conventional Energy Sources (MNES) and the Ministry of Power (MoP)
have been the most active ministries in the CDM so far.141

The Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency Ltd. (IREDA) is a

pubHc financial institution financing the large majority of Indian renew¬

able energy projects.142 In the financial year 2000-01 it sanctioned loans

of 1041.36 Crores Rs (around 208 Mio Euro) in total. The investments

are made in different technologies of renewable energies, and since 1998

also in energy efficiency projects (IREDA 2001). TheoreticaUy, aU pro¬

jects financed through IREDA could be eUgible for CDM. One option
for IREDA is therefore to act as a CDM faciHtator for its clients. Cur-

140
The inter-ministerial committee on CDM is currendy handling the host country approvals
and formulates respective recommendations. Nonetheless, the formal decision is made by the

MoEF (Interview IP28).
141

All 11 Indian projects that reached a host country approval and were submitted to the

CERUPT tender were renewable energy projects. Consequendy, MNES was strongly in¬

volved in the approval process. In addition, MNES is interested in converting a large share of

projects that are supported within its programmes into CDM projects (IP30). MoP has set up

a Bureau for Energy Efficiency, which plans to develop 100-200 CDM projects that increase

energy efficiency within the next years (IP31).
142

The shares of IREDA are all held by the state of India through the respective Ministry -

MNES. The resources come from different sources, among others also from international

lenders such as the Dutch Government, the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank and

KfW, Germany (IREDA 2001a).
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rently the agency includes two CDM related clauses in aU its new con¬

tracts. In the first clause the project promoter accepts to obtain a No

Objection statement from IREDA before benefiting from CDM transac¬

tions. The second clause says that the CERs returns shaU be primarily
used for repaying the IREDA loan in case the promoter faUs into finan¬

cial difficulties (IP32). At the moment, IREDA does not claim CER

benefits from financed projects as such.

The second large CDM player controUed by the Indian pubHc sector is

the Infrastructure Development Finance Corporation (IDFC). It was set

up in 1997 to faciUtate private sector infrastructure development143 The

institution is — among others — active in the CDM relevant sectors of en¬

ergy and transport. In October 2002 IDFC signed a carbon finance

agreement with the PCF of the World Bank to generate and transfer

CERs worth US$ 10 miUion. (Asia Pulse 2002). The IDFC wiU reaHse the

carbon benefit "for enhancing the project related returns of commercial

projects." FinanciaUy unviable projects are unUkely to be accepted in

IDFC's CDM portfoHo (Narayanan 2003). Hence IDFC wiU not look at

additional projects, but "explore the upsides of projects with carbon

mitigation that are already part of IDFC's areas of interest/portfoHo"

(Narayanan 2003). This may lead to conflict with the international CDM

rules that ask for additionaUty of CDM projects.144

Non-governmental organisations
A number of actors within Indian environmental organisations have ex¬

erted a crucial impact on MoEF's decision-making in relation to cHmate

change. Jakobsen concludes from her analysis of Indian cHmate change

poHcy that government officials reHed heavily on domestic non-state ac¬

tors during the initial years in preparing the national position. In the

years after the United Nations Conference on Environment and Devel¬

opment (1992), the Ministry of Environment and Forest became much

more self-reHant, and the direct influence of non-governmental actors

diminished (Jakobsen 1999).
The impact of actors outside the Union government has been dominated

by two large organisations: The Energy and Resources Institute

For further details on IDFC see http://www.idfc.com/
The current additionality dispute is discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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(TERI)145 and the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE).146 TERI
is a major, non-profit research institution. It enjoys wide recognition by
officials in the Union government, often fiUing gaps in government ser¬

vices and knowledge related to energy matters. In the CDM field TERI

is active in organising national and international workshops, authoring
studies (predominately for foreign, bi- or multilateral institutions) and

advising various cUents on CDM project development.
CSE, on the other hand, is more of an environmental "watch dog" and

grass-roots organisation that aims to scrutinise and comment on gov¬

ernment plans, or the lack of them, in relation to the national environ¬

ment (Jakobsen 1999, own interviews). CSE has always taken a very

critical stand in the international negotiations in general and in the con¬

cept of CDM in particular.147 CSE is not actively involved in CDM pro¬

ject development.

Apart from several smaUer NGOs that are mainly based at the grass¬

roots level, two other larger NGOs actively promote CDM projects and

deHver respective consultancy services, namely Development Alterna¬

tives and Winrock India, both located in New Delhi.148

Business sector

For many years private industry and business have been completely pas¬

sive on the issue of cHmate change (Jakobsen 1999). This has changed
since the CDM is moving towards its implementation. Several business

associations and potential CDM sectors are preparing themselves for a

swift start of the first CDM projects. Industrial co-operations and project

145
TERI was former the Tata Energy Research Institute, see http://www.teriin.org/

146
CSE is one of the very few Indian environmental organisations that reaches beyond the local

level. The topics of international conferences on global environmental concerns, such as cli¬

mate change, biodiversity and ozon-layer protection, seldom reach the agenda of the flourish¬

ing Indian environmental movements. Most organisations in India tend to focus on local

grass-roots issues (Gupta 1997, own interviews). Swain (1997) offers an account of the activi¬

ties of India's environmental organisations. WWF India publishes the most comprehensive
list of Indian NGOs active in environmental issues. The 1999 directory lists more than 1300

individual NGOs (WWF India 1999).
147

CSE issued their newsletter "Equity Watch" during several CoPs in order to point out South¬

ern perspectives to the delegates (own interviews). The view of CSE is documented in their

two books in which they are analysing global environmental negotiations (Agrawal et al. 1999;

Agrawaletal. 2001).
For details see http://www.devalt.org and http://www.winrockindia.org.
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promoters have begun preparing their own CDM projects. Most of these

activities still happen behind closed doors. However, the two large In¬

dian business associations (Assocham and CII), as weU as financing insti¬

tutes are becoming more and more pubUcly active on CDM. Rabobank

International, for example, signed a carbon contract with the Dutch gov¬

ernment in January 2003. According to the agreement, the bank wiU de¬

Hver 10 Mio CERs for an average price of 4.5 Euro to the Netherlands.

Rabobank is looking at a wide range of projects. The bank seems to not

care much about a project's contribution towards sustainable develop¬
ment. "A project's contribution to SD is mainly a question of the per¬

spective. You therefore just have to take the right perspective, and the

project becomes sustainable" (Interview IP32).
At the moment a number of consultancies (Indian as weU as interna¬

tional consultancies with Indian branches) are trying to position them¬

selves in the CDM market by pushing project developers to the CDM

6.2 Sustainability Mapping in India

Indian survey on sustainability weighting

The SustainabiHty preferences of Indian stakeholders were mapped by a

survey in order to obtain a set of weighted criteria for the CDM project
assessment discussed below. The survey was conducted in Une with the

procedure described in the third step of the MATA-CDM methodology

(Chapter 4.2).15° The Indian survey was conducted by means of ques¬

tionnaires that retrieve direct weightings. The questionnaires were fiUed

149
The rush of some companies has led to some major mistakes, which can only be interpreted
as an ignorance of the international rules. An illustrative example is the PDD for the 19.5

MW co-generation power plant at Balrampur prepared by Ernest & Young India. The project
description was heavily criticised by international experts as soon as it underwent the phase of

public comments (for details see www.cdmwatch.org).
150

While we applied Direct Weighting and AHP methods in the South African survey, the In¬

dian study focuses on Direct Weighting only. The restriction to a single method is justified by

findings from the South African case study. It showed that both methods deliver similar rank¬

ings. See also chapter 4.
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in during face-to-face interviews conducted by the author during a ses¬

sion of an Indian conference on renewable energy, as weU as through
electronic questionnaires.151 The weighting procedure by face-to-face in¬

terview was conducted with nine selected interviewees who were inter¬

viewed by the author. Seven participants at the conference session on

CDM and SustainabiHty handed in a completely fiUed in questionnaire. In

addition, 124 stakeholders were contacted by email and were asked to fiU

in an electronic weighting form. Of these stakeholders 12% returned a

completed set of weights. Altogether, 31 responses were coUected. The

survey was conducted between January and May 2003.

Participants of the survey

Government representatives comprised senior officers of the central

administration and of nodal agencies for renewable energy projects on

the state level. The sample included the ministries that have been pre¬

dominantly involved in the CDM process so far, namely the Ministry of

Environment and Forests (nodal Ministry for UNFCCC), the Ministry of

Non-conventional Energy Sources, and the Ministry of Power. The par¬

ticipants from these ministries are members of the interim committee on

cHmate change that is currently approving the Indian CDM projects. The

business participants were selected among project developers and related

consultants. They are aU about to prepare CDM projects in the renew¬

able energy/energy efficiency sector. The group of NGOs was formed

by grass-root level NGOs, as weU as the two major Indian NGO players
on the national and international scene: The Energy and Resources Insti¬

tute (TERI) and the Center for Science and Environment (CSE). Indi¬

vidual researchers working on cHmate change related issues represented
the academic sector. Note that aU the participants were expHcitly asked

to express their personal view and not the official position of the institu¬

tion they are affiliated with.

The weighting session was part of the International Conference on New Millennium — Alter¬

native Energy Solutions for Sustainable Development, PSG College of Technology, Coimba-

tore, India; January 17-19, 2003
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In general, the Indian participants were older than the ones in South Af¬

rica; the average age was 47 (see Table 21).

Table 21: Characterisation of participants of the Indian survey on sustainability weightings for

CDM projects.

Participants by Sector

Government 7 Average age: 47

Business 10 Gender of participants

NGO 8 female 2

Academia 6 male 29

total 31 total 31

With just one exception, aU participants of the Indian survey indicated

that they are actively involved in the CDM. AU participants of the Indian

survey had a clear opinion on the CDM. About 20% of them see it as an

"exploitation", the rest is convinced that India — or at least certain indus¬

tries - wiU benefit. This differs from the South African survey, in which

20% of the participants had no clear opinion on the CDM, and 80%

were in favour of it.

Results of the survey

Aggregation ofPreferences

The SustainabiHty preferences of the individuals participating in the sur¬

vey were aggregated to generate weightings for the assessment criteria

(arithmetic mean). In general, the weightings are more equaUy distributed

than the corresponding results derived in South Africa. Most average

weightings He between 7% and 9%. Note that even weighting of the 12

criteria would yield the weight of 8.3%. Only the two criteria employment

generation andfossil energy resources score above 10%, the latter being the cri¬

terion showing the highest score (11.8 %). The criterion rated as least

important is microeconomic efficiency with an average weighting of 6.9% (see

Figure 27). The error bars (thin black Unes) show the aggregated priority

plus / minus one standard deviation. Within the criteria, the participants'

priorities spread considerably. For a detailed discussion and a compari¬
son with the South African results see chapter 8.
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Figure 27: Aggregation of sustainability preferences of Indian CDM stakeholders. (Mean
of individual sustainability weightings derived from Direct Weighting)

Global climate change versus local sustainable development

A sHght majority (54%) of the participants considers the objective of lo¬

cal sustainable development to be more important than the objective of

mitigating cHmate change (see Figure 28)152, 39% deem both objectives

equaUy important, while the remaining 7% judge the objective of abating
cHmate change as more important.

According to the Kyoto Protocol, the CDM shall contribute to both these objectives
(UNFCCC 1997, Art.12.2). For details with regard to the twin objective of the CDM see

chapter 2 of this thesis.
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Figure 28: Global climate change versus local sustainable development. Participants' views on

the twin objective of CDM. Participants clearly consider local sustainable develop¬
ment more important.
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6.3 Assessment of Indian Biomass Power Projects in An¬

dhra Pradesh

Biomass power generation in Andhra Pradesh

Biomass supply is an essential topic to be looked at when assessing the

SustainabiHty of biomass power projects (Interview IP34). Before scruti¬

nising the 6MW biomass power plant IndBharat, which serves as an in-

depth case study, we must therefore look at the biomass sector of the

state of Andhra Pradesh where the project is located. We also discuss

particular problems related to agricultural residues as a fuel for power

plants.

Background

Andhra Pradesh (A.P.) is the fifth largest state in India with a population
of 76 million in 2001 (Bhaskar 2001). It is a major Hnk between north

and south India. The state has 23 districts, 26,586 viUages, and 264

towns. Hyderabad is the state capital. The majority of people Hve in rural

areas; a mere 27% Hve in urban settlements. During the past years A.P.

underwent a significant development. The Hteracy rate, for example,
doubled within the last twenty years from 30% in 1981 to 61% in 2001,

but it is stiU below the Indian average of 65.4% in 2001 (Directorate of

Economics and Statistics Government of Andhra Pradesh 2001). In Une

with a general development momentum observed during the last decade,
A.P. also took the national lead in the development of biomass power

generation. In February 2003, 24 biomass power plants were operating
or were just before commissioning (Interview IP06). These power plants
have aU been built in the past three years, after the first project was suc-

cessfuUy commissioned in the year 2000 (Reddy and Narrendra 2002).
This development became possible mainly because of three reasons.

Firstly, A.P. is rich in natural resources, secondly it has a community of

private entrepreneurs capable of utiHsing this natural potential. Third,

A.P. foUowed the recommendation of the central Ministry of Non-

Conventional Energy Sources (MNES) and implemented a poHcy that
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enables the sale of biomass power for an attractive price. Conse¬

quently, private entrepreneurs have decided to become Independent
Power Producers (IPP) and set up their own biomass power plants.
These power plants are in the range of 3-12 MW instaUed capacity,
which faUs in the smaU-scale category of the CDM as defined in the Mar¬

rakech Accords.154 They aU use direct combustion technology to run

conventional steam turbines and seU the generated electricity to the grid.
The state nodal agency NEDCAP (Non-Conventional Energy Devel¬

opment Corporation of Andhra Pradesh Ltd.) regulates the sector and

issues the respective Hcences. In 2001 the Hcensed capacity of independ¬
ent biomass power generation amounted to 351 MW.155 Projects sum¬

ming up to a total of 74 MW had been commissioned, and 139 MW were

under implementation. Around 3.51 miUion tons of biomass are required
to run 351 MW of biomass power generation plants per year (Centre for

Energy Environment + Technology 2001).156 The state nodal agency

NEDCAP stopped issuing Hcences, but aUeges that the SustainabiHty of

the biomass supply for projects based on the Hcences issued so far is

guaranteed (Interview IP11).

Biomass balance ofAndhra Pradesh

Is a sustainable biomass supply for power plants in A.P. guaranteed as

asserted by NEDCAP? In the foUowing we take a closer look at the

biomass balance of the state of Andhra Pradesh in order to find out

whether the biomass fuel supply can be seen as sustainable or not. We

consider the biomass supply sustainable if the biomass surplus for a re¬

gion is equal to or larger than the consumption by biomass power plants.

153
In 1993 MNES suggested a reimbursement of 2.5 Rs/kWh (5 Eurocents/kWh) with a 5%

escalation per year for electricity from biomass power plants.
154

Power plants up to 15MW installed capacity are considered "small-scale projects" under the

Marrakech Accords (UNFCCC 2002d).
155

In general these biomass power plants will try to operate at a plant load factor of 85%. (Inter¬
view IP11). If we assume that all 351 MW are being operated at a plant load factor of 85%,
2613 GWh/year will be generated by biomass power plants in A.P. (351
MW*8760h*0.85=2613 GWh).

156
To convert the installed generation capacity into the expected biomass demand, following

assumptions have been made: PLF= 0.85%, Hubiomassd =13. MJ/kg, moisture content =

22%, efficiency of power plant = 28%.
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The surplus is defined by the total production of biomass minus biomass

used so far for purposes other than IPP. The Administrative Staff Col¬

lege of India in Hyderabad conducted a detailed study on the biomass

balance of A.P. on behalf of MNES. The biomass was subdivided into

four categories, namely residues from agricultural crops, horticulture

crops, social forestry/agricultural plantations, and agro industries.157 The

current consumption pattern was studied by field surveys that distin¬

guished five different categories of existing users (Centre for Energy En¬

vironment + Technology 2001).158 Most biomass residues are currently

being used by a wide range of consumers for several purposes (see Table

22)

Table 22: Current use of biomass by different consumers (other than biomass power plants) in

the state of Andhra Pradesh.

Categories of biomass production
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U
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hold
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Social For-

Agnculture Horticulture estry / Plan- Agro-industries
tarions
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ing material
Fuel Fuel Fuel

Fodder, fuel,
manure!compost

Fuel

Fuel ma¬

nure/compost

Fuel Fuel

Packing material Fuel
Fuel, packing mate¬

rial

Raw material,

fuel, packing
material etc.

Fuel

Fuel, raw material

forpaper and
chemicals

Source: own compilation based on Centrefor Energy Environment + Technology (2001)

157
The term "social forestry" covers a range of tree planting activities, including strip plantations
along roadsides, canal banks and railway lines; block planting on private land, community

managed woodlots; and reforestation of degraded forests. These schemes are intended pri¬

marily to provide fuel wood, but also fodder, small timber and other tree products to meet

rural people's subsistence needs (Nesmifh 1994).
158

The users were categorised as follows: domestic / household users, agriculture & allied activ¬

ity users, social welfare/community institutions, commercial establishments and industries.
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In total the consumption of biomass residues in A.P. sums up to 47

Megatons per year, while 42.8 Megatons are currently being consumed

annuaUy. Thus, a total theoretical surplus of 4.2 Megatons/year would be

available for biomass power generation, which corresponds to about 420

MW generation capacity (see Figure 29, scenario 1). Surplus paddy straw

(1.2 Megatons/year) is a principle fodder for the Uvestock in the state. It

is exported from surplus areas to deficit areas during drought periods.

Consequently, it cannot be considered as a dependable resource for

power generation. Accordingly, in the consumption scenario 2 the bio¬

mass surplus is reduced to 3 Megatons/year. Furthermore, according to

experts, the technology of using sugarcane trash for power generation is

still in its research and development stage. Sugarcane trash can therefore

neither be seen as a dependable fuel for power generation (Centre for

Energy Environment + Technology 2001). This reduces the biomass

surplus for power generation to 2.2 Megatons per year, which provides
fuel for 220 MW instaUed capacity power generation (see Figure 29, Sce¬

nario 3). From these considerations we conclude that a sustainable fuel

supply cannot be guaranteed in A.P. Once the 351 MW that were H-

censed are in fuU operation, the biomass deficit of the total state wiU rise

to 1.3 Megatons per year.

Consumption

(Scenario 3)

Consumption

(Scenario 2)

Consumption

(Scenario 1 )

Biomass

production

surplus for power generation of 221 MW

surplus for power generation of 300 MW

surplus for power generation of 422 MW

10 20 30 40

Megatons of biomass / year

D Biomass consumption
without power generation

O Crop residue

H Argro-industrial residue

I Waste & forest land

~> Hortyculture & social

50 forestry

Figure 29: Biomass balance in the state of Andhra Pradesh. Currently the biomass production
exceeds the consumption by 10%. This surplus is only partially considered as a de¬

pendable resource for power generation. Source: own calculations, based on datafrom Cen¬

trefor Energy Environment + Technology (2001).
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The current economics of biomass power generation Hmit the transpor¬

tation of biomass to about 100km. If the biomass has to be transported
more than 100km from source to the plant, the transportation costs be¬

come too high and this makes most projects financiaUy unviable (Inter¬
view IP07). In such a case project operators try to find other fuels. Con¬

sequently, the biomass availabiHty has to be studied for perimeters
smaUer than the state of Andhra Pradesh.159 A surplus of biomass in one

district of the state cannot balance the deficit of biomass elsewhere in

the state. If the biomass balance on the district level is considered, bio¬

mass projects in most districts tend to face a deficit of biomass (see

Figure 30). Only 6 out of 21 districts show a sustainable balance of sur¬

plus biomass and fuel requirement for Hcensed power plants. The grey

triangle in Figure 30 represents the area considered unsustainable. The

district of Medak represents the most extreme example. The required
biomass for IPPs amounts to more than ten times the actuaUy available

surplus. The Nalgonda district where the case study project IndBharat is

situated also shows a clear deficit. A biomass surplus potential for 13.6

MW meets Hcences for 27.25 MW. Nalgonda is the district where the

most capacity has already been commissioned (12 MW, August 2001).

Together with the plants under construction, Nalgonda already meets the

deficit Une.160 In Nalgonda the biomass meets a deficit irrespective which

scenario is appUed. Even if sugarcane trash and paddy straw were ac¬

counted as dependable fuels, the district already meets a biomass deficit

today.

The total area of Andhra Pradesh is 275'000 km2.

Meanwhile, most of the plants under implementation in August 2001 have been commis¬

sioned.
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Figure 30: Licences issued for biomass power generation vs. surplus biomass available for

power generation in districts of A.P. Only m 6 of a total of 21 districts will the bio¬

mass surplus meet the requirements of licensed power plants.
Source: ownfigures, datafrom Centrefor Energy Environment + Technology (2001).

In several regions promoters of biomass plants are already experiencing
the deficit of avaüable biomass (Interview IP08). This shortage wiU in¬

crease over the years to come when additional plants wiH be commis¬

sioned and wiU appear in the market of biomass fuel.

Since none of the biomass plants are yet amortised, the plant operators

cannot simply close their plant if the biomass availabiHty declines. In

principle, they are left with four major options: (a) firing coal, (b) defor¬

estation to obtain fuel wood, (c) use of biomass that until now has been

used for other purposes, and (d) energy plantations (Interview IP09).

a) Firing coal is possible with most of the instaUed burners. Based on

the Ucense, biomass plants are aUowed to use up to 30% of coal. If

biomass is available, burning coal is financiaUy not attractive. This

situation changes, however, when biomass runs scarce. This in-
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creases the temptation to iUegaUy burn more than the aUowed 30%

of coal.

b) Deforestation occurs when the missing biomass is covered by har¬

vesting more biomass from forests or common lands than is actu¬

aUy growing. The iUegal cutting of wood is usuaUy done by within

the informal sector, i.e. viUagers cut the wood from common lands

or forests, while middle men coUect and transport it to the gate of

the power plant.

c) The use of biomass that was used differently leads to a substitution effect.

For example, rice husk is used in industrial boüers or by smaU-scale

brick manufacturers. If it is sold to IPPs, the industry has to find

alternative means to fuel their boilers, e.g. coal. Consequently, nei¬

ther the carbon emission is reduced nor the local development sus¬

tained.161

d) The only sustainable measure with a positive effect for the cHmate

are plantations that are initiated and sustainably managed by the IPP.

At present, aU four options described above are actuaUy occurring in

A.P. (Interview IP09).

Problems related to agricultural residues162

In reaHty, the situation described above is worse, as the available surplus
of agricultural residues is currently not being used, and the required bio¬

mass is being withdrawn from other modes of biomass usage. AU H-

cences for biomass power plants that are not related to a miU are given
with the attached obUgation to use agricultural residues as fuel. Nonethe¬

less, most biomass plants are not foUowing this obUgation because they
face logistical and technical problems with agricultural residues.

Firstly, agricultural residues are distributed over a large area. The supply
chain (including coUection, transport and preparation) has to be weU or¬

ganised to ensure a reHable and timely supply of these residues. This ex-

161
The effect of substitution of carbon emissions is referred to as leakage. CERs have to get ad¬

justed to such leakage effects that take place outside the project's boundary, but are measur¬

able and attributable to the project (UNFCCC 2002d).
162

Unless noted differently, the information provided in this subchapter is based on interviews

IP16,IP17andIP33.
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ercise usuaUy involves thousands of farmers within an area of several

thousand km2.163 IPPs have to estabUsh such a fuel supply chain by

themselves, as it does not exist in most regions.

Secondly, diversity in the agricultural sector of the area around the power

plant usuaUy results in many different kinds of residues in relatively smaU

quantities. Furthermore, the avaüabiUty of these residues foUows a spe¬

cific seasonal pattern. Consequently, power plants often have to use

about a do2en different fuels, and the fuel mix changes daily. This is a

chaUenge for the plant operators, as each of these fuels has its own char¬

acteristics and needs particular technical parameters when fired in the

boiler.

These technical compUcations lead the majority of power producers to

use other fuels than foreseen in the Hcense. In the state of Andhra

Pradesh only two out of more than 20 power plants actuaUy use agricul¬
tural residues, although aU of them are theoreticaUy bound to do so (In¬
terview IP18). It is much more attractive for power plants to use residues

from agricultural miUs, such as bagasse (squeezed sugar cane) or rice

husk.164 In this case the cumbersome task of coUecting the material from

a large number of suppUers (farmers) is done by the miU. The coUection

is not driven by deHvering fuel, but by deHvering raw material such as

sugar cane or rice. Roughly aU of the Indian rice husk is currently being
utilised (Interview IP10), most of it for energy purposes. Consequently,

every new IPP which burns rice husk is Hkely to cause a substitution of

fuel elsewhere and thus has a high leakage.
The second attractive fuel option for IPPs is wood. If wood is not ob¬

tained from specific plantations, it is Hkely to be harvested in an unsus¬

tainable and iUegal manner.

In the state of Andhra Pradesh the geographic area of procurement for a typical 6 MW power

plant is 7300 km2 ; this area hosts an average of 183*500 landowners who cultivate an area of

2900 km2 (Tide Technocrats Private Limited 2003)
Rice husk is the most preferred biomass fuel for IPPs, as it is available in big bulks from rice

mills and requires no chopping. The only challenge is the high ash content of 20%.
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Ind-Bharat 6 MW biomass power plant

This subchapter takes a closer look at Ind-Bharat Energy Limited

(IBEL). IBEL is a biomass fueUed power plant in Miryalguda, Nar-

lagonda District, Andhra Pradesh. It has an instaUed capacity of 6 MW

electrical output and mainly uses rice husk and wood as fuels. The plant
was commissioned in October 2000 and was the first of its kind in An¬

dhra Pradesh.

Firstly, we lay out the technical and organisational key features of this

case study. Then we evaluate the plant according to the multi-criteria

method MATA-CDM as described above.

Technical and organisationalfeatures

The technology used at IBEL is comparable with a fossil fuel power sta¬

tion. It comprises a thermodynamic cycle of sub-critical pressure steam.

Instead of coal, the boiler is fueUed by different kinds of biomass. The

generated steam runs a turbine with a 6 MW turbo generator.

The fuel handHng system comprises two streams, one for biomass fuels

and one for coal. At the moment, the plant uses rice husk and chopped

Prosopis JuHflora as main fuels.165 Rice husk is a residue of the local rice-

processing industry and is directly transported by trucks and tractors

from the rice miUs to the power plant. Rice husk can be used directly in

the boiler without prior fuel preparation. The woody biomass JuHflora is

harvested in the area by local farmers. Contractors coUect the wood and

transport it to the power plant, where it is chopped. As a backup the

plant can also fire coal.

The fuel is burnt on a traveUing grate boüer. In this type of boiler, a

feeding system continuously puts fuel on the grate from one side. The

fuel burns while being transported to the ash dumping side.166 The steam

generator generates steam at 44.1 x 105 Pa and 450°C with an efficiency
of 79+-2% (Sharan and Sutter 2001). A 6 MW extraction cum condens-

165

Prosopis JuHflora is a fast growing bush that grows on degraded land. The twigs can be used

as fuel wood. Goel and Behl (1995) give a comparison of different prosopis species and re¬

spective growth rates.

166
For details on traveling grate boilers see Van den Broek et al. (1995). They give a good over¬

view on and comparison of different biomass combustion power generation technologies.
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ing turbine generates electricity at a voltage of llkV. The exhaust from

the turbine is condensed in a water-cooled condenser, which is main¬

tained at a pressure of 0.1 x 105 Pa. The plant exports an average of 39.4

milHon kWh of power per year to the grid.167

Stakeholders

The network of main stakeholders is sketched in Figure 31. It comprises
fuel suppUers, product buyers, financiaUy involved parties, regulating au¬

thorities, and employees.
Farmers of the nearby viUages coUect the wood to get an additional

monetary income. When their agricultural duties permit extra time, the

farmers cut twigs from bushes and trees on common land and in the for¬

est (Interview IP04). They mainly cut wood twigs of Prosopis JuHflora, a

bush that grows on barren land. The cutting and coUecting of Prosopis

JuHflora takes place within the informal working sector. The individual

farmers pile their daily yield next to a road. In the evening, a contractor

coUects and transports the wood to the plant. Farmers and contractors

are paid in cash according to the weight of wood deUvered (Interview

IP05). Rice miUs are the second main group of stakeholders on the sup-

pHer side. They seU the excess rice husks168 to different users, biomass

power plants being one of them.

The buyer of the electricity is the transmission corporation of Andhra

Pradesh (APTRANSCO), which was founded in the context of the on¬

going power sector reforms in Andhra Pradesh169. The ash is taken by
farmers (who use it as manure) and the brick industry. Brick manufactur¬

ers use ash as an additive for brick production and pay Rs.150/- to

Rs.250/- per ton depending on the quaUty and the demand. GeneraUy,
farmers do not pay for the ash (Interview IP35).

About 12% of the total generated power is used for auxiliaries.
168

Usually rice mills cover their internal heat demand by using husks. If a mill is parboiling its

rice it uses around 50% of the husk internally (Interview: IP01). A mill that does not parboil
sells nearly 100% of its husk to various clients. At the moment, virtually no rice mills have

cogeneration schemes in place in order to generate heat and electricity. This may change in

the near future as it is considered an attractive opportunity (Interview: IP02).
169

APTRANSCO is one °f several companies founded to unbundle the power sector of Andhra

Pradesh. For further details about this newly established company see APTRANSCO 2003.
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The key stakeholder on the financial side is the Indian Renewable En¬

ergy Development Agency Ltd. (IREDA), which provided 75% of the

investment cost in the form of a loan. The equities are held by four indi¬

vidual investors belonging to the same famüy (Reddy and Narrendra

2002). The main stakeholder on the administrative side is the Non-

Conventional Energy Development Agency of Andhra Pradesh

(NEDCAP). It is the state agency responsible for renewable energy pro¬

jects and issues the Hcences needed for biomass power projects.
The plant employs around 70 persons; of these 23 are employees and in

47 are contract labourers on daüy wages.
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Figure 31: Stakeholders directly involved in the IBEL project

Performance

The plant was commissioned in October 2000 and has been in operation
since then. So far, the avaüabiUty factor has been around 85% (Interview

IP03). Since commissioning, a distinct change in the fuel pattern has

been observed. This development was driven by a strong increase in

price for rice husk, which rose from 565 Rs/ton to 740 Rs/ton within 18

months (annual price increase of 21%). Consequently, the plant man¬

agement has drasticaUy increased the share of wood in the fuel mix.

Whüe the ratio between rice husk and wood was 42:1 during the first
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year of operation, the plant was running on a 1:1 ratio at the end of

2002.

Sustainability assessment ofInd-Bharatpowerplant

In this section we give an overview of the SustainabiHty assessment of

IBEL. We use the MATA-CDM methodology as described above. Each

criterion is discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

BaseHne plant
The MATA-CDM indicators of the project are evaluated against a refer¬

ence (baseHne) project. The baseHne project for SustainabiHty assessment

is the same as the one for the calculation of carbon reduction, i.e. in the

case of IBEL, a 2 x 260MW coal-fired power plant which is planned to

be set up in A.P. The plant that is promoted by BPL Power Projects Ltd

as an IPP project is located at Ramagundam, Andhra Pradesh. It uses

coal as the main fuel from the nearby Singareni Coal mines and oil as a

supplementary fuel (Sharan and Sutter 2001). This plant represents the

current standard technology in India. The key figures of the baseHne

plant are given in Appendix C.

Overview of assessment results

As shown in Figure 32, the economic criteria of IBEL show moderately

positive scores. InitiaUy the IRR was estimated to be 29% thanks to an

attractive power purchase agreement (Sutter et al. 2001b). Due to an un¬

expected decrease in the avaüabiHty of the main fuel, rice husk, the IRR

is considerably reduced (around 15%).
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Figure 32: Sustainability profile of the 6 MW biomass power plant IBEL. (unweighted scores)

IBEL provides job opportunities to people of the nearby viUages. On

one hand, labourers are needed to run the plant. On the other hand,
IBEL uses woody biomass as fuel, which requires labour-intensive col¬

lection and fuel preparation. Consequently IBEL provides 352 fuUtime

job equivalents. The baseHne case provides 120 fuUtime job equivalents
to generate the same amount of electricity. This results in 63 additional

man-months/1000 CERs.

In turn, the use of wood is responsible for the maximum negative utiUty
of the criteria land resources. The biomass is yielded in a highly unsustain¬

able manner. Trees from common lands and from forests are cut iUe-

gaUy, resulting in a strong pressure on the natural resources. The district

of Narlagonda faces a severe biomass deficit due to power plants Hke

IBEL (see above). Natural resources can be seen as a critical criterion. If

we introduced a threshold for this criterion, IBEL would not meet it,
and the whole project would faü the SustainabiHty test due to a clearly
unsustainable performance in fuel management.
The impact on water quaUty is comparable to the baseHne project, while

emissions to air are sUghtiy better (mainly due to a reduction of 98% of

the S02 emissions compared to the baseHne case). AU CERs are gener-
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ated by substituting electricity from a coal-fired power plant, which re¬

sults in a utiUty of 1 for the criterionfossil energy resources.

Thanks to the created job opportunities for low-skiUed labourers, the

project has a more equal distribution of revenues than the baseHne. 170

1RS (3.4 ) per MWh flow to disadvantaged people; this results in a util¬

ity of 0.3 in the criterion equal distribution ofproject return. Table 23 Hsts the

scores of aU assessment criteria and gives brief rationales. For details on

the definition of criteria and IBEL's scores see Appendix A and C.

The major problem of IBEL is its highly unsustainable biomass supply.
Two main solutions exist to assure a sustainable biomass supply within a

system where many players are competing for the biomass resources as is

currently the case in Andhra Pradesh: i) a systematic utilisation of surplus
biomass and H) own energy plantations. In the foUowing we briefly de¬

scribe two projects that serve as models for the management of a sus¬

tainable fuel supply chain. Both projects are assessed according to aU Sus¬

tainabiHty criteria, but our focus of interest Hes on the criterion land

resources.
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Table 23: Brief sustainability assessment of the 6 MW power plant IBEL. For further details

see Appendix C.

Criterion Utility Rational

Stakeholder Partici- 0 IBEL has been interacting with the stakeholders with whom it

pation established a formal business relationship or from whom it

required an official approval. There was no active involvement

of other stakeholders, such as the local communities.

Improved Service 0 The additional power generation did not improve the local

Availability power supply. A large hydroelectric power plant is located

nearby.

Equal Distribution 0.3 3% of the total turnover of the project goes as additional in-

of Project Return come to disadvantaged people (additional to the baseline case).

Capacity Develop- 0.5 IBEL provides opportunities to gain working experience for

ment professionals and training on the job for less qualified employ¬
ees in the field of thermal power generation.

Fossil Energy Re- 1 CERs are generated by substituting electricity from a coal fired

sources power plant. Consequently, the indicator R (reduction of re¬

sources) = 744 kg coal / CER.

Air Quality 0.5 SOx and NOx emissions of the baseline per MWh electricity

generated are significantly reduced (SOx:-98%; NOx-81%).
Emissions of particulates of IBEL are 6.5 times larger than the

ones of a coal power plant.

Water Quality 0 The effects on water quality can be seen as equal to those in

the baseline case.

Land Resources -1 Currendy, 50% of the fuel required is covered by wood

(mainlyprosopisjuliflora). The procurement of juliflora is highly
unsustainable, as it does not come from plantations.

Regional Economy 0.5 The project is located in an area whose Gross State Domestic

Product (GSDP) is close to the Indian average.

Microeconomic 0.5 Initially the Internal Rate of Return of IBEL was estimated to

Efficiency be 29%. Due to an unexpected price increase of rice husk, the

IRR is considerably reduced (around 15%).

Employment Gen- 0.3 IBEL provides 352 fulltime job equivalents: 102 fixed employ-
eration ees and 70 daily labourers in average. 180 man-years/year are

needed for the collection and transport of the woody biomass.

The baseline case provides 120 fulltime job equivalents to gen¬

erate the same amount of electricity. This results in 63 addi¬

tional man-months/1000 CERs.

Technology Trans- 0.0 The used technology is well established in the Indian market,

fer No relevant transfer of technology takes place.
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Malavalli power plant: model for sustainable fuel supply

The MalavaUi Power Plant Private Limited (MPPL) is a 4.5 MW biomass

power plant that was set up by an IPP in Karnataka. It was commis¬

sioned in August 2001 and runs for 300 days per year on a plant load fac¬

tor of 61%. MPPL is one of the few Indian biomass power plants that

systematicaUy uses agricultural residues besides residues from miUs (rice
husk and coconut sheU) and residues from Eucalyptus and Acacoa plan¬
tations. It has estabHshed an innovative coUection mechanism for sugar

cane trash in order to guarantee a sustainable biomass supply.

MPPL's collection mechanismfor sugar cane trash

MPPL currently procures cane trash from an average distance of 20 km

and a maximum distance of 50 km from the plant. The promoter of

MPPL set up a coUection mechanism based on the premise that it is op¬

timal to encourage local labour to operate on an entrepreneurial basis.

For this reason a platform was set up caUed Grameena Udyog Samithi

(GUS). GUS develops and trains entrepreneurial groups to provide ser¬

vices related to the crop residues supply chain. Persons interested in

working in the procurement system are expected to register with GUS

and organise themselves into entrepreneurial groups of 10-12 persons.

These groups manage the whole supply chain. They identify the fields,

coUect the trash from the fields and transport it to the power plant.
Farmers are not paid in cash for their cane trash, but get 100kg of or¬

ganic fertiliser in exchange for every ton of trash picked up from their

fields. This fertiHser is produced in a plant owned by GUS. The fertiHser

is produced from ash, sugar cane press mud (from a nearby sugar miU),
bacterial cultures and bio-fertiUsers. Entrepreneurial groups operating
under GUS get paid based on the quantity of trash deUvered by them at

the MPPL gate (see
Table 24). Based on this organisation, MPPL has been able to procure

up to 100 tons of cane trash per day.

170
When not noted differendy, the information provided in this subchapter is based on Inter¬

views IP16 and IP17.
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Table 24: Cost structure of the cane trash procurement system of MPPL. The procurement is

based on an entrepreneurship basis.

Source: Tide Technocrats Private Umited (2003)

Average distance between MPPL and sugar cane field

Cost of item (all costs in Rs) 15 km 25km 35km

Farmers' compensation in the form of

organic manure
200 200 200

Payment to entrepreneurial groups 475 550 650

Administration of GUS 100 100 100

Total 775 850 950

Sustainability assessment ofMPPL

The innovative fuel supply chain implemented by MPPL not only im¬

proves the SustainabiHty of the biomass stream but also has a direct im¬

pact on aU social criteria, i.e. on stakeholderparticipation (through entrepre¬

neurs' organisations), service availability (supply of organic fertiHser),

capacity development (training for entrepreneurs), and equal distribution. Cal¬

culations for the criteria equal distribution showed that per MWh of elec¬

tricity an additional flow of 190 1RS to disadvantaged people is gener¬

ated.171 This corresponds to 4.8% of the project's turnover.

Furthermore, the fuel supply chain rooted in the agricultural sector pro¬

vides local job opportunities. The supply chain and the preparation of

fuel are estimated to provide 500 fuUtime job equivalents (Interview IP

36). The labour intensive fuel procurement leads to 220 additional man-

months/1000 CERs, which translates to a utiUty of 1 in the criterion em¬

ploymentgeneration.

"Additional" means additional to the monetary flows that would happen in the baseline case.

For detailed definitions of indicators see Appendix A.
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The effects on water quaUty can be seen as equal to those in the baseHne

case (utiUty 0). The other environmental criteria show positive scores.

The SustainabiHty profile of MPPL is given in Figure 33. See Appendix C

for further details.
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Figure 33: Sustainability profile of 4.5 MW biomass power plant MPPL. Its innovative fuel sup¬

ply chain has positive impacts on several criteria.
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Gasifier for village electrification in Hosahalli

The rural bioenergy centre in HosahaUi generates electricity for a viUage
with 218 inhabitants in Tumkur district, Karnataka.

m
It runs a small

biomass gasifier system. The viUage started with an electricity generation

capacity of 3.5 kW in 1987.174 Since then it has been expanded to a ca¬

pacity of 20 kW. The viUage HosahaUi is not connected to the electricity

grid. The gasifier system generates the electricity needed for basic ser¬

vices such as Ughting, water pumping for domestic use and irrigation,
and flour miU operation (see Table 25). About 1-1.25 kg of wood is re¬

quired to produce 1 kWhel. Without the irrigation pumps this amounts to

about 10t per year. A plan exists to increase the irrigation services. Gen¬

erating electricity for irrigation purposes wiU be in the range of 20 to 30 t

ofwood per year, depending on the extent of the area to be irrigated.

Hosahalli Energyforest

To conserve the existing forests and non-forest trees on viUage lands, the

project aims to meet aU the required wood from special energy planta¬
tions on viUage common land. Consequently, the viUagers of HosahaUi

have planted their own energy forest of mixed species on an area of 4 ha.

They combined fast growing species with N-fixing leguminoses. The

mean annual increment in the HosahaUi energy forest is observed to be

10.5 t/ha/year.175 Of the 140t of wood harvested from 1990-2000, about

100t has been used as feedstock for power generation and the rest as fuel

wood for cooking and as timber. The woody biomass from the energy

When not noted differently, the information provided in this subchapter is based on Inter¬

views IP19 and IP20 and several talks with the villagers during the field visit of the author in

Hosahalli January 2003.

For a detailed analysis of the concept of rural bioenergy centres in India see Ravindranath and

Hall (1995).
The development of gasification technology in India has so far been solely an indigenous
effort, in terms of technology development, application package development and dissemina¬

tion (teri 2002). By the end of 2000, 1719 gasifiers were installed, summing up to a capacity of

35.5 MW (MNES 2001a). Despite these efforts only a small fraction of gasifiers is actually

working. Especially the gasifiers for electricity production in rural areas face many technical

problems. Most of them are not working in the long run (Interview IP21).
For average yield rates of several woody species in India see also Muthu (2003).

172

173

174
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forest is adequate to meet the biomass feedstock requirement to generate

power for domestic use. If the area under irrigation is extended in the

future, more power would be needed, and thus a biomass deficit would

occur. Plans exist to meet the additional biomass requirement through
the woody residues of the mulberry crop, which in turn is grown with

the irrigation system operated by the bioenergy system.176

Table 25: End-use services using electricity from the bioenergy centre. Own compilation,
sources: own interviews and Astra (2000).

Number of facili- Installed Expected
ties capacity Fee for service revenue 1999

Lighting 8 Streetlights 4 kW

42 Households with

lights

Flourmill / 5.6 kW

Drinking water 32 Households with 2.6

supply water taps

Irrigation 3 tube well 18.5

10 ha Potential area

for irrigation

Sustainability assessment ofthe Hosahalligasifierproject

The project shows the maximum scores in aU social criteria (see Figure

34). When the project was implemented, the available services improved

drasticaUy, as the viUage is not connected to the electricity grid. Off-grid

electricity generation faculties Hke diesel generators were not available

(improved service availabiHty). Decisions concerning the project are

taken by the viUage assembly, which comprises aU adult inhabitants

(stakeholder participation). The energy services are available for aU vü-

lage members, and the biomass is procured and prepared within the vil¬

lage (equal distribution). Operators are recruited among the viUagers and

get the corresponding training (capacity development).

The yield of woody residues from mulberry is around 10t/ha/year (Astra 2000). The mul¬

berry crop is used by the villagers to raise silk worms.

Rs.5! bulbpoint and 3930 Rs.

month

Rs. 0.50 to 0.80 I kg 600 Rs.

grain

Rs. 10 I household 3840 Rs.

and month

Rs. 40 I hour (cone- ?

sponds to 20'000 I)
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On the environmental side we observe two fundamentals. While fossil

energy and natural resources are saved to a very high degree, emissions

to air and water are an issue of concern. Up until the time of investiga¬
tion (February 2003), there were no legal emission standards for gasifiers
in India.177 The major problem is the emission of CO. CO is produced in

great amounts within the gasifier. Problems arise whenever the system is

not 100% tight. The produced gas has to be washed before being burnt

in an engine. The wash water contains a mix of toxic and carcinogen
substances. Because of the smaU size of the plant these effluents are not

treated.

Whüe several indicators in the economic dimension score weU, the mi¬

croeconomic indicator is clearly negative. From a financial viewpoint the

project is far from being self-sustainable. At actual prices, the revenues

from services cover only 20% of the costs for operation and mainte¬

nance, not taking into account the initial investment costs.178 The project

largely depends on the funding of several agencies. Despite the intention

to raise service charges, it wiU be difficult to demonstrate the financial

viabiUty of such a project. It would only be possible if the plant load fac¬

tor were drasticaUy increased. Further details of the SustainabiHty assess¬

ment are given in Appendix C)

177
It is foreseeable that India will introduce respective regulations. The Energy and Resources

Institute received a mandate to elaborate a proposal for emission standards of gasifier systems

(personal communication V.V.N. Kishore, February 2003).
On the finances of gasifier systems in India and implications of a CDM scheme, see Kishore,
Bhandari et al. (2003).
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Figure 34: Sustainability profile of the 20 kW gasifier project in Hosahalli village.

Aggregation of criteria

The profiles of the three projects (Figure 32 to Figure 34) show non-

weighted scores. To aggregate the results, the single utilities are multi-

pHed by the weightings of the respective criteria. We use the average

weightings from the weighting survey (Figure 27). The weighted utiUties

are then summed up to yield the overaU utiUty of the project (Table 26).
The projects score between an overaU utiUty of 0.25 to 0.6. Note that the

utiUty appHed in MATA-CDM is measured on a scale from -1 to 1,

where positive figures indicate a constructive impact on the sustainable

development of the country. The 4.5 MW MalavaUi power plant and the

20 kW Gasifier in HosahaUi, with overaU utiUties of 0.6 and 0.5 respec¬

tively, show results in the top quarter of the SustainabiHty scale. The 6

MW power plant IBEL (overaU utiUty of 0.25) shows a clearly lower rat¬

ing, but is stiU in the positive range. Considering the margin of error of

around 0.08, the utiUty of IBEL can be significantly differentiated from

the others. However, the margin of error of the methodology does not

aUow differentiating between utiUties of the projects in MalavaUi and the

HosahaUi.
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AU evaluated projects produce an overaU positive SustainabiHty score.

Consequently, using the compensatory aggregation model only, it can be

argued that aU the projects contribute to the positive sustainable devel¬

opment of the host country. The situation looks different if the aggrega¬

tion model is combined with thresholds for critical criteria. If we assume,

for example, a threshold for the criterion natural resources, the IBEL pro¬

ject would not quaUfy as a sustainable project because the biomass sup¬

ply of this 6 MW biomass power plant is currently highly unsustainable

(utiUty of-1 in the criterion natural resources, see above).

SustainabiHty ratings of the projects, the ratings' margin of error and

their interpretations wiU be discussed in greater detail together with re¬

sults from the South African case study in chapter 8.

Table 26 Comparison of three projects evaluated m India Utilities are multiplied by the re¬

spective weightings of the criteria Finally, the weighted utilities are summed up to

yield the final score of the project. For error calculations see chapter 4.

Weightings (Direct Weighting,
all participants)

6 MW IBEL 4 5 MW MalavaUi

i.. i>. Weighted
Utility*

Utility

0 5 0 039

20 kV

Utility

V Hosahalli

Utility
Weighted

Utility

Weighted

Utility

Stakeholder Participation 7 7% 0 0 000 0 077

Improved Service 7 4% 0 0 000 05 0 037 0 074

Equal Distribution 7 3% 0 32 0 024 0 48 0 035 0 073

Capacity Development 7 8% 05 0 039 1 0 078 0 078

Fossil Energy Resources 11 8% 1 0118 1 0118 0118

Air Quality 9 0% 05 0 045 05 0 045 -0 5 -0 045

Water Quality 8 1% 0 0 000 0 0 000 -1 -0 081

Land Resources 7 8% -1 -0 078 1 0 078 0 078

Regional Economy 8 0% 05 0 040 05 0 040 05 0 040

Microeconomic Efficiency 7 0% 05 0 035 05 0 035 -1 -0 070

Employment Generation 10 2% 0 29 0 029 1 0 102 0 102

Technology Transfer 7 7% 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 077

Aggregation (overall utility; mm = -1 max = 1) 0 252 0.608 0.523

Error of overall utility ±0 077 ±0 077 ±0.077

6.4 Conclusions

India: One of the largest CDM players to come

If and when the CDM becomes operational, India has the potential to

develop into one of the largest, if not the largest, CER suppHer. The

huge technical potential for Indian CDM projects is combined with sev¬

eral positive factors that can foster its reaUzation. Strong human re¬

sources with specific CDM know-how within weU-estabHshed institu-
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tions, the widely spread EngHsh language, governmental incentives, and a

rather strong financial sector are key factors to materiaHse the Indian

CDM potential.
Besides a vital international CDM market, the prerequisite to grasp this

potential is an efficient and transparent Indian CDM approval proce¬

dure. The Indian administration is about to set up the necessary institu¬

tions and regulations. At the time of writing (June 2003), no official

DNA has yet been estabHshed. Projects to be approved are evaluated by
an ad-hoc committee. The approvals are issued by MoEF. In 2001/2002

during the Dutch CERUPT tender, the Indian ad-hoc approval system

proved to be efficient: 18 projects were assessed and 11 received a letter

of endorsement. Nonetheless, the procedure was stiU far away from be¬

ing transparent. Reasons for non-approvals were neither communicated

to the project promoters nor to the pubHc.
In addition, a successful implementation of initiated reforms in the

power sector wiU be essential for many potential CDM projects. If these

reforms do not take place, private investors are unUkely to invest consid¬

erably into the power sector. Consequently, many projects that could

quaUfy as CDM would not be implemented at aU.

Renewable does not mean sustainable

Indian biomass based power plants have a large potential to both foster

and hinder the sustainable development of the region. They generate

carbon neutral electricity, which provides a number of socio-economical

opportunities for local people. In addition, the coUection and preparation
of biomass is labour intensive and has a positive impact on employment

generation. Thanks to these job opportunities, a larger part of the turn¬

over flows directly to disadvantaged people, compared to the baseHne

case.

In turn, the requirement for biomass fuel can easily cause an unsustain¬

able degradation of natural resources. To assess the SustainabiHty of the

biomass supply, production and consumption of biomass in the whole

region of the plant must be surveyed. In order to ensure a sustainable

fuel management, only the surplus biomass generated in the region
should be used for biomass plants. The owner of a power plant has
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strong (financial) incentives to run the plant at the maximum capacity,

irrespective of how unsustainable the fuel supply is. If easily manageable
residues, such as rice husk, are lacking, chopped wood is the favoured

fuel for biomass plant operators. In case there are no energy plantations
available, iUegal cutting of forests by the informal sector is fostered.

Consequently, forests and forest-Hke areas in the region are degrading.
Biomass power plants are also able to fire coal. As their Hcense only al¬

lows them to use up to 30% coal, incentives are high to hide the use of

coal. Such practices falsify the carbon accounting of CDM projects.179 If

power plants use residues from miUs, e.g. from rice miUs, the issue of

leakage has to be carefuUy analysed. In A.P. — as weU as in many other

parts of India — nearly 100% of miU residues are currently being used

(Interview IP13). If a new CDM project uses rice husk, the husk is Hkely
to be substituted by a fuel Hke coal for the appHcation for which the

husk was used before. A leakage effect of close to 100% wiU therefore

occur and has to be accounted for.

The biomass balance of Andhra Pradesh shows a clear deficit of biomass

fuel when considering the Hcensed capacity of biomass power plants in

the same area. With regard to their fuel supply many biomass power

plants in Andhra Pradesh currently operate in a clearly unsustainable, if

not iUegal, manner. Consequently, CDM projects in this sector should

only be accepted if they either use wood from plantations or can clearly

prove the use of surplus agricultural residues.

The need for thresholds

The assessment of the case study projects showed the importance of

thresholds for critical criteria. If the aggregation of the various criteria is

only done by an additive model, very negative results can be completely

compensated for by other criteria which show average or good perform¬
ances. This "equaHsing effect" becomes stronger the more assessment

criteria are used. Defining critical criteria and respective thresholds as

minimal standards help to ensure that crucial negative issues cannot be

179
Personal communication Debashis Majumdar, Director Technical IREDA, New Delhi, 6

February 2003.
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compensated and lead to a non-approval. If MATA-CDM is used for the

assessment leading to project approvals, we recommend complementing
the additive aggregation model with thresholds for critical criteria.



7 Case Study Uruguay:
Lessons Learnt from the First Official

Application

The
Designated National Authority of Uruguay decided to use the

methodology developed in this research project to evaluate the

Uruguayan project pipeHne. It is the first appHcation of the

methodology by an official CDM approval body. The implementation
started in the spring of 2003 in co-operation with ETH Zurich.180 This

chapter begins with an overview of the Uruguayan CDM background
and describes how the Uruguayan administration adapted the assessment

tool to its local conditions. A survey on perception and acceptance of the

MATA-CDM methodology among the involved Uruguayan stakeholders

was conducted in April 2003. The respective results and conclusions are

presented in the second part of the chapter.

7.1 CDM in Uruguay

Institutional settings of the CDM in Uruguay

In Uruguay, the CHmate Change Unit (UCC) coordinates and imple¬
ments aU activities related to UNFCCC.181 Since 2002, UCC holds the

executive functions of the Designated National Authority (DNA) for the

appHcation of the CDM.

180
The team of ETH Zurich comprised Renato Heuberger, who assisted the DNA in managing
the weighting workshop and conducted the stakeholder survey in Montevideo, and the author

of this thesis.
181

UCC is a unit of the Ministry of Housing, Territorial Regulation and Environment

(MVOTMA).
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In the near future a National Board for Joint CHmate Change Projects
wiU be created. The task of this inter-ministerial body wiU be to define

the mechanisms and processes for the CDM. The UCC wiU serve as the

secretariat of the board. The Technical Advisory Committee for Envi¬

ronmental Protection (COTAMA) forms a complementary stakeholder

forum consisting of representatives from different ministries, productive
and social sectors, as weU as from NGOs. COTAMA wiU act as the

technical advisory body to the DNA.

Uruguayan CDM project pipeline

According to the third national inventory of greenhouse gases, net Uru¬

guayan C02 emissions were 1.96 Mt/yr in 1998.182 Emissions from the

energy sector were 5.38 Mt/yr, and industries contributed 0.52 Mt/yr.
Land use change and forestry had a mitigation effect of —3.94 Mt/yr.
Methane emissions are of considerable importance in Uruguay, with 0.76

Mt/yr C02-equivalents originating mainly from the agricultural sector

(UCC 2001). For the period 2003 to 2012 the UCC has identified a

GHG abatement potential of 5.5 Mt C02eq from abatement projects
with specific reduction costs < 5 US$/C02eq. Of that potential 40% is

based on energy-related projects, while the remaining 60% results from

methane recovery from landfiU sites. The specific reduction costs for

forestry sink projects He above 5 US$/C02eq (NSS 2003). Compared to

other countries, Uruguay wiH be a relatively smaU player in the emissions

trading market.183

Uruguay has undertaken several preparatory steps to promote the devel¬

opment of "unilateral CDM"184. In the National Strategy Study, UCC

presented a CDM project pipeUne including 13 elaborated Project Idea

182

Despite increasing C02 emissions from the energy sector, the net Uruguayan emissions de¬

creased 66% between 1990 and 1998. The driving force for this change was the land use

change and forestry sector, whose C02 emissions (2 Mt/yr in 1990) turned into a sink with

C02 emissions of -3.9 Mt/yr in 1998 (UCC 2001). See also Uruguay's national communica¬

tion to UNFCCC (UCC 1997).
w

As a comparison, the Indian emission reduction potential amounts to 460 Mt C02eq over the

same period (see chapter 6).
184

In „unilateral CDM", the host country itself implements and registers CDM projects and

looks for potential buyers on the certificate market.
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Notes (PIN). The aim of the pipeHne was "to offer the possibiUty for po¬

tential Canadian buyers to acquire CERs at a reduced cost."185 However,

few of the projects seem feasible with the currently assumed CER price
of US$ 3.5/ C02eq. UCC comes to the conclusion that due to the lack

of investment capital, options for "bilateral CDM" should be explored,
so that "Canadian investors may consider the possibiUty of becoming

project sponsors rather than just purchasers of CERs" (NSS 2003).

Motivation and initiation of SD assessment

Sustainability assessment of CDM projects is the prerogative of the host

country (UNFCCC 2002d). The DNA in Uruguay has opted to apply a

rather strict SustainabiHty assessment, as "this would also contribute to

the transparency of the procedure, an aspect of great importance for the

functioning of the mechanism, and to generate high quaUty projects"

(NSS 2003). After having evaluated various assessment methodologies,

Uruguay decided to implement MATA-CDM. It started the respective

preparations in co-operation with ETH Zurich in January 2003.

7.2 The Uruguayan CDM Assessment Procedure

Steps conducted so far

The Uruguayan administration decided to execute the first step of

MATA-CDM (identification of SustainabiHty criteria) within a stake¬

holder participation process. The set of criteria and indicators presented
in chapter 4 served as an initial starting point. UCC proposed a first set

of criteria and indicators, as weU as initial approval rules in February
2003 (UCC 2003). During a stakeholder consultation process the rules

underwent a refinement. The revised set of criteria and indicators were

The NSS explicidy mentions "Canadian buyers". A reason for this could be that Canada fi¬

nanced the Uruguayan NSS. In addition, Canada is the only country that sees Uruguay as a

focus country within the programme of international co-operation.
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presented in April 2003. Table 27 compares the different sets of criteria

used in the Uruguayan process.

For the second step of MATA-CDM (defining indicators) Uruguay basi-

caUy foUowed the pattern proposed in this thesis and appHed to case

studies in South Africa and India (see Appendix A for detaüs of indica¬

tors and their utiUty functions).
This means that:

- there are quantitative as weU as quaHtative indicators;

- quaHtative indicators are classified into five categories;
- utiUty functions are Unear;

- indicators are either measured relatively to the baseHne project, or

an absolute measurement is done.

The third step of MATA-CDM (weighting the criteria) was conducted in

a weighting workshop in which 36 key CDM stakeholders from govern¬

ment, industry, NGOs and academia participated. It was organised by
UCC in co-operation with ETH Zurich in Montevideo, April 25/26.

2003. The workshop had a triple goal, which was reached within the two

days: Firstly, the initial set of relative weightings of sustainable develop¬
ment criteria (as agreed upon) was defined. Secondly, the administration

gained initial experience with a participative multi-stakeholder process

that was appUed in Uruguay for the first time. FinaUy, the next steps of

the CDM project assessment were discussed with the participating stake¬

holders.

The weighting workshop was performed according to the Delphi System

proposed in the appHcation of MATA-CDM in South Africa (Heuberger,

2003). It includes two weighting rounds with an embedded round of dis¬

cussions (see Box 4). The 36 participants were divided into three groups,

whereby a balanced distribution of representatives from different sectors

was aimed at.
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Table 27: Default sustainability criteria proposed by MATA-CDM compared to criteria used in

Uruguay (first proposal, final version)

Default MATA-

CDM

Uruguay, 1st version Uruguay, version

February 2003 April 2003

„ . . „ . .

Improved Service
Social Criteria

. r., . ...

Availability

Equal Distribution

Employment Genera- Employment Generation

tion

Equal Distribution of Income of Low Resource

Income Population

Capacity Develop¬
ment

Capacity Development Capacity Development

Stakeholder Partici¬

pation

Technological Self-

sufficiency

Impacts on the Local Popu¬
lation

Environmental

Criteria

Minerals / Energy
Resources

Use of renewable ener¬

gies

Use ofrenewable energies

Air Quality Air Quality Air Quality

Water Resources Water Resources Water Resources *

Land Resource Land Use Land Use

Protection of Biodiversity

Energy Efficiency

Risk of Environmental

Emergencies

Economic Cri¬

teria

Microeconomic Ef¬

ficiency

Microeconomic Sus¬

tainability

Microeconomic Efficiency

Regional Economy Sustainability of pay
balance

Sustainability of pay balance

Employment Gen¬

eration

Fiscal sustainability Fiscal sustainability

Sustainable Tech¬

nology Transfer

Technological Self-

sufficiency

Economic Efficiency

Political

Criteria

Citizen Participation

Participation of Local Au¬

thorities

Source: UCC (2003)
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Within each working group, the steps of the Delphi System were per¬

formed for each category of criteria separately; the workshop lasted 4

hours in total. For aU assessments, the method of Direct Weighting was

used.

In the framework of this thesis the Uruguayan case study served to dem¬

onstrate and analyse how the methodology is perceived and appUed by
an official approval body and national CDM stakeholders. The results of

the Uruguayan weighting procedure and project assessments are dis¬

cussed elsewhere (Heuberger and Sutter 2003).

The Delphi System for SD criteria weighting

Step 1 : All members do their weighting individually.

Step 2: The weightings of the first round are presented in form of maximum, minimum and average

weighting. In this discussion, differences due to misunderstandings or different interpreta¬
tions of the criteria are clarified.

Step 3: All members do their weighting again.

Step 4: In the second round, some differences may still persist. The arithmetical mean is calcu¬

lated.

Box 4: Procedure applied in Uruguay to determine the country-specific weightings for sus¬

tainability criteria within a group of stakeholders.

Outlook

At the time of writing (July 2003), the Designated National Authority in

Uruguay has developed a first set of SustainabiHty criteria and indicators,

which have been verified during a stakeholder consultation process. In

addition, the criteria have been weighted within a stakeholder workshop
and tested in a first appHcation on a potential CDM project.
The stakeholder process to identify SustainabiHty criteria for CDM pro¬

ject approval is stiU going on.186 The National Board for Joint CHmate

Change Projects JNCC, that is to be created in the second half of 2003,

The UCC has installed an online discussion forum, which is accessible at

http://www.cambioclimatico.gub.uy/.
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wiU have the final word with regard to CDM approval rules and meth¬

odologies.
If the currently existing spirit in the Uruguayan DNA persists, it is very

Hkely that the country wiU be among the first in the world to have im¬

plemented the differentiated CDM project approval rules.

7.3 Experience of Uruguayan Stakeholders with

MATA-CDM

After the weighting workshop, selected participants were interviewed

and asked to fiU in a questionnaire about the Uruguayan CDM process in

general and the proposed MATA-CDM methodology in particular.187 In

the foUowing the participants' views are summarised. While the first part

of the questionnaire asked about the general view on CDM and Sustain¬

abiHty, the second part focused on MATA-CDM as appHed in Uru-

General aspects about CDM in Uruguay

Participants see additional incentives for projects in the sectors of re¬

newable energy, energy efficiency and sustainable forestry as the major
benefits that Uruguay may gain from the CDM. They agreed that a Sus¬

tainabiHty check to approve or reject a CDM project is needed in Uru¬

guay, and that an assessment should be performed on a project level.

The idea of assessing only "project types", e.g. approving or rejecting
certain technologies as a whole, was strongly rejected. The idea of

weighting criteria was widely approved. Two participants would also ac¬

cept "generic guideHnes" to assess CDM project proposals instead of

concrete indicators.

The majority of participants express their wiUingness to accept consider¬

able costs for a SustainabiHty check. They agreed on 1% to 5 % of the

total CER revenue (calculated with a crediting time of 21 years) as addi-

For further details see (Heuberger and Sutter 2003).
For details of the questionnaire (in Spanish) see Appendix E.
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tional costs for the project developer (research, fees, administration),

provided that a transparent and fair SustainabiHty check was performed
to ensure that only projects of a certain SustainabiHty standard are admit¬

ted to the CDM. Assuming a CER price of US$ 3.5/C02eq and a dis¬

count rate of 12%, the SustainabiHty check for a project generating
lOO'OOO CERs per year could thereby cost about US$80'000, which cor¬

responds to 3% of the total CER revenues.189 Participants were also

ready to accept 1 to 6 months (with an average of 2.9 months) of addi¬

tional research and administrative time to perform the SustainabiHty
check.

Specific aspects about MATA-CDM as applied in Uruguay

The conducted stakeholder process was received in a very positive

way.190 Participants experienced a transparent process, in which aU stake¬

holder groups were represented and everybody had the right to speak up.

Although the process development stiU has a long way to go, participants
attested it a good start. Some participants, however, found that the

stakeholder process was led too openly, seeking to accommodate every¬

body's interests. They argued that if too many stakeholders, each with

their diverse views were involved, the assessment procedure would lack a

clear Une and would therefore lead to confusion in the long run.

AH participants found the methodology useful and transparent. Except
for one answer, the methodology was judged to be simple enough in ap¬

pHcation. Two participants, however, saw a lack of comprehensiveness

(i.e. they felt the methodology did not cover aU relevant aspects of sus¬

tainable development) as the major chaUenge.
A majority considered the weighting workshop useful. Two participants

suggested altering the process. It was argued that the weightings should

correspond to a national development strategy. Participants might not

189
These figures have to be interpreted cautiously. The costs for the sustainability check must be

paid up-front in a phase when the implementation of the project is still not guaranteed. Pro¬

ject promoters tend to drastically minimise costs that occur in this early project phase. Con¬

sequently, the actual costs accepted for sustainability checks might be considerably lower.
190

According to several participants, it was the first time a participatory stakeholder process of

this kind was performed in the Uruguayan administration.
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have the time to understand the issues completely, and the groups at the

workshop would never be representative. FinaUy, apart from one answer,

people felt certain or very certain when performing the weighting proc¬

ess.

7.4 Conclusions

General aspects

Uruguay is the first country that started the implementation of an official

CDM approval process based on MATA-CDM. Consequently, the Uru¬

guayan appHcation can be seen as a test whether the methodology is ap¬

pHcable to real-Ufe project approvals or not. In general, the methodology
was weU perceived. Most stakeholders considered the chosen level of

complexity as appropriate. In addition, they appreciated the participative

approach the UCC chose to implement the methodology in Uruguay.
We can conclude that MATA-CDM enables a strong participation of

stakeholders in order to accommodate their values and preferences in

the assessment procedure. At the same time, MATA-CDM can also be

conducted without expHcitly involving stakeholders. In the Uruguayan
case UCC decided to involve stakeholders in defining the criteria

(MATA-CDM step 1) and in the weighting of criteria (MATA-CDM step

3).

Selection and definition of criteria and indicators

The stakeholder consultation process on criteria and indicators was char¬

acterised by two tendencies. Firstly, the number of criteria increased

strongly (from 11 to 18). Secondly, newly introduced criteria and respec¬

tive indicators tended to be very broad and not clearly defined (e.g. "Hfe

quaUty").
It seems to be tempting to accommodate a particular concern of a stake¬

holder group by simply introducing a new criterion. An increased num¬

ber of criteria, however, has several disadvantages: The transaction costs

for assessment increase, and the weighting exercise becomes more diffi-
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cult. In addition, the more criteria are included, the more options for

trade-offs become possible. For example, a highly negative score within

the environmental category can be balanced by sUghtiy positive scores in

several other criteria. The introduction of criteria without precise indica¬

tors weakens the stringency of the approval process and reduces the va-

Hdity of assessment results. Consequently, foUowing recommendations

can be stated:

- A consultation process to refine criteria and indicators should be

led by strict rules on how changes in the set of criteria can be in¬

troduced.

- Additional criteria should only be introduced in combination with

a clearly defined indicator.

- The number of criteria should be sufficient to include aU Sustain¬

abiHty aspects of importance. At the same time, the aim should al¬

ways be to keep the number as low as possible.

Weighting of sustainability criteria

MATA-CDM foresees different options on how to arrive at a set of

weightings. The weighting can be conducted by the government, by ex¬

perts, or by a community panel. Uruguay decided to instaU a panel of ex¬

perts to identify a first set of weightings. This procedure was perceived
as a success by the participants. Two main lessons can be learned for the

case of expert panels:191
Before embarking on a stakeholder process, it is very important to en¬

sure that aU the participants are sufficiently informed and understand the

issue under discussion. This holds especiaUy true for a process that is

supposed to have binding impUcations.

Both points count as well — and even more strongly — in the case of community panels.
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Different stakeholder groups have to be represented in a fair manner.

The selection of participants therefore becomes a key issue. In the case

of Uruguay it was criticised that only 3 persons represented the NGOs,

while the private sector, as weU as the government, were both repre¬

sented by more than a dozen participants.192

Actually, several NGO representatives had been invited but did not participate. Only later did

they realise the important consequences of the weighting workshop. It seems essential that all

stakeholder groups are well informed about the consequences of a weighting workshop in

advance.
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8 Discussion

In
this chapter the results of the South African and Indian case stud¬

ies are compared and analysed. The MATA-CDM methodology is

discussed based on the findings from these case studies and the ex¬

periences made with the methodology's first official appHcation in Uru¬

guay.

8.1 Comparison and Analysis of Case Study Results

In a first step we take a closer look at the SustainabiHty weightings result¬

ing from the South African and Indian surveys that were conducted

among key stakeholders. These weightings were used to aggregate the

assessment results of the case study projects. The aggregated results,

their margin of errors and sensitivities are discussed in a second step.

Weightings derived from surveys

Scope ofsurveys

MATA-CDM assesses CDM projects with the help of weighted Sustain¬

abiHty criteria. It uses weightings to aggregate single utiUties to the overaU

utiUty of a project. If the various criteria are not expHcitly weighted, an

impHcit weighting takes place by using equal weightings.
MATA-CDM derives weightings from surveys conducted among key
stakeholders. In chapter 4 we distinguished two different conceptual
frames to carry out these weighting surveys: (1) The group of partici¬

pants is statisticaUy a representative sample of a larger group, or (2) the

participants are not legitimated through statistical sampUng methods, but

by other means, e.g. they are selected and legitimated by a poUtical proc-
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ess. The interpretation and discussion of results depend on the concep¬

tual frame within which a survey is conducted.

In many cases, a committee constituted by the administration decides on

CDM approvals.193 Hence, a poHticaUy empowered group typicaUy makes

decisions on CDM approvals. Members of an approval committee are

unUkely to base their decisions on the results of surveys, but would

rather tend to weight the assessment criteria according to their own

views. Taking this into account, we appUed the conceptual frame that

considers the participants poHticaUy legitimised. The participants of the

surveys are thus seen as a group of decision makers, and not as a sample
that statisticaUy represents a larger group. Consequently, aU the involved

decision makers constitute 100% of the considered group. This has di¬

rect consequences on the statistical analysis of the survey results. When¬

ever a weight (i.e. the mean value of the weights assigned by the partici¬

pants) is different from the equal weighting, this difference is seen as

significant and the respective weight is therefore used for the aggrega¬

tion. Questioning a poHticaUy empowered group of people in the South

African and Indian case studies was not possible. To test the methodol¬

ogy in these two countries, we therefore selected key stakeholders and

assumed they were a group of poHticaUy empowered decision makers.

The Uruguayan case, however, was different. AU members of the group

weighting the criteria were selected and officiaUy invited by the Uru¬

guayan administration; hence the participants were poHticaUy legitimised.

Comparison ofthe South African and Indian survey results

In the foUowing we compare the results from the South African and In¬

dian stakeholder surveys. As mentioned above, the values reported do

not aUow for statistical inference for the whole population; rather, they
serve as an iUustration for a group of decision makers who we assumed

were poHticaUy legitimate.
The most striking result is probably that the top priority criterion in In¬

dia (fossil energy resources) is considered the least important one in South

Africa. Indian stakeholders ratefossil energy resources as the highest (11.8%),

193
The Indian interim approval committee provides a good example. It consists of representa¬
tives of key ministries and the Planning Commission.
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while the same criterion appears in South Africa in the last position with

a weighting of 5.9% (Figure 35). Consequently, the criterion is almost

twice as important in the SustainabiHty assessment of Indian projects as it

is when evaluating projects in South Africa. This difference can be seen

as a consequence of the specific national situations. South Africa has an

abundance of domestic coal; India, in contrast, depends greatly on fossil

fuel imports (of oü as weU as coal). Another big difference is observed

for the criterion improved service availability. While it is the second most im¬

portant one for South Africans (with a weighting of 10.7%), Indians dis¬

tribute a weighting of 7.4% for this criterion (which is their second low¬

est rating).

Apart from these differing priorities we also observe simUarities. The

most important issue in the South African survey, employment generation,
was rated as the second most important in India. Several criteria (equal
distribution ofproject return, stakeholder partidpation, regional economy, and land

resources) received similar ratings in India and South Africa. These criteria

show national differences of around 0.5%.

In both countries the weightings have a simüar range. South African

weightings He between 0.06 and 0.11, while Indian weightings are be¬

tween 0.07 and 0.12. Neither in South Africa nor in India could obvious

differences between the weighting behaviours of different professional

groups be identified. The weighting behaviour does therefore not seem

to be greatly influenced by which professional group the partici¬

pants/stakeholders belong to (in our case: business, NGOs, academia,

and government).
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value of equal weightings (0.083)

Employment Generation

Improved Service Availability

Capacity Development

Water Quality

Technology Transfer

Air Quality

Land Resource

Regional Economy

Stakeholder Participation

Equal Distribution of Project Return

Microeconomic Efficiency

Fossil Energy Resources

'X*A^.?rs^ E-

Mean value South Africa

H D Mean value India

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Figure 35: Average sustainability weights resulting from stakeholder surveys in South Africa and

India. Error bars = ± 1standard deviation

Aggregated assessment results of projects

In this section we discuss the aggregation of the single utiUties of criteria

(step 5 of MATA-CDM, as introduced in chapter 4). Firstly, we calculate

the total margin of error of the overaU assessment results. Second, we

compare the assessments of South African and Indian projects. FinaUy,

sensitivity analyses, which vary the number and weightings of criteria, are

conducted.

Calculation ofmargin oferror

In the South African and Indian case studies the number of SustainabiHty
criteria n is 12. Consequently, 12 weightings of criteria and 12 values of

indicators, which aU show a certain inaccuracy, are used to calculate the

overaU project assessment. To get an estimation of the uncertainty of the
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overaU assessment results, the margin of error was calculated by using

equation 3 as derived in the section estimation ofuncertainty in chapter 4.

I n n

V /=i i=i

As an iUustration, the margin of error calculation of the overaU utiUty of

the 6 MW biomass power plant IBEL (see chapter 6) is given in the fol¬

lowing. The margin of error of weightings (Awj) can be considered 0, as

we assume the decision makers to be a poHticaUy legitimated group (see
discussion above).
To derive the utility margin of error (Auj) of quaHtative criteria, a group

of 10 independent evaluators was assumed. We modeUed how each

evaluator would assess the quaHtative indicators for the IBEL project in

order to get an estimate of the range of interpretation. The standard de¬

viation of the single judgements is taken as the measure for the margin
of error. The utiUty margin of error (Auj) for quantitative criteria was es¬

timated by the author (see Table 28).
If we use the margin of error as shown in Table 28 to calculate the over¬

aU margin of error according to equation (3), the SustainabiHty assess¬

ment of the 6 MW biomass power plant IBEL shows an overaU utiUty of

0.252 ± 0.077.

The margins of error for the other projects are calculated accordingly.

Auj is assumed to be indicator specific. Hence, values of Au{ derived for

the IBEL project from the simulation are used as an approximation for

the Auj of aU other projects.
The margins of error of utiUty measurements are relatively large due to

two main reasons:

a) Quantitative indicators of CDM project proposals are often lacking
in sound data. Consequently, the evaluator has to estimate input
data for the calculations (e.g. employment effect due to biomass

coUection in the informal sector). These estimates increase the

overaU margin of error.
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b) QuaHtative indicators are characterised by a coarse five-step classi¬

fication. While each category is clearly defined, a scope of interpre¬
tation remains when the categories are appHed to the concrete pro¬

ject level.

Sustainability Criteria Weightings (Indian set) Project ( IBEL)

w Aw u Au

Stakeholder Participation 0.08 0 0.0 0.32

Improved Service 0.07 0 0.0 0.24

Equal Distribution 0.07 0 0.3 0.20

Capacity Development 0.08 0 0.5 0.32

Fossil Energy Resources 0.12 0 1.0 0.05

Air Quality 0.09 0 0.5 0.33

Water Quality 0.08 0 0.0 0.33

Land Resources 0.08 0 -1.0 0.35

Regional Economy 0.08 0 0.5 0.28

Microeconomic Efficiency 0.07 0 0.5 0.30

Employment Generation 0.10 0 0.3 0.20

Technology Transfer 0.08 0 0.0 0.24

0.252

AU = Ji(u,-AWy
n

Overall umiiy u:

+ ?Z o.-a«,)2
1=1

Total Error AU: 0.077

Table 28: Margin of error calculation of the overall sustainability score. The table shows

the numeric example of the 6 MW biomass plant IBEL, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Comparison ofprojects

The three South African projects show overaU utiUties between 0.28 and

0.36 (Figure 36). Considering the margin of error of ± 0.08, they are too

close together to be differentiated
. Consequently, no significant ranking

can be determined.194 Among the Indian projects, the 6MW biomass

plant IBEL (overaU utiUty of 0.25) can be differentiated from the two

other projects, which both score significantly higher (0.61 and 0.52).
In principle, South African and Indian projects have to be looked at

separately because they were evaluated with the help of country specific

194
A significant ranking between two projects occurs when the difference between the two pro¬

jects' utilities is larger than 0, with a probability of 95%; for details see section estimation ofun¬

certainty of chapter 4.
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weightings. However, as the country specific weightings have Uttle influ¬

ence on the overaU results of the projects (see below), we can also have a

look at the South African-Indian project portfoHo. AU the projects show

an overaU utility between 0.25 and 0.61. Whüe there are projects with

negative single utiUties, the aggregated results are aU moderately positive.

High scores, with an overaU utiUty near the maximum of 1, are missing.
The results of aU the projects He in a relatively narrow window, which

covers 18% of the whole utiUty scale (between -1 and 1). Why do the re¬

sults not spread wider? On the one hand, several projects belong to the

same project category. Three of them are biomass-based power plants,
and two others are projects that capture methane. We can assume that

projects within the same category tend to spread less than projects across

different project categories. On the other hand, the methodology
MATA-CDM tends to balance out extreme values, which leads to overaU

utiUties that He close together. This effect is due to two main reasons: (a)
the number of assessment criteria and (b) the number of people weight¬

ing the SustainabiHty criteria. We discuss these effects in the foUowing
with the help of sensitivity analyses.
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Figure 36: Aggregated sustainability assessment of 6 potential CDM projects. A positive overall

utility shows a positive contribution to the sustainable development of the host

country compared to the baseline project.

Significant rankings: (IBEL, Chrome plant, Waste water plant, Landfill site) <MPPL;

(IBEL, Chrome plant, Waste water plant, Landfill site) <Hosahalli.

Sensitivity Analysis

(a) Number of assessment criteria

Not aU criteria are relevant when assessing a particular project. However,

since the set of criteria is treated as a fixed set, aU criteria are rated for

each project (12 criteria in the case of South Africa and India). Irrelevant

criteria receive a neutral score, since they are compared to the baseHne
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case.1 5
These neutral scores act as a buffer and balance out the results of

the other indicators. This buffer effect can also be observed when per¬

forming a sensitivity analysis with regard to the selection of criteria. The

analysis shows that the ranking order between two projects never

changes when any of the criteria is dropped for the SustainabiHty assess¬

ment. Only pairs of projects that can be significantly differentiated were

tested.196

If the number of criteria was considerably reduced, the buffer effect

disappears. Figure 37 shows the project rating using only three

indicators. One indicator with a high weighting and/or high importance
for the projects was chosen in every SustainabiHty dimension: Caparity

Development, Land Resources and Employment Generation. The results spread
more (between -0.04 and 1 on the utiUty scale) than compared to an

assessment with 12 criteria. While the results are more widely distributed

in the 3-criteria case, the margin of error also increases. Consequently,
we cannot make a clearer statement about the ranking of projects.

(b) Number of people weighting the SustainabiHty criteria

MATA-CDM takes the arithmetic average of individual weightings to

weight the assessment criteria. Consequently, individual preferences are

leveUed out by the group performing the weighting. The larger the

group, the greater the tendency to level the articulated weightings of in¬

dividuals. The resulting average weightings tend to converge.

The surveys conducted in South Africa and India (n=23 and n=31, re¬

spectively) show weightings close to an equaUy weighted set of criteria.

The sensitivity analysis with regard to different weightings shows that the

South African and the Indian average weightings produce the same rank¬

ing of projects as equal weightings (Figure 38).

Irrelevant in this context means that the CDM and the baseline project have the same impact
on the criterion.

Rankings that are significant comprise the following overall utilities: (IBEL, Chrome p.,

Waste water plant, Landfill site) <MPPL; (IBEL, Chrome plant, Waste water plant, Landfill

site) <Hosahalli. See also section estimation ofuncertainty of chapter 4.
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Figure 37. Sensitivity Analysis. Only 3 criteria were used for the assessment: Capacity Development,
Tand Resources and Employment Generation. The results are spread over a larger interval

of the sustainability scale than compared to an assessment with 12 criteria.

The only rank that changes cannot be considered significant, because the

ranking difference Hes within the assumed margin of error of the meth¬

odology. How sensitive are the results with regard to individual weight¬

ings? The right half of Figure 38 shows the 6 projects when different sets

of individual weightings are appHed. The individual weighting sets are aU

taken from the South African and Indian surveys respectively (for detaüs

of the weighting sets see Table 29). We notice that the projects' overaU

utiUties are sensitive to different individual weightings. Significant rank¬

ings change when weightings of different individuals are used.
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Figure 38: Sensitivity analysis ofMATA-CDM. The total utilities of each of the six projects
from South Africa and India are computed using different weighting sets. While the

ranking is not significantly influenced by average weighting sets, the ranking of pro¬

jects resulting from individual weighting sets changes considerably. The weightings
used are listed in Table 29.

Equal Individual Individual

weighting South Africa India (SA) (SA) Individual (1) Individual (I)

Stakeholder Participation 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.12 0.20 0.03

Improved Service 0.08 0.11 0 07 0.35 0.30 0.00 0.03

Equal Distribution 0 08 0.07 0.07 0 05 0 12 0.15 0 03

Capacity Development 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.15 0.03

Fossil Energy Resources 0.08 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.01 0.25 0.01

Air Quality 0 08 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.25 0.03

Water Quality 0.08 0.10 0 08 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.03

Land Resources 0.08 0 08 0.08 0.06 0.01 0.00 0 03

Regional Economy 0.08 0.07 0 08 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.24

Microeconomic Efficiency 0.08 0 07 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.24

Employment Generation 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.18 0.21 0 00 0.32

Technology Transfer 0.08 0.09 0 08 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00

Total 1.00 1 00 1 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 29: Weighting sets used for sensitivity analysis of MATA-CDM. Values above the aver¬

age weighting of 1/12 are indicated in bold. Note that all the weightings are results

from surveys as presented in chapters 5 and 6.
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8.2 Discussion of the MATA-CDM Methodology

Pitfalls of the methodology

Based on the findings from the South African, Indian and Uruguayan
case studies, we identified seven major pitfaUs of MATA-CDM. They are

introduced in the next section. In chapter 9.1 we complement the identi¬

fied pitfaUs with conclusions and recommendations and Hnk them with

open research questions.

1) Unbalanced selection ofdecision makers

The sensitivity analysis above shows how sensitive overaU assessment

results can be in relation to individual weightings. If an individual or a

smaU group is weighting the criteria, these weightings can have a consid¬

erable influence on the overaU results. If the group of decision makers is

not weU balanced, and concerned key stakeholders are not adequately

represented, the assessment wiU get altered through biased weightings of

assessment criteria.

2) Irrelevant weightings

SustainabiHty preferences seem to be determined to a great extent by in¬

dividual factors. A large number of individual preferences tends to con¬

vert to equal weightings. Trends can be observed, but the weightings are

Hkely to have a marginal influence on the overaU utiUty. For the South

African and Indian case studies the differences between the two country

averages and the equaUy weighted set have no significant influence on

the overaU project assessment. Observed differences He within the as¬

sumed margin of error of the methodology (Figure 38). Given the Hm-

ited impact, one must question whether the large weighting surveys are

worth the effort.

3) System boundaries that are too narrow

System boundaries for the project assessment have to be defined in such

a manner that the major direct impacts of the project activity are ac¬

counted for. The in-depth case study of the 6 MW biomass power plant
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IBEL iUustrates that a narrow project boundary around the "project's
fence" would lead to false assessment results. The case of IBEL shows,

for example, how important it is to assess the biomass situation of the

whole region in order to make a valuable statement on the criterion natu¬

ral resources. The biomass availabiHty cannot be looked at for a single user,

rather it must be evaluated within a broader system boundary. If the sys¬

tem boundaries are drawn in too narrow a way, inaccurate assessment

results are produced.

4) Buffer caparity ofthe additive aggregation model

If we evaluate projects in a hoHstic way by considering a wide range of

SustainabiHty criteria we create a "buffer capacity" which blurs the over¬

aU assessment of the project (see chapter 8.1). Neutral scores (in criteria

where the project has no impact) act as a buffer and balance out the re¬

sults of those criteria where the project has real impacts. Consequently,
the overaU project results He close together. Considering the margin of

error of the methodology, it is often not possible to distinguish projects
with the help of the aggregated utiUty.197
Furthermore, the additive aggregation model of MATA-CDM aUows for

compensations between the various criteria. Hence, a project that is bla¬

tantly unsustainable in one particular criterion could stiU show a good
overaU utiUty if other criteria scored high. If the additive model is not

complemented with restrictions it cannot filter out aU the projects that

would be perceived as unsustainable by a majority of experts.

5) Unfeasible criteria

Indicators that cannot be determined in a vaHd way (e.g. due to their

complexity) are a dangerous pitfaU. An objective assessment of the re¬

spective criteria is not possible. The experience in Uruguay showed that

197
To reduce the overall margin of error, one could use only those criteria that show a small

margin of error. Concentration on a few accurate indicators would therefore increase the pre¬

cision of the methodology. However, the accuracy of the methodology would decrease if we

measured the complex issue of sustainability with the help of a few (accurate) indicators,

while completely neglecting other elements of sustainability only because it is difficult to de¬

termine them in an accurate way. We would measure some elements of sustainability accu¬

rately, but would not be able to grasp a project's sustainability in a holistic sense.
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the temptation to overload the methodology with unfeasible criteria is

stronger when stakeholders are not only involved in weighting but also

in identifying the assessment criteria. A tendency to include a large num¬

ber of highly complex criteria, which are very difficult to determine, has

been observed.

6) Baseline gambling

As MATA-CDM measures the relative contribution of a CDM project to

sustainable development, it is essential how the baseHne case is de¬

fined.198 The baseHne is of counterfactual nature, as it represents what

would have happened in the absence of the project. Currently there are

no clear guideHnes on how to define the most Hkely baseHne case. Pro¬

ject developers could therefore be tempted to manipulate the baseHne

case in order to optimise the performance of their project; we refer to

this as "baseHne gambHng". The worse the baseHne is defined, the better

the assessment result of the CDM project.

7) Inaccurate utilityfunctions

UtiHty functions transfer the natural scale of an indicator to a normaUsed

utiUty value. UsuaUy the evaluators' utiUty functions are not known and

have to be estimated. If the utiUty functions are not based on surveys or

caHbrating standards, their estimation has a strongly normative element,

which is usuaUy hidden when assessment results are communicated.

Similar to the baseline gambling described above, utiUty functions could

serve to adjust assessment results in a hidden way.

Does the Method Fulfil the Assessment Requirements?

Four key requirements for the measurement of SustainabiHty at the pro¬

ject level have been defined in chapter 3. An optimal method should be

adjustable in regards to preferences and should aUow for relative measurements.

Furthermore, it should produce valid results, and the method has to en-

198
Seven indicators used in the South African and Indian case studies assess the project relative

to its baseline case.
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sure a comprehensive approach. In the foUowing, the MATA-CDM method¬

ology is rated with regard to these four requirements.

Requirement 1 : Adjustable in regards to preferences

MATA-CDM provides two elements for integrating the normative pref¬
erences of the evaluators. In step 3 the evaluators weight the assessment

criteria according to their preferences. In some appHcations they are also

involved in the first step of identifying and selecting the criteria. While

the criteria were not selected by a participatory approach in the South

African and Indian case studies, stakeholders in Uruguay were directly
involved in identifying the assessment criteria.199

MATA-CDM integrates evaluators' preferences with regard to criteria

and their weightings. Nonetheless, the method uses normative assump¬

tions to define utiUty functions. So far, utiUty functions have been set by
the researchers in the South African and the Indian cases, and respec¬

tively by the cHmate change unit of the administration in the Uruguayan

case. MATA-CDM suggests the use of case study projects (value 0 of

utiUty functions) and best-practice projects (value 1 of utiUty functions)

to caUbrate utility functions. At the moment, it remains impossible to

apply this guideUne in an objective way, as there are no other CDM pro¬

jects to compare with.

Requirement 2: Relative measurements

The MATA-CDM appHed in South Africa and India fulfils the second

requirement for 7 of the total 12 criteria. The indicators of these 7 crite¬

ria are determined against the project's baseHne case. Consequently, the

contribution to sustainable development, relative to the scenario that

would have happened without the CDM project, is measured.

In general, the criteria that are not assessed in relation to the baseHne

case are determined with the help of quaHtative indicators. For quaHta¬
tive criteria it is less essential to have a baseHne for comparison. For ex-

199
The criteria for the South African and Indian cases studies were pre-defined by an interna¬

tional group of experts (123 individuals from 24 countries). Consequently, both case studies

used the same set of criteria, which was necessary in order to compare the weightings and

projects from both countries.
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ample, whether and to which degree stakeholders are involved (quaHta¬
tive criterion Stakeholder Participation) can be easily assessed without a ref¬

erence case, while reductions of air poUutants (criterion AirQuality) have

to be measured in comparison with a reference case.

Requirement 3: Valid results

If we take the margin of error calculated above into account, MATA-

CDM produces vaHd assessment results thanks to clearly defined indica¬

tors. The overaU margin of error (around 0.08) corresponds to ± 4% of

the utiUty scale between -1 and 1 (see Table 28). The buffer caparity we

discussed above produces less articulated, but more vaHd assessment re¬

sults. The vaHdity of the methodology can be increased when the indica¬

tors — in particular the quaHtative ones — are assessed by several experts

and the average of judgements is used for the calculation of the overaU

utiUties.

Requirement 4: Comprehensive approach

MATA-CDM assesses projects from many different angles, integrating
indicators of social, environmental, and economic dimensions. The sur¬

vey among Uruguayan stakeholders showed that the methodology is

generaUy seen as a good compromise between comprehensiveness and

practicabiUty.
Because MATA-CDM defines a fixed set of criteria for aU projects, a

fuUy flexible assessment of a single project is not reaUy possible. A

changeable set of criteria that would be defined for each single project
could produce a more comprehensive picture of an individual project.
Whüe such an approach may be suitable for project monitoring (see also

the negotiated target approach in chapter 3), it is not appropriate for

project approvals. To approve projects, clearly defined criteria and re¬

quirements are essential in order to ensure an efficient, fair and transpar¬

ent approval process. A standardised set of criteria is also required if pro¬

jects have to be compared with each other.



9 Conclusions and Recommendations

In
the foUowing we draw conclusions for the use and development

of the assessment methodology MATA-CDM and identify open re¬

search questions. Furthermore, we analyse the current situation of

various actors and their potential roles in fostering the SustainabiHty of

CDM projects. FinaUy, possible appUcations of MATA-CDM are

sketched.

9.1 Methodological Conclusions and Open Research Ques¬

tions

The conclusions and recommendations in the foUowing are drawn based

on the results from and experiences gathered during the case studies in

South Africa, India and Uruguay. They are structured along the seven

pitfaUs of MATA-CDM discussed in chapter 8.2. For every pitfaU identi¬

fied in chapter 8.2 we present conclusions and recommendations. Open

questions for further research are formulated for some of them. Table 30

gives an overview of the discussed issues.

1) Well-balanced selection ofdedsion makers

If the group of decision makers is not weU balanced, and concerned key
stakeholders are not adequately represented, the assessment wiU be al¬

tered through biased weightings of assessment criteria. It is therefore

important to make sure that aU concerned stakeholders are represented
in the group of decision makers in order to ensure a weH-balanced as¬

sessment. If approval decisions for CDM projects are made by the cen¬

tral administration, active involvement of the concerned stakeholders at

the grass-roots level in the decision process should be encouraged and

faciHtated.
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2) When is weighting ofcriteria sensible?

Weightings seem to have a marginal influence on overaU results when

derived from a large number of individuals. In general, conducting large-
scale surveys to weight the assessment criteria is not recommended, as

they tend to produce equaHsed weightings. In most cases the overaU as¬

sessment results wiU not vary significantly from the results derived with

the help of equal weightings.
However, if an individual or a smaU group is weighting the criteria, the

weightings can have a considerable influence on the overaU results (see

sensitivity analysis in chapter 8). In such a case two procedures are pos¬

sible: (a) the use of equal weightings, or (b) the use of weightings derived

within a smaU group of decision makers.

Equal weightings prevent the misuse of weighting by decision makers.

As the weightings of aU criteria are fixed at the average value, no deci¬

sions can be taken with regard to the importance of the individual crite¬

ria. Consequently, it is impossible to bias the weightings. However, there

is also no room to adapt the set of criteria to special conditions, where

certain criteria should be accounted for more than others.

Alternatively, the criteria can be weighted by the involved decision mak¬

ers. The weightings then actuaUy reflect the preferences of the deciding

group. This process aUows the set of criteria to be adapted to local cir¬

cumstances and needs. The weightings should be communicated in a

transparent way. In addition, the weighting of assessment criteria is a

helpful tool to faciHtate discussions among decision makers. Conse¬

quently, it fosters weU-informed decisions and helps to communicate the

resulting decision in a transparent way.

Procedure (b) should only be used if the group of decision makers is weU

balanced as asked for under point (1) above.

3) System boundaries to include major direct impacts

If the system boundaries are drawn in too narrow a way, they produce
inaccurate assessment results. System boundaries for project assessments

have to be defined in such a manner that the major direct impacts of a

project activity are accounted for. We recommend not setting system

boundaries on a project-by-project basis, but rather to predefine them in

a standardised manner for every criterion of a particular project type.
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The adapted requirements for system boundaries of the Marrakech Ac¬

cords can serve as a guideUne: Theproject boundary shall encompass all impacts
under the control of the projectparticipants that are significant and reasonably attrib¬

utable to the CDMproject activity.m

4) Buffer capacity ofthe additive aggregation model: the needfor thresholds

The additive aggregation model of MATA-CDM aUows for compensa¬

tions between the different criteria. To avoid a large "buffer capacity",
the number of criteria should be kept to a minimum, while stiU covering
the key aspects of sustainable development. A criterion should be

dropped when it does not show a large variabUity (i.e. aU projects show

similar values) or when it is strongly correlated with another criterion.

Whenever possible, the SustainabiHty profiles of projects consisting of

criteria that are neither weighted nor aggregated should be used. They

provide more specific information than an aggregated utiUty figure. Such

a profile can help to characterise a project in a hoHstic manner and to

identify its opportunities as weU as its downsides.

If an aggregation has to be done, it is strongly recommended that the

additive aggregation model with thresholds for critical criteria is supple¬
mented in order to avoid misleading assessment results (as mentioned in

Chapter 4.2). A project that does not reach the minimal scores in aU

critical criteria wiU disquaHfy for the CDM irrespective of its overaU util¬

ity.
Further research is needed to differentiate between critical and non-

critical assessment criteria for different types of projects. Proposals for

thresholds of critical criteria based on scientific ground shaU be elabo¬

rated. Condensed sets of criteria and thresholds can assist approving in¬

stitutions in formulating their own assessment criteria, which would fos¬

ter an efficient and effective approval process.

The wording in the Marrakech Accords for system boundaries with regard to GHGs: 'The

project boundary shall encompass all anthropogenic emissions by sources ofgreenhouse gases under the control of
the project partidpants that are significant and reasonably attributable to the CDM project activ¬

ity "(UNFCCC 2002d).
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5) Use only determinable criteria

Assessment criteria that cannot be determined in a vaHd way (e.g. due to

their complexity) are a dangerous pitfaU. Only those criteria for which a

clearly determinable indicator can be found should be considered. When

many stakeholders are involved in identifying assessment criteria, the

process should be led by clear guideHnes that define under which condi¬

tions new criteria can be introduced. Otherwise there is a tendency to

incorporate many (undeterminable) criteria, and the methodology be¬

comes a tool that is broadly accepted but not appHcable.
Further research is needed to verify the usefulness and to redefine the

indicators used in the South African and Indian case studies. In particu¬
lar, the foUowing criteria need to be studied in more detail: Equal distribu¬

tion ofproject return, capacity development, land resources and regional economy. In

any case, the final choice of criteria and the definition of specific indica¬

tors should always depend on the particular decision situation.

6) Standardised baselines to avoidgambling

As MATA-CDM measures the relative contribution of a CDM project to

sustainable development, it is essential how the baseHne case is de¬

fined.201 To avoid assessment results being tampered by biased baseUnes,

a standardisation of baseUnes is recommended. If such a set of standards

is defined, aU projects can be measured against the same benchmark.

Standardised baseHne values to assess criteria would not only streamHne

the assessment process, but would also ensure a fair comparison of pro¬

jects.
Future research projects can provide further information by contributing

methodological as weU as empiric insights on standardised baseUnes. Up
to now the standardisation of baseUnes is mainly discussed for carbon

emissions.202 The standardisation of SustainabiHty baseUnes wiU broaden

the discussion on standardised baseUnes.

201
Seven indicators used in the South African and Indian case studies assess the project relative

to its baseline.
202

The results of the European research project "Procedures for Accounting and Baselines for

JI and CDM projects" (PROBASE), for example, give an overview on standardised baselines

for GHG emission reductions. Several documents can be downloaded at

http://www.northsea.nl/jiq/probase/.
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7) Calibrated utilityfunctions

UtiUty functions transfer the natural scale of an indicator to a normaUsed

utiUty value. There are two ways to improve the objectivity of utiUty
functions.

Firstly, utiUty functions can be constructed with the help of a survey

among decision makers. Secondly, utiUty functions can be defined by
reference projects. If utiUty functions are not based on representative

surveys, we recommend caHbrating them by two projects whenever pos¬

sible: the baseHne case for the value u=0 and a best practice project for

the maximum value of u=l.

Up to now, the utiUty functions used in MATA-CDM are mostly based

on estimations. A broader empiric basis of best practice projects is

needed to caHbrate the utiUty functions of quantitative indicators. Con¬

sequently, the first official CDM projects shaU be analysed. Based on

such an analysis best practice projects for various criteria can be identi¬

fied and used to caHbrate the utiUty functions of MATA-CDM.
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Table 30: Overview of pitfalls, recommendations and open research questions associated with

the assessment methodology MATA-CDM.

Results / Pitfalls
Conclusions and

Recommendations

Open research ques¬

tions

1) Unbalanced selection

of decision makers

2) Irrelevant weightings

Weightings seem to have a

marginal influence on over¬

all results when derived

from a large number of
individuals

Ensure that all concerned stakeholders

are represented in the group of deci¬

sion makers

Large-scale surveys on criteria weight¬
ing are usually not worth the effort as

they tend to equalise criteria. Alterna¬

tively, equal weightings could be used.

Weighted indicators are recommended

only if individuals or small groups

define the weightings.

3) System boundaries that

are too narrow

4) Buffer capacity of crite¬

ria

Extreme assessment results

ofsingle criteria tend to get
levelled out when aggregated
to an overall utility.

5) Unfeasible criteria

Assessment criteria that

cannot be determined in a

valid way (e.g. due to their

complexity)

6) Baseline gambling

The baseline is manipulated
to influence the assessment

results.

1) Inaccurate utility func¬

tions

Define the system boundaries to be

looked at for every criterion very

clearly.

Keep the number of criteria small.

Whenever possible use sustainability
profiles that are not aggregated.

Define thresholds for critical criteria.

Choose only indicators that are clearly
definable and determinable.

Define stakeholders' involvement

carefully if they are involved in identi¬

fying assessment criteria.

Use standardised baselines.

Calibrate utility functions with the

help of baseline and best practice pro¬

jects.

Which criteria for what

kind of project have to

be considered as criti¬

cal from a scientific

perspective? How can

thresholds be deducted

for these criteria?

Which indicators are

most adequate to de¬

termine assessment

criteria in a robust and

feasible way?

How can baselines for

sustainability indicators

be standardised?

How can the first

CDM projects be used

to define best practice
benchmarks for the

sustainable develop¬
ment component of

CDM projects?
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9.2 CDM and SustainabiHty: the Way Ahead

If and when the CDM becomes operational has not yet been decided. To

come into force, the Kyoto Protocol has to be ratified by Annex-I coun¬

tries, which are responsible for 55% of the GHG emissions in 1990

(UNFCCC 1997). Since the U.S. decided not to ratify the Kyoto Proto¬

col, Russia became the crucial country. The Protocol can only come into

force if Russia ratifies it, which is still pending. Consequently, it is still

possible that the complete Kyoto Protocol including the CDM wiU not

be implemented. If the CDM is reaUsed, the market volume of CERs wiU

not meet the initial expectations due to a reduced demand for emission

reductions. The consequential ratio of supply and demand leads to a rela¬

tively low carbon price. As there is a clear trade-off between the two ob¬

jectives of the CDM (see chapter 2), we foresee a difficult position for

real SustainabiHty elements in the CDM. How is it possible to ensure that

the SustainabiHty objective of the CDM does not just remain a nice wish?

In the foUowing we look at different institutions and actors in the CDM

field who can play a significant role in making sustainable CDM projects

happen.
The assessment as to whether a project contributes to sustainable devel¬

opment is the prerogative and responsibiUty of the host county

(UNFCCC 2002d). Annex I countries are about to buüd the institutions

needed to provide host country CDM approvals. They can deny an ap¬

proval if the project does not contribute to the sustainable development
of the county. The surveys within this research project show that stake¬

holders in South Africa and in India rate the objective of local sustain¬

able development higher than the objective of combating cHmate change

(see chapters 5 and 6). Consequently, the governments of Non-Annex I

countries act in Une with their citizens if they ensure that CDM projects
not only deHver cost-efficient GHG emission reductions, but also pro¬

vide real benefits to the sustainable development of their country. At the

moment it is still too early to judge how strictly host countries wiU han¬

dle the issue of sustainable development when approving CDM projects.
Due to the reduced demand for CERs we expect a highly competitive

supply side of the CDM. This provides strong incentives for single An¬

nex-I countries not to implement strict SustainabiHty criteria. If host

countries do not implement strict SustainabiHty checks, actors without an
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official mandate to ensure a sustainable CDM become more important.

Among them we can distinguish three groups of actors that can play a

direct role in fostering sustainable CDM projects: project developers,
CER buyers and the governments of Annex I countries (Table 31).

Table 31: Key actors to ensure sustainable development. While host countries are mandated to

judge project's contribution to sustainable development, other actors can directly or

indirectly contribute to a sustainable CDM on a voluntary basis.

Direct influence Indirect influence

Mandated by international

rules

Project developers "Watch dogs" (NGOs, research

CER buyers institutions)

Annex I governments "Rewarding institutions"

Project developers can deHver sustainable benefits with projects that go

beyond the minimal requirements given by the host country. They can

try to seU respective CERs with a premium for the additional contribu¬

tion to sustainable development. NaturaUy, this only works if there is a

market for premium CERs with a higher price. Buyers of CERs from

high quaUty projects can assure compUance with their emission targets by

acquiring cost-efficient emission reductions on the one hand. On the

other hand, they avoid reputation risks due to CERs generated by unsus¬

tainable projects. They might also use premium CERs for PubHc Rela¬

tions activities. The governments of Annex I countries can foster sus¬

tainable projects when they release additional requirements for CERs to

be accounted for under domestic GHG reduction schemes.203

The possible activities mentioned above are not mandated by the inter¬

national rules set in the Kyoto Protocol and the Marrakech Accords. In¬

stitutions that play an indirect role by pushing the actors towards sus¬

tainable CDM projects are therefore needed. We can distinguish two

203
The Commission of the European Communities, for example, proposes to exclude CERs

generated by large hydroelectric power plants from the emission trading scheme of the Euro¬

pean Union (Commission of the European Communities 2003).

Host country approving
institutions

Not mandated by interna¬

tional rules
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groups of institutions that can influence CDM actors to implement sus¬

tainable projects: "watchdogs" and "rewarding institutions". Under "watchdogs"
we subsume independent research institutions, as weU as NGOs that

criticaUy observe ongoing activities and are capable of pubHcising bad

examples. If the pubHc Ustens to these "watchdogs", they can influence the

behaviour of buyers, seUers and governments.204 "Rewarding institutions"

supplement the "watchdogs" by pubHcly rewarding good projects. Exam¬

ples are programs or labels that guarantee a high quaUty of CDM pro¬

jects in addition to the (low) international requirements.205 Such institu¬

tions are important in order to differentiate the market for CERs into

normal CERs and premium CERs. Such a differentiation is necessary in

order to be able to seU premium CERs that are higher priced than nor¬

mal ones.

The issues raised above are seen by the author as possible options under

the current international regulation scheme. Nonetheless, without pre¬

scribed regulations and conditions there would be different institutional

alternatives to ensure the SustainabiHty of CDM projects. Veena Josy's
vision of an independent platform for a sustainable CDM gives an ex¬

ample for an alternative approach in Box 5.

204
The NGO CDMwatch is a good example of a "watchdog" active in the CDM field. For de¬

tails, see www.cdmwatch.org
205

An example for a "rewarding institution" is the label "Gold Standard," which is promoted by
WWF and seeks to label high quality CDM projects (World Wildlife Fund 2002).
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Veena Josy's vision of an independent platform for a sustainable CDM

"Actually I think this (ensuring the sustainability of CDM projects) is the biggest challenge to the

whole mechanism. And as far as I can see - my feeling is - the local sustainability criteria are para¬

mount. Otherwise the mechanism would leave out the major equity considerations. That is most

important. Such a task cannot be left to a governmental body - this I'm very clear. It has to be an

independent kind of a body, which draws from different walks of life.
...

The interests of the people

who are at the lowest level of the ladder today in the society have to be more strongly represented

than the rest. Otherwise we will continue the way we have done in the past with the same kind of

screwed distribution of benefits. I have absolutely no clue how such a scheme could be imple¬

mented.
...

I don't believe that national boundaries should apply to such an independent panel. It should be open

to people from anywhere in the world to ensure that this balance is positive towards the people who

do not represent themselves today, whose interests are not represented. I don't think the moral right

to speak on poverty is only with the elite of the developing countries. That's how sometimes I feel the

argument gets screwed. My being born as an Indian is not necessarily the most legitimate position.

Here I feel many of my Indian colleagues and friends will disagree.

But this is my conviction. And I feel that this is the advantage that we have globally today. That there

is a set of individuals who somehow crosses these boundaries. That's the positive direction.

But such a platform will not happen. It has all this historical baggage that one would have to discard.

...
Those are kind of international barriers that one has to cross.

"

Box 5: Interview with Veena Josy, focus-in-charge, Swiss Development Co-operation
(SDC) New Delhi, February 2001

9.3 Potential Applications of MATA-CDM

MATA-CDM combines two major strengths. It is (a) a scientificaUy
sound although pragmatic multi-criteria assessment methodology, and

(b) it enables transparent multi-stakeholder participation:

a) Based on the weU-estabHshed Multi-Attributive UtiUty Theory

(MAUT) it enables quaHtative and quantitative results of different

dimensions to be aggregated in a systematic manner. In addition,

the (non-weighted) SustainabiHty profile that shows the single utiH-
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ties of aU criteria gives a rapid overview of opportunities and prob¬
lems of a project. These profiles condense a large amount of com¬

plex information into an informative overview,

b) The experience in Uruguay shows that MATA-CDM is a useful

methodology to actively involve stakeholders. It structures the dia¬

logue in a transparent way. It initiates discussions among stake¬

holders and involves them — to a certain level - in the decision¬

making process. Stakeholders in Uruguay highly appreciated this

participatory approach.

Considering these strengths and the pitfaUs of the methodology dis¬

cussed above we see two principle ways for the future appHcation of

MATA-CDM:

A transparent methodology to compare projects within a portfolio

MATA-CDM is a suitable methodology if several projects have to be

compared and ranked in a comprehensive and systematic way. For such

a purpose we recommend including an aggregation (step 5) to produce
the overaU utiUties of projects that can easüy be ranked. If wished, multi-

stakeholder participation can be integrated through weighting of criteria

(step 3). Possible users are host governments or private CDM funds that

want to assess their portfoHo of CDM projects in order to rank them. In

addition, critical observers of the CDM (introduced above as "watch¬

dogs") or institutions that reward high quaUty projects ("rewarding insti¬

tutions") could use the methodology to assess and compare selected pro¬

jects in a comprehensive manner.

A systematic support to approve projects

For project approval purposes we strongly recommend complementing
the additive model of MATA-CDM with threshold criteria (see discus¬

sion above). ActuaUy, for approving projects the fifth step of MATA-

CDM (the aggregation) may be dropped. We also recommend elaborat¬

ing the SustainabiHty profiles (non-weighted scores of aU criteria) of

those projects that seek a host country's approval. For critical indicators,

general thresholds should be defined and communicated. The sustain-
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abiHty profile of a project and the threshold requirements provide a

sound basis for discussions about a project in an approval committee.

The committee should make its decision based on an informed discus¬

sion, while ensuring that only those projects that meet the minimal

thresholds are approved. An (aggregated) overaU utiUty measure may

serve as additional information. Approvals should, however, not be

based on aggregated figures alone.

To reduce transaction costs while ensuring an effective approval process,

we recommend distinguishing between critical and non-critical criteria.

In particular, the critical criteria must be carefuUy looked at. Non-critical

criteria can be dealt with in a less profound way. In addition, the assess¬

ment procedure of smaU-scale projects should be streamHned. Conse¬

quently, we advise only considering the critical criteria and testing them

against a checkUst for smaU-scale projects (Table 32). For large-scale pro¬

jects aU criteria should be assessed in order to get a comprehensive pic¬
ture of a particular project. Critical criteria of large-scale projects should

fulfil predefined thresholds.

Table 32: Recommended assessment procedures for different project sizes and critical / non-

critical criteria.

assessment procedure for approval

small-scale non-critical criteria no assessment

critical criteria checklists

large-scale non-critical criteria (weighted) indicators

critical criteria (weighted) indicators + thresholds

Figure 39 shows a tentative proposal of critical criteria for several project

categories. The aim of the matrix is not to identify generaUy relevant

fields for different project categories. Rather it aims to identify the crite¬

ria that show a high probabiHty of very negative impacts. The assessment

procedure based on these critical criteria does not enable a balanced

evaluation of the project (with its negative and positive aspects), but it

does filter out the blatantly unsustainable projects. The criterion employ¬
ment generation may serve as an example. For the renewable energy tech¬

nologies employment generation is not considered a critical criterion. In

many cases renewable energy projects wiU lead to new employment gen-
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eration. Hence, they wiU contribute to sustainable development. Energy

efficiency measures are often Unked to a higher automation of the sys¬

tem, which leads to direct job losses. The criterion employmentgeneration is

therefore considered critical for energy efficiency projects and must be

looked at more carefuUy.
Half of the twelve criteria are not considered as critical for any of the

project categories. Consequently, if MATA-CDM is not being used for a

general project assessment but as a tool to filter unsuitable projects, the

number of criteria can be drasticaUy reduced.

Assessment criteria

1 Stakeholder Participation

2 Improved Service Availability

3 Equal Distribution

4 Capacity Development

5 Fossil Energy Resources

6 Air Quality

7 Water Quality

8 Land Resources

9 Regional Economy

10 Microeconomic Efficiency

11 Employment Generation

12 Technology Transfer

Figure 39: Tentative proposal for critical criteria for different project categories. Grey cells

indicate critical criteria that have to be particularly considered for sustainability

approval (see also Table 32).

If critical criteria are determined for specific project categories and not in

a generic manner, the number of critical criteria and therefore the effort

for assessment can be kept at a minimum, whüe still ensuring that the

key issues within each project category are covered.

The proposal outiined above is driven by the conviction that a Sustain¬

abiHty assessment for practical appHcations must be streamHned as much

as possible, whüe at the same time not lose its initial goal of ensuring a
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sustainable CDM. Given the current constraints that the CDM faces,

only lean assessment procedures stand a chance of getting implemented.
However, these kind of pragmatic SustainabiHty checks must get imple¬
mented in order to ensure the twin objective of the CDM. Otherwise the

term sustainable development keeps on making nice preambles of uncount¬

able documents and does not find its translation to the mainstream pro¬

ject level.

If no schemes get implemented to ensure the sustainability of CDM pro¬

jects and prices for CERs remain at the current low level, the UkeUhood

of large numbers of CDM projects arising would be pretty high. At the

same time an essential question would arise:

'Should we support CDM.projects that neither meet a true additionality
criterion nor reallyfoster sustainable development?"
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Appendix A: Default Criteria and Indicators of MATA-CDM

The following section presents the proposed criteria along with their respective
indicators and scales as they have been in use for the case studies in South Africa

and India. The list is a revised version of the assessment criteria in Heuberger

(2003).

Social Criteria

"The project has positive effects on social development."

The criteria under this sub-goal estimate the direct impacts on social development.

System boundaries to assess social development include the region where the

project is implemented. Short-term effects, as well as long-term impacts during the

ten years after project implementation are considered.

The sub-goal of "social development" is divided into the following criteria:

1. Stakeholder Participation (enlarging people's choices)

2. Improved Services Availability (material well-being)

3. Equal Distribution of Project Turnover (social justice)

4. Capacity Development (intellectual capital)
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Criterion 1 : Stakeholder Participation

Description of Criterion

"Stakeholders can participate in the project development."

Indicator

Qualitative indicator with a 5-step descriptive scale

Measurement of Indicator

The indicator examines to what extent concerned stakeholders are involved in the

project development. Relevant stakeholders are: people living in the vicinity of the

project, people who are directly involved in the project (labourers and suppliers), and

relevant NGOs.

This scale is proposed by the authors; it is not based on scientific results. It therefore

serves only as an example and must be defined for the specific circumstances in a

host country.

A = stakeholders can participate in the decision process

B = stakeholders are invited to give inputs / raise concerns

C = stakeholders are informed

D = stakeholders are only informed upon request

E = stakeholders are not involved at all, no access to data is possible

Utility function

1 -r

m o
ID

-1

D B
Qualitative

scale
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Criterion 2: Improved Service Availability

Description of Criterion

"The project contributes to improved availability of essential services."

Indicator

Semi-quantitative indicator, change in availability of services compared to baseline

Measurement of Indicator

Quantitative compilation of affected services / qualitative judgements. Locally

prioritised (core) services, as well as other essential services are investigated

through a survey or expert consultations and are compared to the baseline. Services

under consideration are: access to fresh water, access to energy, transport facilities,

telephone, sanitation, etc.

A =

B =

C =

D =

E =

Significant increase in availability of core service

Significant increase in availability of other service / moderate increase in

availability of core service

No change to baseline

Significant decrease in availability of other service / moderate decrease in

availability of core service

Significant decrease in availability of core service

Utility function

io
3 D B

Qualitative

scale
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Criterion 3: Equal Distribution of Project Return

Description of Criterion

"The share of the turnover, which benefits disadvantaged people, increases."

Indicator

Difference in percentages of turnover flowing to disadvantaged people compared to

baseline

Measurement of Indicator

It is examined, who will directly benefit from the generated turnover of the project.
The money (adjusted to respective flows in the baseline case) that flows to financially

disadvantaged people is divided by the project's total turnover.

Baseline adjusted Equal
Distribution (ED):

Mr-M*=ED
where:

Mp = money to disadvantaged people in project

Mb = money to disadvantaged people in baseline

Tp = Average turnover of project

Utility function

Maximum utility (1): 10% of the turnover goes to disadvantaged people. Minimum

utility (-1): reciprocal. Assumptions are without further evidence.

ED

-1 -L
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Criterion 4: Capacity Development

Description of Criterion

"The project generates opportunities for additional capacity development."

Indicator

Qualitative indicator, compared to baseline

Measurement of Indicator

Opportunities for capacity development during the 10 years after project
implementation are investigated and compared to the baseline. The number of

created or destroyed opportunities for capacity development is considered, along
with their quality.

A = considerably more opportunities or more sophisticated capacity

development

B = slightly more opportunities or more sophisticated capacity development

C = no change in capacity development

D = slightly less opportunities or less sophisticated capacity development

E = considerably less opportunities or less sophisticated capacity

development

Utility function

Io i

E D C B A
' Qualitative

scale
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Environmental Criteria

"The CDM project leads to decreasing pressure on the environment."

The environmental criteria examine to what degree the proposed project has positive
or negative effects on the environment - this in addition to the GHG reductions.

The discussion on how impacts on the environment shall be measured covers a

broad variety of aspects on different scientific, cultural and philosophical levels.

The environmental criteria proposed in this tool follow a pragmatic approach. It must

be stressed again that the criteria here cannot be comprehensive. We have divided

the environmental criteria into four sub-criteria, which are eventually weighted. It has

to be noted, however, that these sub-criteria could be defined in other ways. A

country, for example, in which air quality has never been a problem, but where water

resources are scarce, might choose to omit "air quality" and replace it with several

issues related to "water quality."

5. Fossil energy resources (contribution to a reduced consumption of fossil

energy resources)

6. Air quality (contribution to improved air quality)

7. Water quality (contribution to local fresh water quality/quantity)

8. Land resource (contribution to sustainable use of land resources)

Whenever available, the results of a project's Environmental Impact Assessment

(EIA) shall be used to determine the environmental criteria for MATA-CDM.206 For

projects without an EIA, the strictly quantitative indicators used to measure these

criteria seem to be too data-intensive. We therefore propose the application of semi¬

quantitative indicators. Under semi-quantitative indicators we understand indicators

that comprise a quantitative assessment as well as a qualitative expert judgement.
First, different quantitative parameters of relevance are listed (e.g. emission levels of

various air pollutants). Based on this compilation of quantitative data, a qualitative

expert judgement is made for the scoring of the indicator (e.g. the experts see a

"moderate decrease of air pollutants" compared to the baseline case). This

judgement includes the relevance of the considered aspects, the project size, as well

as the sensitivity of the project perimeter with regard to these aspects.

Heuberger (2003) discusses more detailed approaches to assess environmental impacts
based on Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) and the Life Cycle Assessment

(LCA). These approaches, however, proved to be too complicated to be applied to CDM

projects that are not conducting an EIA anyway.
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Criterion 5: Fossil energy resources

Description of Criterion

"Contribution to a reduced consumption of fossil energy resources.

Indicator

Change in consumption of core resource, compared to baseline

Measurement of Indicator

Unit Mineral / Energy
Resources (R):

tC -tC

CER

unit: kg coal/CER

where:

TCp = t Coal per year used by project

TCp = t Coal per year used by baseline

CER =Emission Reductions

Utility function

Maximum utility (1): A Project that generates all CERs with replacement of coal

electricity.

R (kg coal/CER)
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Criterion 6: Air quality

Description of Criterion

"The project contributes to decreasing pressure on the regional air quality."

Indicator

Semi-quantitative indicator; change in impact on air quality

Measurement of Indicator

Quantitative compilation of emissions / qualitative judgements. Issues of

- respiratory diseases,

- odour,

- and carcinogens

are examined and compared to the baseline.

1. Identify significant air pollutants that are of concern in the project design.

Identify a unit to measure the changes of each pollutant. Decide whether the

issues at hand are relevant enough to be further considered.

2. Calculate change: for all relevant pollutants the change to the baseline is

calculated.

Scale

The scales range from a significant increase to a significant decrease in the pressure

on air quality.

Give a qualitative judgement for the scoring of the indicator. This judgement reflects

the relevance of the project with regard to air quality. It includes the project size as

well as the sensitivity of the project perimeter in terms of these emissions. High dust

emissions, for example, matter more if the project stands next to a city than if it is

located in an uninhabited rural area.

A = considerable decrease in respiratory diseases or carcinogens

B = considerable decrease in odour / moderate decrease in respiratory
diseases or carcinogens

C = no change to baseline

D = considerable increase in odour / moderate increase in respiratory
diseases or carcinogens

E = considerable increase in respiratory diseases or carcinogens

Utility function:

please refer to the utlity function of the criterion Stakeholder Participation (No. 1).
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Criterion 7: Water quality

Description of Criterion

"The project contributes to decreasing pressure on the regional fresh water

quality/quantity."

Indicator

Semi-quantitative indicator; change of impact on fresh water quality

Measurement of Indicator

Quantitative compilation of emissions / qualitative judgements. Issues of

- Quality of drinking water,

- acidification,

- and eutrophisation

are examined and compared to the baseline.

1. Identify significant issues related to fresh water quality/quantity that are of

concern in the project design. Identify a unit to measure the impacts of these

issues. Decide whether the issue is relevant enough to be further considered.

2. Calculate change: for all relevant issues the change to baseline is calculated.

The scales range from a significant increase to a significant decrease in the pressure

on water quality/quantity.

Give a qualitative judgement for the scoring of the indicator. This judgement reflects

the relevance of the project with regard to water quality. It includes the project size,
as well as the sensitivity of the project perimeter in terms of these issues.

A = considerable decrease in pressure of one or more issues / moderate

decrease of two issues

B = moderate decrease in pressure of one issue

C = no change to baseline

D = moderate increase in pressure of one issue

E = considerable increase in pressure of one or more issues / moderate

increase of two issues

Utility function:

please refer to the utlity function of the criterion Stakeholder Participation (No. 1).
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Criterion 8: Land resource

Description of Criterion

"The project contributes to decreasing pressure on the regional land resources."

Indicator

Semi-quantitative indicator; change in the impact of issues related to land resources.

Measurement of Indicator

Quantitative compilation of impacts / qualitative judgements. Issues of

- soil pollution,

- pressure on land use,

- waste production,

- erosion,

- biodiversity,

- and the unsustainable use of biomass

are examined and compared to the baseline.

1. Identify significant issues related to land resources that are of concern in the

project design. Identify a unit to measure the impacts of these issues. Decide

whether the issues are relevant enough to be further considered.

2. Calculate change: for relevant issues the change to the baseline is calculated.

The scales range from a significant increase to a significant decrease in the pressure

on land resources.

Give qualitative judgement for the scoring of the indicator. This judgement reflects

the relevance of the project with regard to land resources. It includes the project size,

as well as the sensitivity of the project perimeter in terms of these issues.

A = considerable decrease in pressure on land resources

B = moderate decrease in pressure on land resources

C = no change to baseline

D = moderate increase in pressure on land resources

E = considerable increase in pressure on land resources

Utility function:

please refer to the utlity function of the criterion Stakeholder Participation (No. 1).
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Economic Criteria

"The project has positive effects on economic development."

A CDM project will have economic implications for the host country, and especially
for the project perimeter. The criteria under this sub-goal estimate the direct positive /

negative economic impacts of a project.

Short-term effects, as well as long-term impacts during the ten years after project

implementation are considered.

The criteria proposed concern only the direct effects of projects. For example, under

"employment generation" we count only jobs that are offered in the project
construction and the project operation phase. The sub-goal "economic development"
is divided into four criteria:

9. Regional Economy (generation of wealth in a disadvantaged region)

10. Microeconomic Efficiency of the Project (contribution to the attractiveness of

investments)

11. Employment Generation

12. Sustainable Technology Transfer (technical innovation for the country)
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Criterion 9: Regional Economy

Description of Criterion

"The project contributes to generation of wealth in a disadvantaged region."

Indicator

Semi-quantitative indicator; economic performance of project location

Measurement of Indicator

Quantitative compilation of economic indicators / qualitative judgements. The

indicator assesses the economic situation of the project location in context of the

whole country. This indicator measures whether a project brings benefits to an

economically disadvantaged region. Regions within the country therefore have to be

classified into three classes according to their economic situation.

The following parameters can be used to classify the regions:

- average income of working people

- unemployment rate

- GGP207 per capita

A = project location economically disadvantaged

B = project location economically average

C = project location economically privileged

D = project at economically average location hinders project at disadvantaged
location

E = project at privileged location hinders project at disadvantaged location

Utility function:

please refer to the utlity function of the criterion Stakeholder Participation (No. 1).

Alternatively, a host country could issue a list with regions of special preference.

GGP: gross geographical product.
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Criterion 10: Microeconomic Efficiency

Description of Criterion

"The project has a high internal rate of return (IRR)."

Indicator

IRR of project, including CERs at a price of 4 /t CO2

Measurement of Indicator

The expected IRR of a project is calculated and compared with the baseline project.

Definition of utility function

Minimum utility (-1) are projects with a negative IRR. Medium utility (0) are projects
that have an IRR around the real discount rate. Maximum utility is derived with a

linear extrapolation.

Utility
1 -r

0

- /
I I

/o% 20%

-1
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Criterion 11: Employment Generation

Description of Criterion

"The project creates jobs."

Indicator

Additional man-month per GHG Reduction

Measurement of Indicator

The number of man-months of labour is counted and compared to the baseline

project. The 10 years after a project has been implemented are also considered. The

absolute change in man-years created is normalised with the amount of CER

created.

Unit Employment Generation (EG):

{JP-JB)

CER,
= EG

where:

JP= the total amount of man-months

created by the project, including the

construction and operation phases

JB = the total amount of man-months

created in the baseline case

CERp = Emission Reductions

Utility function

Maximum utility means that 220 additional man-months job opportunities are

generated per 1000 CERs. This value is based on a realistic best practice project

(4.5 MW biomass power plant MPPL, India). 0 value is equal to no change compared
to baseline.

EG

220 (man months/1000CER
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Criterion 12: Sustainable Technology Transfer

Description of Criterion

"The project applies innovative, locally manageable technology."

Indicator

Qualitative indicator

Measurement of Indicator

The applied technology, its planned implementation, supply of spare parts, and

expected maintenance are examined. It is estimated whether the applied technology

is actually an innovation for the country and whether it can be locally maintained.

A

B

C

D

E

the potential capacity exists locally to maintain and manage the

implemented technology

local skills can be developed with the assistance of external

expertise

no technology transfer is involved

external skills must be imported with the transferred technology

the transferred technology cannot be maintained and managed in

the long term

Utility function

1 T-

m o

-1

D B
H Qualitative

scale
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SD criteria for CDM in South Africa as proposed by the government

Criteria Indicator

Environmental impacts

Local environmental

quality impacts

Change in usage of

natural resources

Biodiversity impacts

Air quality changes in terms of priority pollutants

Water quality changes in terms of priority pollutants

Other impacts (eg. noise, safety, property value, visual im¬

pacts, traffic)

Change in usage of water, fuel or other non-renewable natu¬

ral resources

Changes to local and regional biodiversity

Economic impacts

Macroeconomic im¬

pacts

Appropriate technology
transfer

Balance of payment impacts (increase or decrease in foreign

exchange requirements)

Cleaner technologies to be used in the project (from interna¬

tional or local sources)

Technological skills to be transferred and future self reliance

of project

Previous successful application of the technology

Is technology appropriate to South Africa

Does project provide demonstration and replication potential

Social impacts

Alignment with na¬

tional, provincial and

local development pri¬
orities

Social equity and pov¬

erty alleviation

General assessment against available policies and plans

Job creation (number of jobs created/destroyed, duration of

time employed, distribution of employment opportunities,

types of employment, categories of people to be employed in

terms of gender and racial equity)

Local economic development impacts

Whether project location has particular developmental needs

Distribution of project benefits

General Criteria

- Frivolous projects;

- Projects clearly unlikely to succeed;

- Grossly unfair distribution of benefits from the project

Source:

Directorate of Global Climate Change and Ozone Layer Protection 2002 (2002)
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Appendix C: Case Study India

Appendix C.1: GHG Inventory India

Indian Greenhouse Gas Inventory for 1990 in Gg. It presents the data calculated

under the Asian Least-cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy (ALGAS)

Programme. The inventory conducted under ALGAS is more comprehensive than the

first Indian inventory which was prepared in 1991 and got revised in 1992 (ADB-GEF-
UNDP 1998).

I. ENERGY

A. Fuel combustion

Energy and transformation industries

Biomass burning a)
B. Fugitive emissions from fuels

Solid fuels

Oil and natural gas

508,600

300,460 1,579

330

626

11

508,600

36,569

6,930

13,146

Total emissions from energy sector 508,600 2535 11 565,245

II. INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 24,200 1 24,510

III. SOLVENT AND OTHER PRODUCTS

IV. AGRICULTURE

A. Enteric fermentation

B. Manure management
C Rice cultivation b)

D. Agricultural soils

E. Prescribed burning of savannas

F. Field burning of agricultural residues

7,563

905

4070

116

240

3

158,823

19,005

85,470

74,400

3,366

Total emissions from agricultural 12,654 243 341,064

V. LAND USE CHANGE AND FORESTRY

A. Change in forests and other woody biomass stock

B. Forests and grassland conversion

C Abandonment of managed lands

52385

-6171

-44,729

-6,171

52,385

-44,729

Total emissions from land use change and forestr 52,385 -50,900 1,485

VI. WASTE

A. Solid waste disposal on land

B. Domestic and commercial

C Industrial wastewater

D. Other waste

334

49

2905

7,014

1,029

61,005

Total emissions from waste 3288 69,048

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

Notes

a) C02 emissions from biomass burning are not included in the national totals

b) CH4 emissions according to IPCC 1996 methodology.

c) C02-equivalents are based on global warming potentials (GWPs) of 21 for CH4 and 310 for N20

Source: ADB-GEF-UNDP ( 1998)
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Appendix C.2

2 x 260MW coal fired power plant in Ramagundam, Andhra Pradesh (baseline)

Short Description
BPL Power Projects Ltd is one of the IPP in India to set up a 2 x 260MW power plant
on a fast track basis. The plant is designed as a pit headed power plant located at

Ramagundam, Andhra Pradesh. The power generated from the plant will be evacu¬

ated to the state grid at 220kV through the nearest substation. The plant will use coal

as its main fuel from the nearby Singareni Coal mines and fuel oil as a supplemen¬

tary fuel. High-speed diesel will be used for starting up the plant. At the time of writing

(February 2003) the plant had not yet been commissioned.

Key data:

Installed capacity

Annual electricity production

Total Investment

IRR of project

CO2 emissions

Total area of power station

Total area for ash disposal

Consumptive water requirement

Coal consumption

Gross calorific value of the coal

Ash content in coal

Plant load factor

Type of steam generator

Type of plant cooling system

Power generation voltage

Power evacuation voltage

SOx emissions (outlet chimney)

NOx emissions (outlet chimney)

Particulates emissions (outlet

chimney)

520 MW

2823 GWh

22'689 Mio 1RS

15.9%

1.1 tC02/MWhe,

205 hectares

417 hectares

4200 m3 per hour

370 - 420 tonnes per hour

3500 kCal/kg

50%

85%

Pulverised fuel fired steam generator

Cooling tower

15.75 kV

220 kV

2964.4 mg/Nm3

820 mg/Nm3

115 mg/Nm3

Source: Sharan and Sutter (2001)
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Appendix C.3:

6 MW power plant IBEL: detailed assessment of sustainability criteria208

Social Criteria

Criterion 1 : Stakeholder Participation

According to the Marrakech Accords (UNFCCC 2002d,), the project participants have

to invite comments by stakeholders. Stakeholders are defined as the "the public, in¬

cluding individuals, groups or communities affected, or likely to be affected, by the

project." IBEL has been interacting with the stakeholders with whom it established a

formal business relationship or from whom it required an official approval. This in¬

cludes negotiations with fuel suppliers and the electricity off-taker, acquisition of re¬

quired licenses from the Non-Conventional Energy Development Agency of Andhra

Pradesh (NEDCAP), as well as interactions with the loan disbursing agency IREDA

(see also section on stakeholders above). There was no active involvement of other

stakeholders such as the local communities (Interview IP12). They have, however,

been informed about relevant decisions. On the scale suggested by MATA-CDM, this

procedure results in a utility of 0 (see Appendix A).

Criterion 2: Improved Service Availability

Decentralised power plants can improve the availability of electricity in this particular

region. In an electrical grid where the demand exceeds the generation of electricity,

locations far away from power plants frequently face problems with low voltage or

with complete power cuts. A rural power plant can make a significant difference for

the local availability of electricity. This is not the case in Miryalguda where IBEL is

located. A large hydroelectric power plant is located in the neighbourhood.209 The

region was therefore already well supplied with electricity and this service did not

change significantly after the project was implemented. Because of this situation the

project scores 0 (see definition of criterion).

Criterion 3: Equal Distribution

The criterion 'Equal Distribution' measures the share of the turnover that flows to

people who live below the poverty line. It is compared to the financial flows to people

208
If not explicitly indicated, source of data in this chapter is Sharan et al. (2001).

209
Hydroelectric power plants close by: Nagarjuna 960 MW (75 km from Miryalguda), Sri-

sailam 770 MW. (TERI 2002b)
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who live below the poverty line in the baseline case. The IPP is owned by private

promoters, people who live below the poverty line have no assets in the company.

We assume that the main difference between the biomass project and its coal base¬

line is related to the preparation and handling of fuel. IBEL uses 50% woody biomass

and 50% rice husk as fuel. The latter is the major residue from rice mills. It can be

transported and fired conveniently; no particular fuel preparation is needed. The

transport is not very labour-intensive and is done with the help of trucks and tractors.

Consequently, the fuel rice husk does not contribute directly to the income of people

who live below the poverty line. On the other hand, the harvesting and preparation of

woody biomass is very labour-intensive. In the case of IBEL it is estimated that

wages to people who live below the poverty line for harvesting and preparing the

wood biomass amount to 0.34 IRS/kWhei.210 This compares to 0.09 IRS/ kWhe, for the

mining of coal in the reference case.211 Taking into account that woody biomass is

only used to meet 50% of the fuel requirement, we obtain 0.08 IRS/kWh (0.34/2-0.09)

additional income through the project compared with its baseline. The electricity is

currently sold for 2.48 IRS/kWh. Consequently, the additional income to people who

live below the poverty line is 3.2% of the total turnover of the project. This results in a

utility of 0.3 in MATA-CDM (see definition of criterion).

Criterion 4: Capacity Development

IBEL provides opportunities to gain working experience for professionals and training

on the job for less qualified employees in the field of thermal power generation. The

same possibilities are present in conventional power plants such as the one consid¬

ered in the baseline case. Nonetheless, the fact that this plant is much smaller than

an average fossil fuel plant leads to more job opportunities per generated electricity.

Therefore, more capacity development opportunities arise. According to the scale of

this qualitative indicator (see Appendix A), the utility is defined as 0.5 (slightly more

opportunities or more sophisticated capacity development).

Own calculations based on data collected by interviews.
211

Own calculations based on data from mining statistics in A.P. (Directorate of Economics

and Statistics Government of Andhra Pradesh 2001)
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Environmental Criteria

Criterion 5: Fossil Energy Resources

The baseline power plant uses 0.79 tons coal/ MWhei electricity delivered to the grid.

The carbon content of the coal used is 36.7%. As the IBEL project uses 100% bio¬

mass for its electricity production, the indicator R can be directly calculated: R (reduc¬

tion of resources) = 744 kg coal / CER.

where:

TCp = t Coal used per year by project

TCp = t Coal used per year by baseline

CER = Emission Reductions

This corresponds to a 100% reduction of coal used in the baseline scenario and

therefore accounts for a utility of 1.

Criterion 6: Air Quality

Table 33 lists the respective emissions per generated MWhei of IBEL and from the

coal power baseline plant.

Table 33 Emissions to air, IBEL compared to baseline project. Own compila¬
tion, data source: Sharan and Sutter (2001) interviews, measure¬

ment protocols of pollution control board

SOx NOx Particulates

Baseline plant kg/MWh kg/MWh g/MWh

2*260MW coal-fired power plant 5.00 1.38 0.19

IBEL

measurement protocol (October 0.11 0.26 1.24

2002)

IBEL/Baseline 0.02 0.19 6.53

The SOx emissions in the baseline case are reduced drastically by 98% in IBEL due

to the low sulphur content of the biomass used. Also NOx. emissions are significantly

reduced, as the temperature in the biomass burners is lower compared to coal-fired

plants. While SOx and NOx emissions can be reduced, the measured emission of par-

tC -tC

CER
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ticulates is 6.5 times larger than in the coal plant. In both plants electrostatic precipi¬

tators are installed in order to limit the amount of fly ash. Both plants run just at the

legal limit with regard to the particulate concentration of flue gas. In total, the clear

reduction of pollutant gases, combined with an increase of particulates, results in a

utility of 0.5.

Criterion 7: Water Quality

Two main issues have to be considered in relation to water: i) availability of water for

steam production and cooling purposes and ii) pollution of freshwater.

Water is an important input for a biomass power plant. IBEL requires 50m3 per hour.

It is primarily required to compensate for evaporation losses in the cooling tower and

to blow down/drain losses from the boiler. The 2 x 260MW baseline plant is also

equipped with a cooling tower and uses the same amount of water per unit of elec¬

tricity generated. In the Miryalguda canal water is available for 9 months per year,

and groundwater is drawn for the rest of the year. At present the yield of groundwater

water is sufficient. However, if the level of the water table decreases, the power

plant's performance would be affected.

The surface water quality can be impacted by discharges from various power plant

units. Major sources of pollutants are i) plant sewage water, ii) oily water from the

separator and iii) waste water from air heater washing and acid cleaning of the boiler.

As biomass plants - apart from the burner - are of the same technology as coal-fired

power plants, the differences in relation to the baseline are marginal. At IBEL, as well

as at the baseline power plant, adequate treatment facilities are provided so that the

treated effluents conform to the regulatory standards. The treated effluent is reused

in the fly ash handling system. No liquid effluent is discharged outside the boundary

of the plant. The effects on water quality can be seen as equal to those in the base¬

line case. The respective utility is therefore set at 0.

Criterion 8: Natural resources

For the IBEL project the main issue of concern within this criterion is the biomass fuel

supply. Is the required biomass harvested in a sustainable way? The rice husk sup¬

ply can be considered sustainable, as it is an agro-industrial waste that is produced

in rice mills. Parts of the rice husk are used in the rice mill itself for thermal applica¬

tion if the mill produces parboiled rice. Excess rice husk is sold to various industries

that use it mainly for energy purposes (Interview IP13). The rice husk is transported

directly by trucks and tractors from the rice mills (130 rice mills with distance to plant

< 30km) to IBEL, where it is fired without prior fuel preparations. Rice husk amounts
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on average to 50% of the fuel required at IBEL. 212The balancing 50% of the fuel is

covered by woody biomass. The species used mainly is prosopis juliflora. IBEL does

not procure juliflora from plantations, but gets it delivered from middlemen to the gate

of the power plant. The biomass is collected by poor farmers. The farmers receive

20-50% of the wood price at the factory directly paid in cash. For them it is an attrac¬

tive opportunity to earn some additional money. Consequently, the wood is cut in a

highly unsustainable manner (Interview IP14). All this happens in the informal sector

only. A registered company would need licenses to cut trees. The sustainable use of

biomass can only be guaranteed if the IPP has its own plantations. The current prac¬

tice of IBEL is therefore highly unsustainable and this is expressed with the maximum

negative utility of -1.

212
The plant was originally planned to run on a share of rice husk of 80%, which should be

supplemented by 20% woody biomass (Sutter et al. 2001b). While the husk was free of

cost in Andhra Pradesh 1997 it has now reached peak prices of 1000Rs/t. Strong com¬

petitors for this resource are industries that use it for their boilers, see for example teri

(2002a).
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Economic Criteria

Criterion 9: Regional Economy

The regional economy indicator assesses the economic situation of a project's loca¬

tion in the context of the whole country. It measures whether a project brings benefits

to an economically disadvantaged region. The Indian states were therefore classified

according to their per capita Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP).213 They were

grouped into three classes according to their average per capita GSPD. The three

classes were defined comprising the same aggregated population. IBEL is located in

the State of Andhra Pradesh, which belongs to the class of medium GSDP (see

Figure 40): A.P. shows a GSDP close to the Indian average. According to the indica¬

tor's scale, this translates into a utility of 0.5 (see Appendix A).

Goa

Punjab
Maharashtra

Haryana
Kerala

Gujarat
TamilNadu

Himachal Pradesh

Karnatak;Karnataka

a
Pradesh

Andhra Pradesl

West Bengal
Arunachal Pradesh

Meghalaya
Jammu & Kashmir

Tripura
Rajasthan

Madhya Pradesh
Assam

High GSDP

Total population of ciass:347 million

Medium GSDP

Total population of class: 316 million

Jharkhand

Uttar Pradesh

Orissa

Bihar

INDIA

Low GSDP

Total population of class: 313 million

5'000 10'OuO 15'OOU 20'000 25'000 30'000 35'OOu

Gross State Domestic Product (IRS/capita*year)

40'000

Figure 40 Major Indian states classified according to their per capita Gross State Do¬

mestic Product (GSDP; 2001). 501RS « 1 Euro.

Source: Own compilation; data: Central Statistical Organisation, Government

of India and respective State Directorates, Census of India.

213
Alternatively, regions could be classified on a less aggregated level, such as the district

level. A recent complete set of data on the district level was not available to the author.

However, the analysis of district data of A.P. showed that the variability is much higher at

the state than at the district level. Consequently, a classification on an aggregated state

level represents a good approximation.
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Criterion 10: Microeconomic Efficiency

The Internal Rate of Return of IBEL is estimated to be 28.7% (Sutter et al. 2001b).

This translates to a utility of 1 (see Appendix A).

The IRR is particularly sensitive to changes in prices for biomass and electricity sold.

While the price of electricity is secured through a long-term power purchase agree¬

ment with APTRANSO, the price for biomass is a clear risk factor with regard to the

financial viability of the project. If prices continue to increase as rapidly as during

2001-2002, the overall IRR will be considerably lower. The biomass price risk will

increase when more IPPs get commissioned and compete for the same amount of

biomass.

Criterion 11: Employment Generation

MATA-CDM measures the criterion of employment generation by means of the fol¬

lowing indicator.

where:

JP = the total amount of man-months cre¬

ated by the project, including construc¬

tion and operation phases

JB = the total amount of man-months cre¬

ated by the baseline

CER = Certified Emission Reductions

IBEL has 102 fixed employees (including 10 engineers) and provides, on average,

work for 70 daily labourers. Most of them are involved in the fuel preparation of juli¬

flora (Interview IP15). Own calculations based on several interviews suggest an

equivalent of 180 man-years/year that are needed for the collection and transport of

the woody biomass. This sums up to 352 fulltime job equivalents throughout the

whole operation phase of IBEL. The baseline case provides 120 fulltime job equiva¬

lents for the same generation of electricity. Assuming an annual CER production of

43'300 t C02, an EG of 63 man-months/1000 CERs results. This is translated to a

utility of 0.3, for details see Appendix A.

Unit (EG):

(JP -JB)

CER
„

= EG
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Criterion 12: Sustainable Technology Transfer

The used technology is well established in the Indian market. All major equipment

was manufactured in India. An exception is the steam turbine, which was bought in a

special deal from the Czech Republic. However, this cannot be considered as an act

of technology transfer. On the scale of the quantitative indicator "sustainable technol¬

ogy transfer" the project falls into the category "no cleaner technology transfer in¬

volved," which translates into a utility of 0.
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Appendix C.5

Brief sustainability assessment of the 4.5 MW MalavaUi power plant

Criterion Utility Rational

Stakeholder q 5 Local labourers are involved as entrepreneurs and are or-

Participation ganised in the platform of Grameena Udyog Samithi (GUS).

They do not participate directly in the decision-making proc¬

ess of the project.

Improved Ser- g 5 The involved farmers receive high quality organic fertiliser in

vice Availabil- return for their sugar cane trash. The power situation of the

ity area did not change considerably, as the generated electric¬

ity is not sold to the local farmers.

Equal Distribu- g 43 4.8 % of the total turnover of the project goes as additional

tion of Project income to disadvantaged people (additional to the baseline

Return case).

Capacity <| Local labourers are trained to become entrepreneurs in the

Development procurement business. In addition, there are more job op¬

portunities for highly qualified people per MW installed ca¬

pacity in the power plant compared to the much larger base¬

line plant.

Fossil Energy <\ CERs are generated by substituting electricity from a coal

Resources fired power plant. Consequently, the indicator R (reduction
of resources) = 744 kg coal / CER.

Air Quality g 5 The SOx and NOx emissions of the baseline per MWh elec¬

tricity generated are reduced significantly. The technology is

similar to the one used in the IBEL project (in-depth case

study in chapter 6).

Water Quality g The effects on water quality can be seen as equal to those

in the baseline case.

Land Re- <| The project delivers a high quality organic fertiliser to the

sources sugar farmers. The fertiliser, that mainly consists of ash

from the power plant and sugar cane press mud, enriches

the soil.

Regional g 5 The project is located in an area whose Gross State Do-

Economy mestic Product (GSDP) is close to the Indian average.

Microeconomic g 5 The IRR is estimated to be around 15%. It is, however, diffi-

Efficiency cult to calculate as the project is run by two different com¬

panies (one owns the power plant, the other organises the

fuel supply), and several financial data are not public.

Employment <| The supply chain and the preparation of fuel are estimated

Generation to provide 500 fulltime job equivalents. The labour intensive

fuel procurement leads to 220 additional man-months/1000

CERs.

Technology g The used technology is well established in the Indian mar-

Transfer ket. No relevant transfer of technology takes place.
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Appendix C.6

Brief sustainability assessment of the 20 kW gasifier Hosahalli village

Criterion Utility Rational

Stakeholder -j Decisions concerning the project are made by the village
Participation assembly, which comprises all adult inhabitants.

Improved Ser- <| When the project was implemented, the available services

vice Availabil- improved drastically, as the village had not been connected

ity to the electricity grid. Off-grid electricity generation facilities

like diesel generators were not available.

Equal Distribu- 1 1.5 1RS per kg of dry chopped wood go directly to the farm-

tion of Project ers of the village. The operator is recruited among the vil-

Return lagers.

Capacity De- <| Members of the village are trained to operate and maintain

velopment the gasifier system.

Fossil Energy <| CERs are generated by substituting electricity from a coal

Resources fired power plant. Consequently, the indicator R (reduction
of resources) = 744 kg coal / CER.

Air Quality _g 5 Up until the time of investigation (February 2003), there

were no legal emission standards for gasifiers in India. The

major problem is the emission of CO. CO is produced in

great amounts within the gasifier. Problems arise whenever

the system is not 100% airtight.

Water Quality _<| The produced gas has to be washed before being burnt in

an engine. The wash water contains a mix of toxic and car¬

cinogenic substances. These effluents are recycled, but an

adequate treatment of the residues is not assured.

Land Re- -j To conserve the existing forests and non-forest trees on

sources village lands, the project takes all the required wood from

special energy plantations on village common lands.

Regional g 5 The project is located in an area whose Gross State Do-

Economy mestic Product (GSDP) is close to the Indian average.

Microeconomic _<| At actual prices, the revenues from services cover only 20%

Efficiency of the costs for operation and maintenance, not taking into

account the initial investment costs. The project largely de¬

pends on the funding from several agencies.

Employment -j The preparation of fuel and operation/maintenance of the

Generation gasifier system is providing 4 man-year/year of job opportu¬
nities for the villagers. This translates into 970 man-

months/IOOOCER.

Technology <| The project transfers a new technology to the rural area and

Transfer builds up local capacity to operate and maintain it.
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(from Heuberger and Sutter 2003)

Results of weighting workshop with Uruguayan CDM stakeholders. The workshop

was organised by the Climate Change Unit of Uruguay in co-operation with ETH Zu¬

rich April 26, 2003. 36 invited participants weighted the Uruguayan CDM criteria.

Results by Average of Participants (36) and Sectors (4)

Social Criteria

Employment Generation

Income of Low Resource Population

Capacity Development

Technological Self-sufficiency
Impacts on the Local Population

Average of
Mjn

Participants

23.3 60,0 5,0 9,9

18,5 35,0 5,0 8,0

18.4 40,0 5,0 7,3

18,9 33,0 5,0 5,7

20,8 50,0 5,0 10,1

Average of

Sectors

20,9

18,5

17,9

19,2

23,4

Economic Criteria

Microeconomic Efficiency
Economic Efficiency

Sustainability of pay balance

Fiscal sustainability

Average of
Min

Participants
31,1 60,0 5,0 10,9

28.1 60,0 5,0 11,0

22.2 45,0 10,0 7,5

18,6 45,0 5,0 9,6

Average of

Sectors

28,3

25,3

24,6

21,8

Environmental Criteria

Use of renewable energies

Energy Efficiency
Air Quality
Water Resources

Land Use

Protection of Biodiversity
Risk Environmental Emergencies

Average of
Max Mjn gtD

Participants

15,1 35,0 5,0 6,1

12,3 25,0 0,0 4,9

13,1 20,0 5,0 3,5

17,1 30,0 10,0 5,1

15.7 28,0 8,0 4,3

13,9 25,0 3,0 4,6

12.8 20,0 0,0 5,2

Average of

Sectors

14,6

72,5

13,0

16,7

15,7

13,7

13,8

Political Criteria

Citizen Participation

Participation of Local Authorities

Average of
Mjn

Participants

56,0 80,0 30,0 10,5

44,0 70,0 20,0 10,5

Average of

Sectors

57,5

42,5

Aggregation of the Categories

Social Category
Economic Category
Environmental Category
Political Category

Average of
Mjn

Participants

25,4 35,0 10,0 5,4

24,8 55,0 0,0 8,7

31,1 40,0 20,0 5,1

18,7 40,0 0,0 8,8

Average of

Sectors

26,1

22,9

30,8

20,2

Red / bold figures: Criterion / Category of highest importance
Figures in italics: Criterion / Category of lowest importance
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Interviewees: International Experts

Korthuis Adriaan

Ad Dankers

Lex de Jonge

Paul Hassing

Johannes Heister

Peter Kalas

Arun Kashyap

Albrecht Kaupp

Oren Kjell

Emilio Lebre La Rovere

Holger Liptow

Ajay Mathur

Axel Michaelowa

Pedro Moura Costa

Benito Müller

Maria Netto Schneider

Ken Newcombe

Ben Pearson

Luis A. Santos

Manager Carboncredits.nl, Senter Internationaal

Consultant Sustainable Energy and Climate Change

Head of CDM Division, VROM, The Netherlands

Deputy Director Environment and Development Department,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Netherlands

Senior Economist, Prototype Carbon Fund

Program Manager, Climate Change, Environment Depart-

ment.The World Bank

Climate Change & CDM Advisor, UNDP

Energy Programme Coordinator India, German Technical

Cooperation (gtz)

Program Director, Climate & Energy World Business Council

for Sustainable Development

Head, Environmental Sciences Laboratory, Federal University

of Rio de Janeiro

Head of Project Climate Protection Program, German Tech¬

nical Cooperation (GTZ)

Team Leader Climate Change, Worldbank

Hamburg Institute of International Economics (HWWA)

Director, EcoSecurities

Senior Research Fellow, Oxford Institute for Energy Studies

Program Officer Cooperative Mechanisms, UNFCCC

Funds Manager, Prototype Carbon Fund

Director, CDM watch

Coordinator Unidad de cambio Climatico, Uruguay
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Virginia Sonntag-O'Brien Director, Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy (BASE)

Randall Spalding-Fecher University of Cape Town, ZA

Charlotte Streck Counsel, Prototype Carbon Fund

Interviewees: India

Business

C.A. Antony

R. Bakshi

Y.K. Daga

B. Dakshnamoorthy

S. Dhar

S. Gupta,

P. Jayavelu

M. Khera

K.Krishan

S. Kumar

R. Mohan

Mr Narrendra

Mohan Reddy

Madhusudhan Reddy

N. Ramesh Reddy

G.C. Datta Roy

R.K. Roychowdhuri

H. Sharan

Mr Shastri

B. Sinha

Engineer, Ind-Barath Power Plant

Chairman, RRB Consultants

Continental Components (P) Ltd.

Chief Engineer, Mohan Breweries

General Manager (Projects), My home power

Associate Director, Rabobank

Engineer, Ind-Barath Power Plant

Asst. General Manager ICICI Bank

Chairman MalavaUi power plant (MLPP)

Chief Operating Officer, Vestas RRB India

Field officer, VestasRRB, Trivandrum

Zenith (P) Ltd., Hyderabad

Director Zenith (P) Ltd., Hyderabad

Plant Manager, Ind-Barath Power Plant

Zenith (P) Ltd., Hyderabad

Chief Executive, DSCL Energy Services

Whole Time Director, My home power

DESI Power

Director Zenith (P) Ltd., Hyderabad

Consultant, ASSOCHAM
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NGO

K. Chatterjee

V.V.N Kishore

V. Kumar

N. Sing

D. Agarwal

S. Sengupta

S. Sharma

Head of CHmate Change Center, Development Alternatives

The Energy and Resources Institute

Development Alternatives

Centre for Science and Environment (CSE)

Project Manager, The Energy and Resources Institute

Development Alternatives

Senior Program Officer, Winrock India

Academia

C. L. Gupta

J. Parikh

S.S.R. Prasad

N.H. Ravindranath

H.l. Somashekhar

Government

S. Gamlin

V. Joshi

S. Khatrik

P.C. Maithani

D. Majumdar

A.K. Mangotra

S.K. Panigrahi

S. Mishra

Professor for Applied Sciences. Pondicherry

Professor, IGIDR. Mumbai

Member of Faculty, Administrative staff college of India (ASCI)

Hyderabad

Professor, Indian Institute of Science (MSc), Bangalore

Indian Institute of Science (MSc), Bangalore

Director, Ministry of Non-conventional Energy Sources (MNES),

India

Focus-in-Charge Rural Energy & Housing. SDC New Delhi

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Non-conventional Energy Sources

(MNES)

Principal Science Officer, Ministry of Non-conventional Energy

Sources (MNES)

Director (Technical), IREDA

Joint Secretary, Ministry of Non-conventional Energy Sources

(MNES)

Director (Environment), Planning Commission

Trade Advisor, Canadian High Commission, New Delhi
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A.K. Mehta

B.J. Reddy

R.K. Sethi

V. Sharma

S. Shekhar,

C. Viswanath

Director, Climate Change, MoEF

General Manager, Non-conventional Energy Development

Corporation of A.P. (NEDCAP)

Director, Climate Change, MoEF

Joint Secretary, MoEF

Director, Ministry of Power (MoP)

Joint Secretary, MoEF

Interviewees: South Africa

(Interviews conducted by Renato Heuberger)

Government

Shirley Moroka

Xolile Witwa

Tsenge Demane

Ruud Henk

Craig Haskins

NGO

Steve Thorne

Stephan Raubenheimer

Barry Kantor

Richard Worthington

Mamashoabathe

Shomenthree Moodly

Malebabo Sakoane

Richard Sherman

Wendy Engel

Department of Environmental Affairs & Tourism

Department of Trade and Industry

ii

Department of Foreign Affairs

City of Cape Town

Southsouthnorth (SSN)

Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Partnership (SECCP).

South Africa Climate Action Network (SA-CAN)

Minerals and Energy Policy Center (MEPC)

ii

Globe Southern Africa

Sustainable Energy Africa (SEA)
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Business / Industry

Rob Short

Carol Dixon

Laurraine Lotter

Wendy Poulton

Siyabonga

Johann

Neil Rein

Michael Goldblatt

Harmke Immink

Stirling Habbitts

Jonathan Hengst

Academia

Alan Brent

Dumisani Manzini

Dr. Alex Morrison

Randall Spalding-
Fetcher

Harald Winkler

Alexandra Hofmänner

Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA)

Business South Africa, Environment Task Group / Angloamerican

Chemical and AI lied Industries' Association (CAIA)

ESKOM

Chamber of Mines

Lekowa Waste Water

Resource Recovery Systems

Palmer Development Group

Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC)

KPMG

Common Ground

University of Pretoria

n

Council for Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR)

University of Cape Town, Energy & Development Research Cen¬

ter (EDRC)
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Interviewees: Uruguay

(Interviews conducted by Renato Heuberger)

Luis Santos

Mariana Kasprzyk

Carlos Grezzi

Pedro Barrenechea

Graciela Rossi

UCC, Direcciôn Nacional de Medio Ambiente

UCC, Direcciôn Nacional de Medio Ambiente

UCC, Direcciôn Nacional de Medio Ambiente

UCC, Direcciôn Nacional de Medio Ambiente

Control Ambiental, Direcciôn Nacional de Medio Ambiente

Luis Reolon Asesoria de Planificaciôn y Gestion Ambiental, Direcciôn Na¬

cional de Medio Ambiente

Jorge Castro

Daniel Martino

Eduardo Ghigi

Walter Ubal

Laboratorio Tecnolôgico del Uruguay (LATU)

Carbosur

Organizaciôn para Desarrollo Sustentable del Uruguay

IDRC
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